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Abstract
“The Borderlands Aesthetic: Realism and Governments at the Edges of Nations”
Tim Donahue
Following the U.S. annexation of a vast swath of northern Mexico in 1848, a range of
English- and Spanish-language authors who lived in the region composed fictions narrating the
transformations of government and sovereignty unfolding around them. Contributors to this body
of writing include both long-canonized and recently recovered authors from the U.S. and
Mexico: John Rollin Ridge, Mark Twain, María Amparo Ruiz de Burton, Frank Norris,
Heriberto Frías, Lauro Aguirre, Teresa Urrea, and others. “The Borderlands Aesthetic”
reconstructs this transnational literary history in order to create a revised account of the
aesthetics and politics of realist narrative. The realism of these novels and narratives lies in their
presentation of changing social and political landscapes in the nineteenth-century borderlands:
less concerned with individual psychology than with social relations and institutions, the works I
study construct verisimilar and historically specific milieus in which characters experience the
incorporation of border regions into the U.S. and Mexican nation-states. My chapters show how
these novelistic worlds archive fugitive histories of competing sovereignty claims, porous
borders, non-state polities, and bureaucratized dispossessions. My research thus presents a more
extended literary history of novelistic narrative in the borderlands than is commonly recognized:
while the borderlands novel is often treated as a form of twentieth-century fiction concerned
especially with cultural hybridity, I locate the genre’s emergence a century earlier in writing
more concerned with institutions than identities.
Early borderlands narratives construct the institutional milieus of annexation and its
aftermath using discontinuous and interruptive formal structures: jumps between first- and third-

person narration, plots that wander away from conclusions, juxtapositions of discrepant
temporalities, and shifting levels of fictionality. These persistent aesthetic breaks can seem at
odds with conventional realist aesthetics. By the second half of the nineteenth century,
proponents of realism like William Dean Howells valued the mode not only for its provision of
verisimilar details but also for how it embedded characters in organic and cohesive social wholes
via continuously thick description and interconnected plots. Yet I argue that it is the turn away
from such narrative techniques that serves as an engine of realism in the borderlands: with their
aesthetic breaks and interruptions, these works construct a fabric of social and political relations
that is not a single totality but a multi-layered and division-marked assemblage. I contend that
the interruptive structures of borderlands narratives are not manifestations of an alternate
formation of realism but distillations of an underappreciated tendency within the mode more
generally to dramatize social division via formal discontinuity. That tendency is especially
apparent in the works I study because the massive social upheaval following the political
reorganization of the North American southwest prompted particularly pronounced aesthetic
ruptures in borderlands novels and narratives.
What the aesthetic breaks of this body of writing make perceptible are varied histories of
political institutions beyond the sovereign nation-state, from the flexible male homosocial
networks of Silver Rush miners to the railroad monopolies ruling Gilded Age California. These
histories are occluded in other forms of social representation—like censuses, travelogues, and
police surveillance networks—that construct territories and populations as stable and readily
knowable social wholes. This literary archive thus challenges the trend in contemporary
scholarship to accuse nineteenth-century realism of reproducing the perspectives and values of
dominant institutions; I contend that these borderlands narratives make sensible precisely the

institutional arrangements that destabilize U.S. and Mexican state efforts to secure sovereignty.
My research thus identifies a new model of novelistic politics: by making sensible the limits of
the nation-state’s hold on power and the range of polities existing alongside its institutions,
borderlands narratives lay bare the contingency of existing social hierarchies and invite readers
to contest them.
My chapters develop these lines of argument by analyzing the forms of aesthetic break
that circulate through borderlands literary networks at key moments in the region’s history of
governance. Chapter one shows how Joaquín Murrieta novels written in English, French, and
Spanish feature interpolated scenes of theatrical address that reveal the precariousness of U.S.
power in the southwest just following the U.S.-Mexico War. Chapter two focuses on Mark
Twain’s writing, especially Roughing It (1872), arguing that his use of digressive narration
serves as an effective technique for representing the social institutions and relations of U.S.
American and Chinese populations of the Gold and Silver Rush eras. Chapter three argues that
the anti-railroad novels of María Amparo Ruiz de Burton and Frank Norris employ discrepant
narrative temporalities to diagnose the techniques quasi-sovereign railroad companies use to rule
borderlands populations. Chapter four examines how narratives by Heriberto Frías, Lauro
Aguirre, and Teresa Urrea use swings between fiction and non-fiction to bear witness to state
violence in the northern Mexico town of Tomóchic. A conclusion reflects on the literary life of
the 1915 “Plan de San Diego” in novels by Sutton Griggs and Américo Paredes in order to
suggest an endpoint for the study. By demonstrating how formal breaks serve as realist narrative
techniques in borderlands fiction of the nineteenth century, my dissertation shows this body of
writing to constitute a crucial chapter in the history of the Euro-American novel.
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Note on Translations
The archive of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands is a multilingual one, and so in this
dissertation I work with texts in English, Spanish, and French. The vast majority of these Spanish
and French texts have not been translated into English, and so I provide translations as I quote
them. With one exception, all translations are my own. (The one exception is Heriberto Frías’
novel Tomochic, which has been translated into English by Barbara Jamison; Jamison’s
translation is a good one, so I quote it instead of offering my own rendition, though I pause
occasionally to comment on translation issues in the notes.) When quoting non-English texts, I
quote the original first, preserving original orthography and punctuation, and provide a
translation in brackets. I do so out of an effort to preserve the linguistic heterogeneity of this
body of writing.
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Introduction
Near the close of John Rollin Ridge’s The Life and Adventures of Joaquín Murieta, an
1854 novel focused on the eponymous Sonoran bandit’s confrontations with the U.S. legal
institutions being established in 1850s California, the narrator confronts a literary problem. At
the point when conflicts in the novel reach a climax,
Arrests were continually being made; popular tribunals established in the woods, Judge
Lynch installed upon the bench; criminals arraigned, tried, and executed upon the limb of
a tree; pursuits, flights, skirmishes, and a topsy-turvy, hurly-burly mass of events that set
narration at defiance.1
Up to this point, the novel has been presenting “narration” of the often-violent relations amongst
the agents of U.S. law (the police and California rangers “continually” making “arrests”), the
Mexican-descended members of Joaquín’s band (those “criminals” subject to arrest and
lynching), and vigilante groups seeking to impose their version of justice (the “popular
tribunals”). But the “pursuits, flights, skirmishes” of these groups complicate that project. Ridge,
I offer, confronts an emphatically unsettled political landscape. The U.S. had annexed the vast
territories of the Mexican north less than a decade earlier at the close of the U.S.-Mexico War,
and U.S. institutions of government had only unevenly established their authority. As a result, a
range of political bodies—from police to bandits to vigilantes, to name just a few—competed for
authority in the continent’s southwestern borderlands. No single polity could claim sovereignty.
What’s especially striking is that Ridge recognizes this institutional landscape as presenting a
problem of literary representation. The “topsy-turvy, hurly-burly mass of events” that constitutes

1

John Rollin Ridge, The Life and Adventures of Joaquín Murieta (1854; Norman: U of Oklahoma P,
1954), 135-136. For an alternate reading of this important passage in terms not of borderlands
sovereignties but rather in relation to crises in U.S. legal jurisdiction, see Caleb Smith’s forthcoming
essay on Ridge, William Gilmore Simms, and the problem of jurisdiction in the antebellum U.S. south
and southwest.
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the conflicts amongst these groups “set narration at defiance.” Why is it that the unsettled
political states of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands constitute a narrative problem? What literary
forms do authors employ to negotiate that problem? What is the character of the novelistic
realism that emerges in texts written in and about the region? What historical experiences does
such realism make perceptible? And how can these novels refine our understanding of politics
and aesthetics of realism more broadly? These are the questions my dissertation sets out to
answer.
The social and political unsettlement depicted in Ridge’s novel is representative of the
nineteenth-century U.S.-Mexico borderlands more broadly. When I say “borderlands,” I do not
use the term in the abstract, theoretical sense that Gloria Anzaldúa has offered us: a borderland,
as she elegantly posits, is “a vague and undetermined place created by the emotional residue of
an unnatural boundary.”2 Nor do I use the term in a narrow geographic sense, as in the spaces x
miles from the physical boundary between the U.S. and Mexico. Rather, I conceive of the
borderlands as described by Karl Jacoby: “that vast and contested region where the peripheries of
Mexico and the U.S. intersect.”3 For the purposes of this study, I take this space of overlapping
peripheries to correspond roughly to the territories of the North American southwest that the U.S.
annexed from Mexico in 1848, along with the adjacent regions of the Mexican north. In the
decades following this territorial annexation, a range of political institutions competed with the
U.S. and Mexican nation-states for sovereignty in the region. Indeed, from border-crossing
bandits to the Mormon government of Deseret in Utah, from quasi-sovereign railroad
corporations in California to popular religious movements in Sonora and Chihuahua, a
2

Gloria Anzaldúa, Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza, 3rd ed. (1987; San Francisco: Aunt Lute
Books, 2007), 25.
3

Karl Jacoby, Shadows at Dawn: An Apache Massacre and the Violence of History (New York: Penguin,
2008), 6.
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remarkable array of polities besides the U.S. and Mexican nation-states sought to govern the
populations of the nineteenth-century borderlands.
To recall this varied landscape of political institutions existing alongside the state is to
place pressure on a now familiar historical narrative that casts the nineteenth century as the
period of the nation-state’s rise to hegemony in Europe and the Americas.4 According to this
narrative, the sovereignty the nation-state achieves in the nineteenth-century wanes and dissolves
under the pressure of twentieth- and twenty-first-century globalization.5 This story of the nationstate’s rise and fall is a matter of particular political consequence in the U.S.-Mexico
borderlands. A present-day belief in the nation-state’s past hegemony underwrites a host of
exceedingly cruel and racialized efforts—like ever more expansive border fences and ever more
inhumane migrant detention policies—to claim or restore a sovereignty that never fully
materialized in the first place. By contrast, early borderlands novelists like Ridge, I argue, are
especially concerned with developing the literary forms to represent the institutional
heterogeneity of the nineteenth-century southwest. The novels thus foreground how the
disintegration of nation-state sovereignty often attributed to contemporary globalization has long
been the typical state of affairs in geopolitical peripheries like the U.S.-Mexico borderlands. The
novels’ attention to the varied institutional landscapes of the nineteenth-century borderlands, in
other words, puts pressure on a historical narrative upon which contemporary border “security”
regimes depend.

4

See, for instance, Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of
Nationalism, rev. ed. (New York: Verso, 1991).
5

For a version of the claim that the nation-state’s sovereignty wanes under contemporary globalization,
see Wendy Brown, Walled States, Waning Sovereignty (Brooklyn: Zone Books, 2010), esp. 21-23.
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Border studies scholarship, though, has not focused on the relationships of nineteenthcentury novels and institutions, for a pair of reasons. For one, studies of the borderlands novel
have focused primarily on twentieth-century texts.6 While the field is not unconcerned with
nineteenth-century culture and politics, the pre-twentieth-century texts critics analyze tend to be
of genres besides the novel, like the corrido and the travelogue.7 Also, regardless of period,
border studies has focused less on institutions than on identity, and with good reason. As Ramón
Saldívar puts it in a synthesis of scholarship in the field, in “borderlands contact zones between
conflicting cultures, identity becomes a central problematic, linked explicitly to racial and
economic, as well as psychological and ethical, categories.”8 By focusing on how nineteenthcentury borderlands novels relate to a varied landscape of political institutions, I do not mean to
elide the important place of complex, hybrid cultural and racial identities in the region’s history.
As my chapters will show, nineteenth-century institutional contests for sovereignty, and novels
about them, were informed by and generative of such identities.
6

While it would be unusual to find in scholarship on the borderlands novel a flat-out declaration that
there are no borderlands novels from the nineteenth century or earlier, a tacit association of the
borderlands novel with the twentieth century organizes much scholarship on the topic. This assumption is
concretely manifest in Ramón Saldívar’s otherwise insightful chapter on “The American Borderlands
Novel” in The Cambridge History of the American Novel, eds. Leonard Cassuto, Claire Virginia Eby, and
Benjamin Reiss (New York: Cambridge UP, 2011), 1031-1045. Saldívar uses three examples in
chronological sequence to sketch the features of this formation of the novel: Paredes’ George Washington
Gómez (1940), McCarthy’s Blood Meridian (1985), and Leslie Marmon Silko’s Almanac of the Dead
(1991). Because his chapter presents no commentary on any borderlands novel written before 1940, the
tacit suggestion of Saldívar’s chapter is that this genre emerges with Paredes in the mid-twentiethcentury.
7

When the nineteenth-century texts of which my chapters focus are studied, critics classify them
according to categories besides the borderlands novel, despite these works’ abiding interest in the region’s
culture and politics and their family resemblance to one another. These categories include western
literature, frontier literature, sensational literature, Native American literature, realist literature, naturalist
literature, Latino/a literature, California literature, African-American literature, literature of the Mexican
Revolution, and war literature.
8

Ramón Saldívar, The Borderlands of Culture: Américo Paredes and the Transnational Imaginary
(Durham: Duke UP, 2006), 150.
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But I would argue that the varied institutional landscapes of the nineteenth-century
borderlands are worthy of critical attention not just because they are linked to the emergence and
contestation of cultural identities and racial hierarchies and not just because they complicate
received narratives of the nation state, but also because novelists relate to those landscapes in a
way that deepens our understanding of the aesthetics and politics of the nineteenth-century novel.
Put slightly differently, my approach to the interrelations of novels, states, and non-state political
institutions in the borderlands can be taken as an effort, if perhaps a counterintuitive one, to bring
the questions of what has been termed “Literature and the State” scholarship to a transnational
context.9 Amanda Claybaugh offers a lucid distillation of how scholars in this field identify a
different set of relations between literature and the nation-state than scholars in the past have
focused on: “Instead of asking how literature can make an imaginary entity (the nation) seem
real, they are asking how literature can make a real entity (the state) more visible.”10 The
nineteenth-century borderlands novel, I offer, is acutely concerned with making “more visible”
the diverse set of state and non-state political institutions of the North American southwest.
Indeed, the central claim of this dissertation is that nineteenth-century borderlands novels
employ literary forms that make perceptible fugitive histories of contests over sovereignty, of
non-state polities, of fragile state institutions, and of the relations of these varied institutions to
the populations they sought to govern. I term these histories “fugitive” because they are elided in
the official archives and histories of the U.S. and Mexican nation-states. I do not mean to suggest

9

For overviews of this body of scholarship, see Amanda Claybaugh, “Government Is Good,” The
Minnesota Review 70 (2008): 161-166; and Matt Hart, “The Politics of the State in Contemporary
Literary Studies,” Literature Compass 6.5 (2009): 1060-1070. For examples of such scholarship, see, for
instance, Bruce Robbins Upward Mobility and the Common Good: Toward a Literary History of the
Welfare State (Princeton: Princeton UP, 2007); and Sean McCann, A Pinnacle of Feeling: American
Literature and Presidential Government (Princeton: Princeton UP, 2008).
10

Claybaugh, “Government is Good,” 164.
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that there are no such records of these polities and populations at all—though in some cases nonliterary records are indeed scarce—but rather that official records offer an at best partial
depiction that elides the distinguishing qualities of such institutions and social bodies. As they
represent these fugitive histories, the novels take up a project of literary realism. Realism, of
course, is a notoriously difficult term to define, for it has been taken to refer variously to a
narrative mode broadly concerned with verisimilar representations of extra-literary reality, a
genre of the novel focused not on the fantastic or the extraordinary but on the everyday, and a
period of literary history often but not always aligned with the nineteenth-century. When I use
the term realism, I use it to refer to the narrative mode aiming to construct verisimilar and
historically specific social worlds, because this sense seems to me to both describe the aesthetic
project of a great number of nineteenth-century novels within and beyond the U.S.-Mexico
borderlands and to correspond to the sense of realism at work in criticism, which I discuss below.
Early borderlands novelists construct social worlds by employing discontinuous and interruptive
formal structures: interpolated scenes of theatrical address, digressive plots, juxtapositions of
discrepant temporalities, and shifting levels of fictionality. Qualities like stagey scenes and plots
that wander have often been taken, within and beyond the borderlands, simply as manifestations
of bad novel writing. However, I argue that such formal breaks serve as highly effective
techniques for rendering perceptible the fissures of sovereignty and overlapping institutions that
emerged after the U.S.-Mexico border traveled south across the continent in 1848. It is by means
of such breaks that authors represent a world whose unsettlement, as Ridge’s narrator puts it, “set
narration at defiance.”
My emphasis on discontinuity and interruption likely already suggests that the realism
employed in these novels is unconventional. In the period of my study, after all, unity and

6

cohesion might more typically be taken as realism’s keywords. In the second half of the
nineteenth century, East Coast advocates of realism like William Dean Howells valued the mode
for how it embedded characters and scenes in organic social wholes via consistently thick
description and interconnected plots. This social and aesthetic sensibility is elaborated in
Howells’ own statement of realist aesthetics, Criticism and Fiction (1891). Howells argues that
“Such beauty and such grandeur as we have is common beauty, common grandeur” and that
artists literary and otherwise are thus invited “to the study and appreciation of the common, and
to those finer and higher aspects which unite rather than sever humanity.”11 Howells’ rhetoric of
commonality presupposes a cohesive community that shares in a sense of beauty, and writing of
the realist kind he advocates (and practices) is to unite, continually, that human society.
At the nineteenth-century moment of Howells, realist narration was employed in a wide
range of works—“realist novel” in that period is a category far from homogeneous. That variety
notwithstanding, later scholars of the nineteenth-century novel from both sides of the Atlantic
have, like Howells, cast unity and cohesion as realism’s hallmark aesthetic values. If, for
instance, Georg Lukács champions European realist narration over naturalist description for how
it avoids “a disintegration of the [literary] composition into disconnected and autonomous
details,” Amy Kaplan contends that “realistic narratives” in the U.S. respond to the rapid social
change of the late nineteenth century by “actively constructing the coherent social whole they
represent.”12 This emphasis on unity, connection, and cohesion has led scholars to find in realism
a generally conservative politics. Notwithstanding realist authors’ own hopes to expose and
11

William Dean Howells, Criticism and Fiction, and Other Essays, eds. Clara Marburg Kirk and Rudolf
Kirk (New York: NYU Press, 1959), 66.
12

Georg Lukacs, “Narrate or Describe?” in Writer and Critic, and Other Essays, ed. and trans. Arthur D.
Kahn (New York: Universal Library, 1971), 132; Amy Kaplan, The Social Construction of American
Realism (Chicago: U of Chicago P, 1988), 9.
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mitigate social ills, historicist scholarship of the last several decades has typically found
nineteenth-century realism’s efforts at constructing social worlds to reproduce the values and
perspectives of socially dominant institutions, especially the nation-state. To pick a pair of
especially influential examples, Benedict Anderson argues that the simultaneous subplots of the
realist novel correspond to and generate the temporal synchronicity of nationhood, while D.A.
Miller posits that the omniscient narration of the nineteenth-century novel reproduces the
panoptic gaze of an emergent regime of Foucauldian discipline.13 Readings of the novel like
Anderson’s and Miller’s, and the many that adopt their conceptual frameworks, find a structural
homology between the literary form of the realist novel and the political form of the nation-state,
such that realism serves the interests of power. By contrast, my analyses of borderlands novels
show their interruptive forms to have a non-homological, often oppositional, relation to the
nation-state. It is by virtue of this non-homological relation between literary and political form
that nineteenth-century borderlands novels are able to archive the region’s fugitive histories.
Because borderlands novels like Ridge’s engage in a realist project of verisimilar world-making
with what seem strikingly un-realist aesthetics, my consideration of this literary archive promises
to substantially enrich our understanding of novelistic politics and borderlands history in the
nineteenth century.
My project thus brings together two fields not commonly in dialogue: border studies and
novel studies. Questions of literary form generally and novelistic form particularly have not
loomed large in border studies, which has tended to generate its insights by considering how
literary and cultural texts thematize experiences of border-crossing, hybridity, and empire. And
13

Anderson, Imagined Communities, 25; D.A. Miller, The Novel and the Police (Berkeley: U of
California P, 1988), 20-21, 24-25. As a note, Anderson refers expressly not to the realist novel but rather
to “the old fashioned novel”; however, as the discussion unfolds it becomes quite clear that his discussion
centers on nineteenth-century realism.
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texts written in and about geopolitical peripheries have not been at the center of novel studies,
which has tended to theorize the genre’s historical development and politics based on a rather
narrow data set of canonical texts.14 However, my chapters will demonstrate that it is largely at
the level of form that novels make perceptible the fugitive institutions and experiences of the
early borderlands, and that examining the life of the novel at the edges of the nation yields a
richer and more complex account of the nineteenth-century novel’s politics.
Staging this uncommon dialogue between fields requires an uncommon archive—that is,
one that defies the aesthetic, linguistic, and national categories academic disciplines use to
organize literary and cultural material. The set of novels that I analyze thus includes works that
are both canonical and non-canonical, written in English and Spanish (and in one case French),
and published in the U.S. and Mexico. My chapters cover works by Ridge, Mark Twain, María
Amparo Ruiz de Burton, Frank Norris, Heriberto Frías, Lauro Aguirre, and Teresa Urrea; a
conclusion discusses later works by Sutton Griggs and Américo Paredes. Because I’m concerned
with what makes these novels’ representations of history distinctive, I analyze them in relation to
the body of journalism, maps, censuses, and manifestos that likewise sought to represent the
political landscape of the nineteenth-century borderlands.
My interest in using such an unruly and peripheral archive to refine our understanding of
nineteenth-century realism’s aesthetics and politics may give some readers pause. What, one
might ask, do these works from the borderlands have to do with the Euro-American literary

14

I’ll note here two recent articles that constitute exceptions to this trend: Elizabeth Maddock Dillon’s
“Reassembling the Novel: Kinlessness and the Novel of the Haitian Revolution,” NOVEL 47.1 (2014):
167-185; and Nancy Bentley’s “Creole Kinship: Privacy and the Novel in the New World,” The Oxford
Handbook of Nineteenth-Century American Literature, ed. Russ Castronovo (New York: Oxford UP,
2012), 97-114. The pieces by Bentley and Dillon aim to develop alternate theories of the novel via case
studies rooted in the slavery and colonialism of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Americas, and so
they inform my own work. However, insofar as neither makes the novel’s realism a key point of analysis,
my focus diverges from theirs.
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tradition on which theories of novelistic realism are based? Aren’t these works just something
different than the true object of novel theory? Why does our understanding of novelistic realism
have to change because of the borderlands? The works in my study, though, are hardly
disengaged from that history of the novel. For instance, Ridge’s novel alludes to European crime
fiction; Twain developed a robust familiarity with the conventions of travel writing and historical
novels in Europe and the U.S.; Ruiz de Burton once composed a theatrical version of Don
Quixote, and her The Squatter and the Don quotes from Dickens’ Bleak House; and Norris, like
Frías, was an avid reader of Emile Zola.15 Given these abiding interests, I would offer that we
can interpret the formal breaks that distinguish borderlands novels from more conventionally
cohesive realist narratives as engagements with and revisions of the tradition novel theory has
conventionally taken as its object of study.
Indeed, the pronounced formal interruptions borderlands novels use to depict contentious
and unsettled institutional landscapes amplify an underappreciated tendency in nineteenthcentury novelistic realism to dramatize social division via formal discontinuity. That is to say, a
great many realist novels of the period from less peripheral locales feature narrative fissures on a
smaller scale, but even such less pronounced breaks tend to be derided as failures of realist
coherence. The most famous American example of such an unappreciated interruption is surely

15

The argument about Ridge and the international field of crime fiction is first made in Shelley Streeby,
American Sensations: Class, Empire, and the Production of Popular Culture (Berkeley: U of California
P, 2002), 262; on Twain’s engagement with nineteenth-century travel writing and historical novels, see
chapter two of this dissertation; see María Amparo Ruiz de Burton, Don Quixote de la Mancha (c. 1850s;
Alexandria: Alexandria Street Press, 2004), and The Squatter and the Don (1885; New York: Modern
Library, 2004), 41; on Norris’ interest in Zola, see his essay “Zola as a Romantic Writer” in Novels and
Essays (New York: Library of America, 1986), 1106-1108; on Frías’ interest in Zola, see Antonio
Saborit, “Introduction: Accusations, Confessions, and Proclamations” in The Battle of Tomóchic (New
York: Oxford UP, 2006), xxxi.
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the oft-derided “evasion” sequence at the close of Mark Twain’s Huckleberry Finn (1885). 16
However, my argument that in borderlands novels such formal breaks constitute not a breakdown
of realism but an engine of realist representation generates the aesthetic criteria for a
transvaluation of formal ruptures in other contexts, like Twain’s noted evasion. I elaborate this
line of reasoning especially in chapter two, where my analysis of Twain’s borderlands novel
Roughing It (1872) lets me show how Huckleberry Finn’s close insightfully negotiates the social
conflicts and institutional arrangements of the post-bellum U.S. Twain’s work underscores how
the representational mode of early borderlands novels is not a radically alterior formation of
realism but instead an intensification of a tendency broadly present in the mode, an
intensification that emerges in relation to the massive social and political upheaval following the
reorganization of the North American southwest in 1848. In short, these novels extend realism;
they do not eschew it. Because of the underappreciated aesthetics and politics of early
borderlands novels, and because a consideration of those aesthetics and politics yields new
methods for approaching the traditional canon of realist authors, my dissertation shows this body
of writing to constitute a crucial chapter in the history of the Euro-American novel.
--My dissertation elaborates the argument sketched above over four chapters and a
conclusion. Each chapter is organized around a type of formal interruption. My analyses track
how such interruptive structures circulate through borderlands literary and cultural networks at
key moments in the region’s history of institutional contests over sovereignty and governance.
16

Another example of an unappreciated formal rupture in a realist novel from beyond the borderlands
could be found in Theodore Dreiser’s Sister Carrie (1900), especially the subplot where Hurstwood
works as a strikebreaker during a streetcar strike in Brooklyn. That subplot has little bearing on the
foregoing or ensuing plot, and so its discontinuous relation to the rest of the novel could be cast as an
aesthetic failing from the perspective of a conventional, cohesion-focused realist aesthetic. But that
episode’s isolation within the novel might well be read as an analysis of how the uneven class
geographies of fin-de-siècle New York generate social divisions.
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Although my chapters follow a generally (but not strictly) chronological trajectory through a
period when the political and legal institutions of the U.S. and Mexican nation-states might be
seen as expanding in the continent’s southwest, I do not mean to offer any sort of a linear or
developmental narrative tending towards the consolidation of nation-state sovereignty. To do so
would reinscribe a narrative of the nation-state’s nineteenth-century rise to hegemony that is
precisely what these early borderlands novels undermine. Rather, taking inspiration from the
breaks and interruptions of the novels under examination, my chapters present an episodic and
discontinuous literary history. Each chapter offers an account of an episode in literary history
that shows how innovations in novelistic form make perceptible the region’s fugitive histories.
The study begins in the years just following annexation, when John Rollin Ridge
published The Life and Adventures of Joaquín Murieta (1854), an account of a Sonoran bandit’s
confrontations with U.S. authorities in early California. My opening chapter examines Ridge’s
novel and the chain of English, French, and Spanish adaptations published in the following
decades. I focus on an overlooked quality of these novels, their tendency to jump out of direct
narration and relate occurrences via character addresses to different publics. These scenes, in
part, reproduce the theatrical structure of the public punishments by which the historical U.S.
state attempted to consolidate its power. But, I argue, the novels’ theatrical addresses publicize
the details of initial U.S. efforts to secure sovereignty in such a way that, paradoxically, the
novels reveal just what the state would hide: the precariousness and limits of its authority.
My second chapter turns to the decades of the 1850s and 1860s, when Gold and Silver
Rush mining worlds were incorporated into the legal and economic networks of the U.S. I
examine Mark Twain’s Roughing It (1872) alongside the body of travelogues, censuses, and
histories that likewise sought to depict the mining west. Twain’s fictionalized account of the
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lives of U.S., Chinese, and Mexican miners in early Nevada and California has a tendency for
narrative wandering that many critics have cast as an aesthetic failure. By contrast, I argue that
this fluid and unstable narrative structure critiques the totalizing and stabilizing tendency of other
forms of representing the mining west. I show, in particular, how this digressive form effectively
figures the migrant, homosocial male mining worlds that eluded the state’s gaze, and the
Chinatowns that were the locations of alternative forms of sovereignty. The chapter concludes by
examining digressive form’s persistence in Twain’s later work, especially Huckleberry Finn
(1885).
Chapter three takes up novels written in the late nineteenth century, when Gilded Age
political corruption allowed railroad corporations to operate as quasi-sovereign polities in the
borderlands. I focus on how María Amparo Ruiz de Burton’s The Squatter and the Don (1885)
and Frank Norris’ The Octopus (1901) incorporate heterogeneous temporalities—linear, belated,
and recursive experiences of time—in order to diagnose how railroads wield power. I contend
that these novels present the railroad not in its conventional guise as an agent of temporal
standardization but rather as a bureaucratic polity that rules by apportioning different experiences
of time to different populations. Read together, these novels’ forms map this scenario of
temporal politics, with Ruiz de Burton contributing an analysis of the possibilities of resistance,
and Norris offering an account of the spatial distribution of temporal experience.
My fourth chapter considers a late nineteenth-century moment on the Mexican side of the
border. In the 1890s, the indigenous mystic Teresa Urrea inspired several insurrections against
the Porfirio Díaz regime’s often ruthless efforts to modernize the country’s north. I examine the
figure of Teresa in accounts of one such uprising in the Chihuahua village of Tomóchic, focusing
on Heriberto Frías’ journalistic novel Tomóchic (1893), and on the novelistic journalism of
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Lauro Aguirre and Teresa Urrea, especially the serial narrative “¡Tomóchic! ¡Redención!”
(1896). Conceiving of these works as early instances of the testimonio genre, I show how their
rapid swerves between novelistic fiction and journalistic non-fiction stage ethical relations to the
past, make perceptible the sovereignties the Porfirian state’s violence sought to dominate, and
emplot loss into different historical trajectories.
I conclude my dissertation with an epilogue on the literary lives of the 1915 “Plan de San
Diego,” a revolutionary proposal that aspired to undo the annexation of 1848 by creating an
independent borderlands republic. Scholars have recognized how Sutton Griggs anticipates this
plan in Imperium in Imperio (1899), a counterfactual novel of a black separatist state in Texas,
and how the plan is recollected in Américo Paredes’ ethnic bildungsroman George Washington
Gómez (c. 1940/1990). By envisioning extranational borderlands polities in the past and future,
my conclusion suggests, Griggs’ and Paredes’ novels undertake a literary project different from
earlier borderlands narratives focused on making perceptible the forms of governance in their
present. The literary lives of the “Plan de San Diego,” I argue, at once suggest a quasiperiodizing turn in the literary historical trajectory of the borderlands novel and the impossibility
of such periodization. For this reason, a reflection on the 1915 plan, along with Griggs’ and
Paredes’ novels, constitutes an appropriate end-point for my dissertation. By ending here, I close
my account of the borderlands novel at a moment when such a study might more conventionally
begin. In this way, my dissertation dramatically extends the literary history of the U.S.-Mexico
borderlands, uncovering an archive that enriches our understanding of the region’s politics
landscape and the novel’s political possibilities.
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Chapter One: Joaquín’s Head
In the closing pages of John Rollin Ridge’s 1854 The Life and Adventures of Joaquín
Murieta, readers encounter a scene of colonial violence: a decapitated head, and an amputated
hand, both preserved in alcohol and set out on public display.1 The head belongs to the novel’s
eponymous protagonist, a Sonoran bandit whose conflicts with the U.S. legal regime being
established in Gold Rush California have been the subject of the narrative up to that point; the
hand belongs to Three-Fingered Jack, Joaquín’s top lieutenant. These characters were killed,
their body parts taken for identification and display, by a group of California state rangers as part
of an effort to consolidate U.S. power in the region, which was annexed just a few years earlier
from Mexico. By narrating this display of subjugated bodies, Ridge’s novel recreates a historical
episode that unfolded just a year prior to the work’s publication. According to an August 1853
broadsheet advertisement, “The Head of the Renowned Bandit! Joaquin! and the Hand of Three
Fingered Jack! The Notorious Robber and Murderer” were to be “Exhibited for One Day Only!
At the Stockton House!”2 This historical exhibition served as a scene of borderlands political
theatre: it dramatized the triumph of the U.S. state over those who would contest its sovereignty
by presenting a spectacle of bodily punishment and subjugation. Both the preserved head and the
novelistic reenactment of its display would go on to circulate widely in the following decades.
The head itself was presented to the public in several other California mining towns and camps,
1

John Rollin Ridge, The Life and Adventures of Joaquín Murieta, (San Francisco: 1854; Norman: U of
Oklahoma P, 1954), 155-156. Hereafter cited parenthetically in text.
2

The Stockton House was hotel in Stockton, California. A facsimile reproduction of the broadsheet
poster can be found in Joseph Henry Jackson’s “Introduction” to John Rollin Ridge’s The Life and
Adventures of Joaquín Murieta (Norman: U of Oklahoma P, 1955), xxxiv; and in Frank Latta, Joaquín
Murrieta and His Horse Gangs (Santa Cruz: Bear State Books, 1980), 601. A discussion of the broadside
poster’s display in Stockton can be found in Susan Lee Johnson, Roaring Camp: The Social World of the
California Gold Rush (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2000), 40.
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before being set on display in a San Francisco Museum.3 And the narrative episode of the head’s
exhibition would go on to appear throughout the many English-, French-, and Spanish-language
adaptations and translations of Ridge’s novel.4
This chapter focuses on the interrelations of historical spectacles like the head’s display,
Ridge’s novel, and the body of Joaquín novels that drew on Ridge’s. My object of analysis, then,
is a borderlands text-network that traverses space, time, and language.5 I consider not just
Ridge’s oft-discussed novel but also the subsequent travels of the Joaquín story as it circulates
through works published in California, Paris, Madrid, and New York, before returning to the
North American southwest in 1881. My approach takes a cue from Susan Gillman and focuses
on adaptation.6 That is, I analyze how Ridge uses the formal resources of the novel to reconstruct
the historical episodes of Joaquín’s life and death, and how authors, editors, and translators
undertake a creative process of copying, revising, and updating Ridge’s work for different
moments and locales.

3

The head was bought by a San Francisco museum in 1860 and displayed there until lost in the
earthquake and fire that struck the city in 1906. On the history of Joaquín’s head’s display, see Latta, 596600; and Ken Gonzalez-Day, Lynching in the West: 1850-1935 (Durham: Duke UP, 2006), 177-178.
4

For an overview of retellings of the Joaquín story, see, Robert McKee Irwin, Bandits, Captives,
Heroines, and Saints: Cultural Icons of Mexico’s Northwest Borderlands (Minneapolis: U of Minnesota
P, 2007), 38-90.
5

By classifying the Joaquín novels as a borderlands text-network, I draw on and modify Susan Gillman
and Kirsten Silva Gruesz’s notion of the “hemispheric text-network”: a cluster of texts oriented around a
single topic, in their case the Haitian Revolution, whose relations traverse “space, time, and language”
(“Worlding America: The Hemispheric Text-Network,” in A Companion to American Literary Studies,
eds. Caroline Levander and Robert Levine [Malden: Blackwell, 2011]: 230). Here, I substitute
“borderlands” for “hemispheric” in an effort to maintain an engagement with specific local histories
amidst a broader transnational analysis.
6

For Gillman’s argument in favor of adaptation as a conceptual framework for Americas studies, see her
essay “Otra vez Caliban/Encore Caliban: Adaptation, Translation, Americas Studies,” American Literary
History 20.1-2 (2008): 187-209.
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This approach lets me uncover a complex and persistent set of relations between the
Joaquín novels and the history of public punishment. What Michel Foucault terms the “spectacle
of the scaffold” persisted as a practice of punishment and power in the borderlands even after it
faded into obsolescence in more metropolitan spaces. I read Ridge’s novel alongside his
journalism and poetry to show how he maintains a deep investment in the law and order he sees
as provided by the institutions of the sovereign state and how his writing presents spectacular
scenes of punishment as a means of securing such order in the borderlands of early California. I
argue that this engagement with borderlands public punishments is not just thematic or
intellectual. Ridge’s novel, and the other versions of the story published in the borderlands,
employ a mode of narration that reproduces the form of public address operative in theatrical
spectacles of power like the display of Joaquín’s head. These novels often present characters’
thoughts and plot developments in a unique manner: while novelistic realism conventionally
expresses such information via direct and omniscient narration, the Joaquín novels of the
borderlands frequently relate these matters via character speeches addressed to an assembled
public or audience. These scenes of theatrical address interpolate the narratives and so constitute
a formal interruption of the kind this dissertation more broadly argues distinguishes the realism
of the early borderlands novel.
In these borderlands Joaquín novels, the scenes of address convoke the broadest public
when Joaquín’s head is set on display. The narration of this scene, I suggest, transforms the
novels themselves into spectacles of sovereign power. But I do not argue, as might be expected,
that such novelistic spectacles simply mirror the form of the historical events they reproduce, and
so abet the colonial project of the U.S. state. Rather, my claim is that these novelistic recreations
of Joaquín’s head’s exhibition persistently if subtly render visible the limits and contingency of
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U.S. state power in the borderlands territories annexed in 1848. The novels’ efforts to offer a
realistic recreation of the spectacle of Joaquín’s head hence perform a complex and unexpected
form of cultural work, undermining the state’s claim to absolute power and sovereignty at the
very moment they would seem poised to affirm it.
As the foregoing discussion suggests, I’m interested in the form of the Joaquín novels,
and especially how their novelistic forms document and contest processes of governance in the
mid-century borderlands. This attention to form and what might be termed the realist qualities of
the Joaquín novels distinguishes my analysis from most existing scholarship on these works.
Critics have tended to focus solely on Ridge’s novel and to read that text in allegorical terms.7
These allegorical readings present the novel as most concerned with matters not directly
represented in its pages; they interpret the sensationalized representations of violence in the
novel as displaced explorations of Ridge’s cultural identity as a biracial Anglo-acculturated
Cherokee, and of the assimilation and racialization processes operative in nineteenth-century
America.8 For instance, Louis Owens’ major early reading casts the novel as an autobiographical
allegory: Joaquín Murieta is “a fascinating testimony to the conflicts and tensions within the
mixedblood author,” for in it, “Ridge transforms himself and his bitterness against the oppression
7

One notable exception to this critical tendency is the work of Shelley Streeby, who offers an especially
rich and non-allegory-based reading of Ridge’s and other Joaquín novels in her American Sensations:
Class, Empire, and the Production of Popular Culture (Berkeley: U of California P, 2002), 251-290. The
starting point for Streeby’s analysis is a Foucauldian analysis of crime fiction, so I’ll specify the ways my
reading diverges from hers below, in the section pointing to the need to revise a Foucauldian account of
the novel’s politics in borderlands contexts.
8

I should note here one other critical meta-comment on the tendency towards allegorical readings of
Ridge’s novel. Maria Windell, in her “Sanctify Our Suffering with Tears: Transamerican Sentimentalism
in Joaquín Murieta” (Nineteenth-Century Literature 63.2 [2008]: 170-196), observes that “critics often
tend to read Joaquín Murieta as an allegorical story” and that the problem with that approach lies in how
such “readings are marked by unapologetically masculinist sensibilities” (171). But if her emphasis on the
sentimental qualities of a novel often read as sensationalist succeeds in correcting for this
unacknowledged masculine orientation in the criticism, she does so not by avoiding allegorical reading
but by presenting the novel as a different kind of allegory, not a nationalist but a transamerican one (195).
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and displacement of Indians.”9 More recently Jesse Alemán has argued that “Rollin Ridge’s life
and novel offer violent allegories of assimilation,” while Mark Rifkin presents the novel as an
“allegory of U.S. expansionism.”10 The commitment to allegorical reading, I offer, has left critics
in dissensus regarding the orientation of Ridge’s novel towards the values and institutions of
U.S. empire being established at its moment of publication.11 I suggest that we can achieve a
sharper sense of the politics of Ridge’s and other Joaquín novels by focusing more on the
borderlands worlds that are their express subject. I am interested, then, less in allegorical reading

9

Louis Owens, Other Destinies: Understanding the American Indian Novel (Norman: U of Oklahoma P,
1992), 32. When I argue against readings like Owens’ that cast Ridge’s novel as veiled autobiography, by
no means do I intend to deny or obscure Ridge’s substantive and ongoing interest in his family’s place in
Cherokee political history or in the politics of Indian removal more broadly. Ridge took up these matters
throughout his career, from his early essays to his later poetry. But precisely because Ridge regularly
turned to genres besides the novel to comment on native politics, and because he made no attempt to veil
such essayistic and poetic commentaries, readings that see Joaquín Murieta as a veiled autobiographical
narrative must disregard consistent patterns in Ridge’s writerly career. Given these patterns, I see no
reason to read the novel in any terms other than those Ridge himself gives us in the text, when he casts the
narrative as “materials out of which the early history of California shall one day be composed” (7). For
Ridge’s essays, see John Rollin Ridge, A Trumpet of Our Own: Yellow Bird’s Essays on the North
American Indian, eds. David Farmer and Rennard Strickland (San Francisco: Book Club of California,
1981); for Ridge’s poetry, see his Poems (San Francisco: Henry Payot and Company, 1868).
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Jesse Alemán, “Assimilation and the Decapitated Body Politic in The Life and Adventures of Joaquín
Murieta,” Arizona Quarterly 59.1 (2004): 73; Mark Rifkin, “’For the wrongs of our poor bleeding
country’: Sensation, Class, and Empire in Ridge’s Joaquín Murieta,” Arizona Quarterly 65.2 (2009): 29.
Cheryl Walker’s chapter on Ridge in Indian Nation: Native American Literature and Nineteenth-Century
Nationalisms (Durham: Duke UP, 1997) offers what might be taken as a distillation of the critical impulse
towards allegorical readings of the Ridge novel. After acknowledging that “Why [Ridge] chose a
Mexican character to represent certain problems confronting Indians remains a mystery,” she goes on to
offer an analysis of the novel in response to the question, “How might we read this narrative as a novel
about Indians and the United States?” (119, 130). This line of analysis seems to presuppose that the novel
is “about” something besides its manifest content, and that the critic’s task with regards to Ridge’s novel
is to explain how it is “about” something besides the borderlands political events that it depicts.
11

If for some readers the novel takes a critical stance towards the U.S., for others it maintains an
investment in hallmark U.S. values. For instance, Alemán’s article argues that the novel “critiques the
United States for not living up to its claims of social equality” (72), while John Carlos Rowe’s essay
“Highway Robbery: ‘Indian Removal, The Mexican-American War, and American Identity in The Life
and Adventures of Joaquín Murieta” (NOVEL: A Forum on Fiction 31.2 [1998]: 149-173) holds that
“Ridge’s Joaquín Murrieta [is] the embodiment of a liberal individualism” to be secured by U.S. legal
institutions (168, 160-1).
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than in what has come to be called surface reading: lending critical attention to “what is evident,
perceptible, and apprehensible in texts.”12 As the readings that follow will show, this approach
yields a fine-grained sense of the novels’ political stance: how, within certain geographies,
novels of the Joaquín text-network subtly but persistently oppose U.S. institutional claims to
power. More importantly, attending to what the Joaquín novels make perceptible allows us to
grasp how the novels’ forms carry out cultural work and act on the worlds they travel through.
Because the Joaquín novels do so in an unrecognized manner, they constitute a crucial case study
in the Euro-American history of the novel.
John Rollin Ridge and the State
When John Rollin Ridge was born in Georgia in 1827, he entered a prominent Cherokee
family that advocated assimilation to U.S. politics and culture.13 His father and grandfather were
both signatories of the 1835 Treaty of New Echota, which moved the Cherokee nation from
Georgia to Oklahoma along the infamous Trail of Tears.14 The signing of that treaty generated
violent divisions within the Cherokee nation, and those divisions led a rival faction headed by
John Ross to murder Ridge’s father and Grandfather.15 Amidst this political violence, Ridge
himself killed a member of the Ross faction, apparently in self-defense, and it was an effort to
escape the resultant criminal charges that led Ridge to move to California in 1850.16 The year
12

Stephen Best and Sharon Marcus, “Surface Reading: An Introduction,” Representations 108.1 (2009),

9.
13

On the prominence of Ridge’s family, see, for instance, James W. Parins, John Rollin Ridge: His Life
and Works (Lincoln: U of Nebraska P, 1991), 13-14; on Ridge’s family’s assimilationist outlook, see Ibid
23, 55.
14

On the Ridge’s father’s and grandfather’s signing the Treaty of New Echota, see Ibid, 21.
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On the internal divisions that signing occasioned, and on the murders of Ridge’s father and grandfather,
see Ibid, 28-31.
16

On Ridge’s move to California, see Ibid, 55-60.
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before he would arrive on the west coast, Ridge commented on the political upheaval that took
his relatives’ lives in an article for the Northern Standard newspaper of Clarksville, Texas titled,
“The Cherokees. Their History—Present Conflicts, and Future Prospects.” This upheaval, Ridge
explains, has contributed to the rise of “a banditti” that is “attracting to themselves the lawless
and corrupt in the nation and on the line, both, white and red, bid defiance to society and law.”17
This banditti, presumably, includes the men who assassinated Ridge’s relatives. Ridge’s use of
the term “banditti” here suggests that he was reflecting banditry as a political problem well
before the composition of his novel.
Near the article’s close, Ridge poses a solution to remedy such violent factionalism and
the banditry it generates:
I believe that confusion must reign amongst them; one faction must tyrannize over
another—a furious banditti must exist, defying law and order, and all the miserable
consequences, which flow from such a state of things, must surround and oppress the
Cherokee people, until a strong arm is extended over them—I mean the laws of the
United States, I would advocate a measure therefore, which looks to the event of making
the Cherokee nation an integral part of the United States, having Senators and
Representatives in Congress, and possessing all the attributes, first of a territorial
government, and then of a sovereign State.18
On display is a remarkable investment in law and order. Ridge’s solution to the problem of intracommunity violence and dissensus is for the “strong arm” of the law, especially the law of the
United States, to be extended over the Cherokees. Ridge’s investment in the kind of social
stability he associates with the absence of banditry is so strong that he’s willing to sacrifice
Cherokee political autonomy to secure it. In this case, Ridge’s early experiences negotiating
indigenous political landscapes generate an investment in the U.S. state as a guarantor of social
17

John Rollin Ridge, “The Cherokees. Their History—Present Conditions, and Future Prospects,” in A
Trumpet of Our Own, eds. David Farmer and Rennard Strickland (San Francisco: The Book Club of
California, 1981), 51.
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Ibid, 52.
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order. Ridge would continue to present the U.S. state as a valuable check on lawlessness and
violence at least into the 1850s. Ridge’s 1857 article, “Oppression of the Digger Indians,”
published in the Sacramento Bee, which he edited, decries the violent attacks on the Digger
Indians of California. Ridge remarks that, “It is a pity these poor and imbecile people cannot be
better protected than they are by the general government.”19 Readers of Ridge’s Joaquín Murieta
will notice in this piece an echo of the Tejón Indians in the novel, who are likewise described in
condescending terms. Such language suggests that, at this point in his life, Ridge’s elite
upbringing would seem to stand in the way of a sense of native solidarity. At the same time, the
reference to the protection of the “general government” indicates how Ridge continued to view
the U.S. state as a engine of social protection and stability even outside the context of Cherokee
politics.
Between 1849 and 1857, Ridge published a number of literary works—not just Joaquín
Murieta, but also a number of lyric poems. His idealization of a sovereign state as a guarantor of
social order is as important to these literary texts as to his journalism. Ridge’s political ideals are
on especially clear display in his poem, “Mount Shasta, Seen from a Distance.”20 The poem is a
four-stanza seventy-five line ode in blank verse. It was first published in 1852 and is integrated
into The Life and Adventures of Joaquín Murieta, appearing just after the narration of the first
cluster of crimes committed by the band, in 1851.21 Ridge’s biographer, James W. Parins,
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John Rollin Ridge, “The Oppression of the Digger Indians,” in A Trumpet of Our Own, 64.
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Ridge’s “Mount Shasta” has seen remarkably little critical commentary. I should note that Rowe and
Walker offer readings of the poem that see it as an expression of Ridge’s interest in the rule of law. But
those readings do not link the investment in the rule of law to a broader interest in state sovereignty, nor
to they link those political interests to the political conjuncture of the 1850s borderlands.
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The poem was included in the original 1854 edition of the novel (as opposed to inserted by a later
editor). See Franklin Walker, “Ridge’s Life of Joaquin Murieta: The First and Revised Editions
Compared,” California Historical Society Quarterly 16.3 (1937): 256-262.
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helpfully observes that “Mount Shasta” is modeled after Percy Shelley’s famous 1817 ode,
“Mont Blanc.” Parrins calls attention to the way some of the descriptions of the California
mountain in the Ridge poem recall Shelley’s characterizations of the Swiss peak; he calls
attention, for instance, to the way Ridge’s suggestion that Mount Shasta is a “vast reflector
in/The dance of heaven” recalls Shelley’s presentation of the Mont Blanc as an “infinite dome of
heaven.”22 Unregistered by Parrins, though, is the way Ridge’s ode politicizes the mountain
subject it shares with Shelley’s. “Mont Blanc,” over the course of its use of a sublime landscape
to reflect on the Romantic epistemological question of whether thought shapes the world or vice
versa, occasionally relies on a political vocabulary to describe its subject, dubbing it the “secret
throne” of sublime power, and naming adjacent peaks “subject mountains.”23 Such political
description is greatly intensified in Ridge’s ode. In the first stanza, Mount Shasta, taller than
neighboring peaks, stands “imperial midst the lesser height” (23, line 2); the storms leaving the
mountain snowcapped are “white winged tempests leav[ing]/Their frozen tributes on its brow”
(23, lines 8-9). By the third stanza the peak is “that monarch mountain” (24, line 34). The
mountain, in Ridge’s poem, is transformed into a materialization of the abstract notion of
political sovereignty.
And the sovereignty of that peak is presented as a model of emulation for the denizens of
California. The poem closes,
And well this Golden State shall thrive, if, like
Its own Mount Shasta, sovereign law shall lift
Itself in purer atmosphere—so high
That human feeling, human passion, at its base
Shall lie subdued; e’en pity’s tears shall on
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Percy Shelley, “Mont Blanc,” in Shelley’s Poetry and Prose, 2nd ed., eds. Donald H. Reiman and Neil
Fraistat (New York: Norton, 2002), 96-101. The quotations are from lines 18 and 62 of the Shelley poem.
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Its summit freeze; to warm it, e’en the sunlight
Of deep sympathy shall fail—
Its pure administration shall be like
The snow, immaculate upon that mountain’s brow! (25, lines 67-75)
The poem is as much an ode to concentrated sovereignty as to Mount Shasta, for it is the
establishment of “sovereign law” that will allow California to “thrive”; the mountain’s sovereign
qualities, in fact, are what make it an object of admiration. But there are affective consequences
to such a consolidation of authority. With the rule of law established, “human feeling” and
“human passion” will be subdued; the cold logic of law will freeze “pity’s tears.” This is a vision
of a society in which order has replaced feeling. And the poem, intriguingly, suggests that’s
good: the “pure administration” of “sovereign law” is likened to an “immaculate” snowcap.
The intensity of the desire for law is reflected in the metrical shifts of the last three lines
of the poem. While much of “Mount Shasta” remains within the constraints of blank verse, only
occasionally adding or subtracting a foot to or from a line, the closing trio of lines moves from
tetrameter to pentameter to hexameter, in a manner that’s thematically resonant. The
antepenultimate line noting the failure of “deep sympathy” in a reasoned juridical landscape is a
metrical failure of sorts, neither pentameter nor wholly iambic. The next line, though, beginning
the comparison of the “pure administration” of sovereign law to a snowcapped peak, is itself a
perfect instance of iambic pentameter, the precision of the meter matching the precision of
imagined legal system. But as that comparison is completed in the poem’s last line, the speaker’s
passion for a passionless system of sovereign law exceeds the bounds of blank verse in a line of
iambic hexameter. The effect is that of a crescendo, with the intensity of the speaker’s desire for
the establishment of a rational system of legal administration clearly on display.
The inclusion of “Mount Shasta” in Joaquín Murieta underscores how the novel shares
the concern of the poem with political sovereignty. The poem is inserted into the narrative at a
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point when Joaquín and his band are passing by the eponymous peak (23), such that the political
and legal order embodied by the “monarch-mountain” generates an opposition between the
authority of the state and the ostensible outlaws that would defy it.24 By concluding with
Joaquín’s death, the novel resolves this opposition, with the rule of law prevailing over banditry.
I offer that such an endorsement of U.S. state sovereignty—that is, Ridge’s outlook as a political
thinker—is the site where Ridge’s experiences negotiating an indigenous political landscape bear
on his novel most strongly. The same institution that for Ridge promised to solve the problem of
intra-community Cherokee violence, the “strong arm” of the U.S. government, is presented as a
solution to the problems of governance besetting post-annexation California. My claim here
about the relation of Ridge’s novel and his native background diverges from existing scholarship
on the topic. The novel has been cast as an allegory of Ridge’s particular experience of native
politics and of the problems confronting mid-century native communities more generally.25 That
line of allegorical interpretation presupposes that the novel is chiefly about something besides its
manifest continent. But as “Mount Shasta,” and the novel itself, indicate, Ridge did maintain a
sustained interest in borderlands political problems in and of themselves. His approach to such
southwestern political problems, though, was informed by his experiences of political conflict in
the Cherokee nation of the North American southeast.
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In a forthcoming essay on Ridge, William Gilmore Simms, and the problem of jurisdiction in the
antebellum U.S. south and southwest, Caleb Smith likewise finds the poem to be important to the novel
for how it distills Ridge’s desires for political and legal order. I find Smith to be amongst the most
insightful readers of Ridge’s work; my reading of Joaquín Murieta diverges from his, though, in two key
regards. One, Smith focuses on the text’s relation to its antecedents, while mine focuses on its later
circulation. And two, partly as a function of those temporal foci, I emphasize how the novel undermines
U.S. state sovereignty, while Smith suggests the novel bolsters U.S. legal jurisdiction.
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If the novel’s close endorses the establishment of a U.S. regime of law, the plot prior to
that point explores the practices of governance by which such political order might be secured.
More specifically, the novel weighs two strategies for securing political power. While both
Joaquín’s band and U.S. authorities seek to consolidate their authority by social observation,
especially via spies, the plot’s trajectory suggests that in 1850s California, staging a public
spectacle of punishment proves a more productive avenue to power. That the novel understands a
potential linkage between observation and order becomes clear early on, in the “Mount Shasta”
poem. The poem emphasizes the “monarch-mountain’s” capacity to visually apprehend its
surroundings. Speaking of the “Genius of that mountain”—presumably its divine creator—the
speaker says,
he doth
Encircle, with his gaze supreme, the broad
Dominions of the West, that lie beneath
His feet, in pictures of sublime repose
No artist ever drew. (24, lines 20-24)
The visual motif continues in the series of lines detailing what “he sees”: “the tall,/gigantic
hills,” “the sun-light/Play upon golden streams,” and “the huge old western wall” (24, lines 2425, 27-28, 30). Sovereignty and the sublime run together in these lines, but so too do governance
and vision. In fact, chief amongst the activities of the sovereign figure of the mountain is seeing.
And concerted efforts at seeing are amongst the tactics employed by characters within the
novel to gain advantage over their opponents. Joaquín, for one, sees the California where his
band battles for authority by means of a network of spies. About two-thirds of the way through
the novel, at the apex of Joaquín’s power, “There was not a town of any region in which he had
not a spy, one or more, located; not one in which he had not his secret agents and friends” (110).
Joaquín uses the information gathered through that network to advance his outlaw designs. For
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instance, at a time when his “Spies were now ranging the country every day, picking up valuable
information,” the band learns of “an opinion that prevailed that Joaquín has gone to the State of
Sonora,” and that information leads Joaquín to initiate a campaign of “plunder” in “Mariposa
County” (62). And if spies help Joaquín et al. avoid subjection to U.S. legal authority, they
likewise aid the bids of other parties in the novel to secure political power. The Tejón chief
Sapatarra who briefly apprehends Joaquín and a few others does so only after “sending spies
over his dominions to discover traces of the marauding band” (36-37); the California ranger
Captain Ellas “employed a number of spies to gather all the information that they could in
relation to the thieves and robbers” (113-114); and Harry Love, the California ranger who would
eventually apprehend and kill Joaquín, himself acts as a spy when he poses as a tax inspector to
gather information about how many men are encamped at the band’s Arroyo Cantoova
stronghold (149).
But none of these deployments of spies let any party see populations and territories well
enough to dominate their opponents in any lasting fashion. When Love finally apprehends
Joaquín, it’s not spying, observation, or information-gathering but rather chance and luck that
lets him do so: when the rangers first come across Joaquín and a few others, “Love was ignorant
of the fact” that Joaquín was who he was; Joaquín’s identity was ascertained only after he was
shot while fleeing (151, 155). The novel here offers a sort of political diagnosis, suggesting that
an institution of social observation like a network of spies or informers is inadequate as an
instrument of government for securing the kind of social order and stability Ridge’s poem finds
embodied in Mount Shasta. The characters’ varied networks of spies, in short, prove unable to
gather sufficient information to shape the outcomes of the novel’s political conflicts. By linking
information scarcity to ineffectual governance, the novel in a sense echoes a sentiment voiced in
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the print culture of Gold Rush California. An anonymous article on a recently completed state
census in the Janurary 29, 1853 issue of the San Joaquín Republican newspaper likewise places
information-gathering in relation to the challenges of governance in early California:
We have hitherto been possessed of no satisfactory data upon which to base advised, and,
at the same time, general legislative action. One section of the state being almost entirely
ignorant of another, a sectional and local character has been given to our legislation
which has proved exceedingly detrimental to the interests of the whole. The information
offered by these returns, however, will, we think, go very far towards introducing in this
respect very salutary reforms.26
The “information offered” by the census promises to solve a pressing problem of governance.
California government lacks “satisfactory data” upon which to base its decisions; as a result, the
state has not solidified as a political community (“One section of the state being almost entirely
ignorant of another”), nor has it developed laws that serve all segments of the population equally
well (“a sectional and local character has been given to out legislation”). To be sure, a census
and a network of spies ought not be conflated: if both seek to observe and gather information on
the subjects of government, they collect information on different scales and by different means.
Still, the failure of spies in Joaquín Murieta and the attention given to information scarcity in the
San Joaquín Republican suggests a historical moment when practices of social observation do
not allow governments to secure order.
Theatres of Punishment
As the display of Joaquín’s punished body at the novel’s close suggests, the practice of
power that in the novel does secure sovereignty for one party and generate (or impose) a legal
order such as is envisioned in the poem is the staging of a public spectacle of bodily punishment.
The existence of the historical analogue for this novelistic event, which I mentioned at this
chapter’s opening, suggests that such scenes of punishment and bodily display were not
26
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uncommon in the borderlands of early California. Indeed, in 1851, just a year after it was
constituted as a state, California legalized capital punishment; the decade that followed saw fiftyeight legal executions.27 Alongside such lawfully sanctioned executions occurred even more
extralegal ones; vigilance committees and lynch mobs killed at least two hundred and twelve
people in the decade following capital punishment’s legalization.28 Drawing sharp distinctions
between these legal and extralegal modes of killing proves difficult: as Ken Gonzalez-Day notes,
legal trials often preceded extra-legal executions; extralegal trial proceedings at times closely
mimicked those of officially sanctioned courts; and legal court proceedings were in some cases
commenced or accelerated under pressure by vigilance groups.29 But whether legal or extralegal,
mid-century California executions occurred before the public eye. And particularly in the case of
extralegal proceedings, the executed criminal body was typically exhibited in public.30 It is on
these grounds that the killing of Joaquín engages the borderlands history of public punishment.
To be sure, in neither novelistic nor historical accounts is Joaquín executed in public; in each
case, he is taken to have been killed in a rural skirmish with California rangers. Nevertheless, his
body was treated as though his life was taken in a formal execution, displayed before a public
audience in order to dramatize the state’s claim to political authority.
The public display of punished bodies like Joaquín’s in the 1850s is notable for its
seeming anachronism. According to a familiar Foucauldian narrative of modern power’s rise, by
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this point in time the “spectacle of the scaffold,” the public punishment of criminal bodies like
Joaquín’s that manifests the sovereign’s authority, is to have been succeeded by another mode of
power, “discipline,” the network of observational institutions whose panoptic reach produces
docile political subjects.31 Pointing to this discrepancy between theoretical paradigm and
historical event, I join a number of American studies scholars in emphasizing how Foucault’s
story of discipline’s rise does not adequately account for the persistence of spectacles of public
punishment in the colonial peripheries of the U.S. and western Europe.32 Recognizing such
histories of colonial punishment, Elizabeth Maddock Dillon proposes a revision to the standard
story of modern power’s rise, replacing “Foucault’s temporal narrative” with “a spatial one”: she
suggests that “the theatre of horror deployed by sovereign power is not supplanted by the
disciplined body of governmentality; rather, it is displaced to the colony.”33
To elucidate the dynamics of such scenes of punishment, I turn to a notable example, that
of Juan Flores, a young Californio whose 1857 execution by a Los Angeles-area vigilance
committee was covered by the city’s English and Spanish newspapers.34 Flores was said to head
a group of bandits accused of a number of robberies and killings around Los Angeles, including
the murder of the town’s sheriff; Flores’ band was so large, reportedly the largest ever assembled
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in the region, that its activities began to look like acts of political rebellion. For that reason, the
Anglo and Californio leaders of the Los Angeles vigilance committee devoted substantial
resources to their ultimately successful pursuit of Flores and his men. After turning several other
captured bandits over to the city’s legal authorities, the vigilance committee hung Flores and left
the deceased body on display for “about an hour.”35 While not every early California execution
drew the thousands of observers that Flores’ did, the crowd assembled in this case underscores
how such public punishments entailed a theatrical scene: an audience assembled before the
spectacle of a punished body. We can grasp just what is performed in this scene and others like it
by recalling that the vigilance committee cooperated with official Los Angeles legal institutions
by handing over several of Flores’ purported accomplices, and that those accomplices and Flores
himself were not Anglo-descended: the scene hence dramatizes the conquest and subjugation of
non-white borderlands polities and populations by the emerging power of U.S. political and legal
regimes in the region.
If the exhibition of punished criminal bodies unfolds in a theatrical manner, these
theatrical scenes are distinguished by their employment of a particular mode of public address.
Michael Warner has observed that publics “exist by virtue of their address,” and these spectacles
of punishments address themselves to audiences in a way that generates a specific form of
public.36 That is, a public punishment like Flores’ not only constitutes a performance of U.S.
sovereignty but also convokes and solidifies the public subject to such power. Journalistic
accounts of Flores’ execution register such a public’s emergence. The headline of the Los
Angeles Star’s coverage reads “Public Meeting—Execution of Juan Flores,” such that the dash
35
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between article title and subtitle yokes the killing to a public’s assembly.37 El Clamor Público,
the city’s major Spanish-language paper, likewise describes those engaged with the execution as
a single consolidated mass, speaking of “la multitud sin distinción” [the multitude without
distinction] that approved of the execution, and of “un gentío inmenso” [an immense crowd] that
attended it.38 The figurative language that concludes El Clamor Público’s account registers with
especial clarity the way the execution assembles this public: “¡Ojalá que su muerte sea un
ejemplo salutario para los que han empezado a desviarse del camino de la virtud!” [May his
death be a salutary example for those who have begun to wander from the path of virtue].39 The
reference to those who have “empezado a desviarse,” begun to wander, suggests a somewhat
fragmented social field. But Flores’ death, the article suggests, promises to unify this field by
drawing wandering subjects back to the singular “camino del virtud,” the path of virtue. As this
comment’s context indicates, virtue in this case entails compliance with the legal regimes of
1850s California whose power was dramatized in the execution. If we were to describe the
punishment and exhibition of criminal bodies as a cultural form, then, we could identify two key
elements: one, a theatrical scene in which an audience is organized around a dramatization of a
sovereign’s power; and two, a mode of address that consolidates the audience as a public that is
subject to that sovereignty.
Ridge’s Joaquín Murieta is structured in a way that recreates both these elements of
borderlands public punishments. The novel’s formal orientation towards theatrical scenes of
public address begins to come into view as its narrative focus shifts away from Joaquín’s interior
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life to the public events in which he is engaged. Early on, the novel displays a pronounced
concern with Joaquín’s psychology: while not indifferent to the public significance of his story,
which the narrator casts as “part of the most valuable history of the State” (7), the novel’s
opening examines the eponymous character’s interior life in a way the subsequent narrative does
not, noting his initially “buoyant heart,” the “anguish of that young heart” at his and his mistress’
racist maltreatment in the U.S., and how with such maltreatment “the character of Joaquín
changed, suddenly and irrevocably” (7, 8, 11, 12). Yet as the plot progresses, and Joaquín’s
crimes become more prolific and widely felt, narrative omniscience fades, such that the narrator
cannot even account for all the events in the novel’s world, let alone the particulars of a
character’s psychology. It becomes a struggle to recount the occurrences in the novel’s world,
which are cast as a “topsy-turvy, hurly-burly mass of events that set narration at defiance” (136).
As a result, on offer in the middle and latter portions of the narrative is not a consideration of
Joaquín’s private interior life but a general account of the publically-felt effects of Joaquín’s
activities—in the narrator’s words, “a few touches here and there that an idea may be gained of
the exciting picture which the state of things then presented” (136). This is not to say that, after
its opening pages, the novel has no interest in character psychology or interiority. Its closing
paragraph, after all, observes that the remainder of Joaquín’s widow’s Rosita’s life were lived
“silently and sadly” (159). But this reflection on character emotion abuts a narrative whose
interest has fallen much more emphatically on public affairs.
As the novel becomes increasingly oriented towards public events, it presents character
plans and motivations, past plot events, and simultaneously occurring action via public
addresses. More specifically, with increasing frequency, the novel relies on a dramatic mode of
exposition, the monologue, and such monologues recreate key elements of 1850s scenes of
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public punishment.40 For example, the novel reveals how Joaquín sees his group’s acts of
murder, robbery, and horse theft as part of a broader political program by having him give a
speech on “his views and purposes” to his associate Valenzuela and “one hundred men” in his
band; the novel gives the speech in its entirety:
“I am at the head of an organization,” said he, “of two thousand men whose ramifications
are in Sonora, Lower California, and this state. I have money in abundance deposited in a
safe place. I intend to arm and equip fifteen hundred or two thousand men and make a
clean sweep of the southern counties. I intend to kill the Americans by ‘wholesale,’ burn
their ranchos, and run off with their property at one single swoop so rapidly that they will
not have time to collect an opposing force before I have finished the work and found
safety in the mountains of Sonora. When I do this, I shall wind up my career. My
brothers, we will then be revenged for the wrongs of our poor, bleeding country. We will
divide our substance and spend the rest of our days in peace. I am now preparing for this
grand climax, and this is the reason, Valenzeula, that I have kept you so busy collecting
horses.” (74-75)
Joaquín’s speech presents a conflict between two nations: the “poor, bleeding” Mexico wronged
in 1848, and the U.S. of the Americans to be killed. By framing his band’s activities as
interventions in that conflict, Joaquín casts acts that some might see as crimes as forms of
political action. Joaquín, then, appears as a sovereign “at the head of” not just “an organization”
but of a borderlands polity, so what the assembled audience witnesses is a claim to political
authority. Being addressed by Joaquín’s speech consolidates these audience members into a
single public subject to Joaquín’s authority. Near the speech’s conclusion, Joaquín hails those
listening as a “we,” and the narration framing the speech registers that gesture’s efficacy. Just
before the speech, we are told that the audience reached one hundred in number only “from a late
accession of new ‘fighting members,’” but following Joaquín’s speech bandits new and old
recognize and response to their leader in unison: “the banditti shouted in loud applause of their
gallant leader”; this consolidated mass of bandits appears over and again as a single
40
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undifferentiated “they” until the speech episode closes a paragraph later (74-75). And Joaquín’s
speech is no isolated instance. In a range of moments, from Valenzuela’s recounting to the band
his background fighting Americans with the Mexican guerilla Padre Jurata, to Joaquín’s speech
to Luis Vulvia explaining how the latter’s escape from jail was orchestrated, the novel relies on
the monologue as a device for plotting and characterization, and these other monologues
establish relations between speaker and addressee much in the manner of the address on
avenging the wrongs of the “poor, bleeding country” (71-74, 95-96). As such scenes of public
address become increasingly frequent, Ridge’s Joaquín Murieta comes to seem increasingly
theatrical in form, like a novelistic analogue to the spectacles of the scaffold occurring at the
moment of its publication.
The theatrical qualities of such moments in Ridge’s novel are distinct from the staginess
often associated with forms of popular mid-century fiction like the dime novel. As Bill Brown
has noted, in the dime novel, “plot becomes a means of producing successive theatrical
tableaux,” that is, a means of offering “as many scenes of dramatic confrontation as possible” in
order to “sustain tension” in the narrative.41 Brown’s dime novels, in other words, rely on
character confrontations centered on dialogue and action, much like scenes unfolding on a
theatre’s stage. But a speech like Joaquín’s is theatrical not just in that it could easily be
presented on a stage but also in that it is presented to an audience. Such scenes in Joaquín
Murieta, moreover, serve a distinct narrative purpose: while in Brown’s dime novels the
theatrical confrontations constitute the events of a storyline, the theatrical addresses of Joaquín
Murieta serve as an occasion for relating events and storylines. For instance, Joaquín’s
preparations for breaking fellow bandit Vulvia out of jail are presented only in the former’s after41
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the-fact monologue to the latter (95-96). That such theatrical scenes in Joaquín Murieta deploy
the mode of address operative in contemporaneous public punishments underscores the novel’s
engagement with particular borderlands histories, as opposed to broader theatrical tendencies in
fiction of the period. The form of Ridge’s novel, then, begins deploying the form of public
address at work in its closing sequence of decapitation and bodily display well before that
sequence itself commences.
This mode of address convokes the broadest public in the novel’s closing scene, as the
representation of Joaquín’s dead and punished remains generates plot closure. Seeming to echo
the historical event on which the novel is based, the state’s agents, led by California ranger
Captain Harry Love, kill Joaquín and his lieutenant Three-Fingered Jack; they then remove the
head of the former and the hand of the latter, preserving them in alcohol, ostensibly so the
deceased can be identified. “The head,” the narrator explains, “which for a long time retained a
very natural appearance, was carried for exhibition over a large portion of the state and
thoroughly identified in every quarter where its owner was known”; the hand, we learn, was
likewise set on display (156). Exhibited throughout the region, before various publics, Joaquín’s
body addresses an audience broader than any previously assembled in the novel. The death
repeatedly dramatized in those exhibitions has pronounced social and political effects in the
novel’s world. As the narrator explains, “after the death of its chief, the mighty organization
which he established was broken up,” its former members finding themselves capable of nothing
more than “petty outbreaks, here and there, and depredations of a character as can easily be
checked by the vigilance of the laws” (158-9). By killing Joaquín, the state has dissolved the
borderlands polity he headed and reconstructed the denizens of California, bandit and non-
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bandit, into a single public over which its laws rule. The novel closes, in other words, with the
consolidation of U.S. political authority.
In this sense, the novel’s plot of crime and its suppression offers a vision of political
stability wrought by a sovereign state capable of identifying criminals and controlling lawbreaking. That vision of successful criminal identification and suppression is notable for its
marked divergence from journalistic commentary on the death of the historical Joaquín whose
life Ridge fictionally renders. Journalistic coverage of the beheading that occurred in July 1853
displayed substantial dissensus about whether or not the rangers had actually killed the purported
bandit leader. The San Joaquín Republican coverage acknowledges this dissensus: “Some of the
newspapers seem to doubt whether the rangers have really got a hold of Joaquín”; a later article
in the Daily Alta California actually rejects the possibility that the outlaw was apprehended,
remarking that “the humbug” of Joaquín’s capture “is so transparent that it is surprising that any
sensible person can be imposed on by the various statements of the affair which have appeared in
the prints.”42 This commentary suggests that the historical state’s ability to identify and punish
those defying its authority was much less assured than is the case with that polity’s fictional
analogue in Ridge’s novel. Such a cleavage makes clear that Ridge’s Joaquín Murieta represents
a capable sovereign state at a moment when such sovereignty and control historically were not in
place.
Described this way, as an account of a political order and authority not present, Ridge’s
novel becomes recognizable as, to borrow a term from Wendy Brown, an “icon of
sovereignty.”43 Brown’s exemplary icons of sovereignty are twenty-first century nation-state
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walls, like the Israel Security Fence, and the U.S.-Mexico Border Barrier. Amidst globalization’s
destabilization of nation-state sovereignty, she explains, such walls “often function theatrically,
projecting power and efficaciousness they do not and cannot actually exercise and that they also
performatively contradict.”44 A nineteenth-century novel is not, of course, a twenty-first century
wall. Still, the parallels are instructive: as icons of sovereignty, novel and wall alike function as
theatrical spectacles, cultural performances projecting an authority less-than-extant in their
present. Ridge’s work, then, with its closing account of the state’s spectacular performance of
sovereignty, becomes a participant in the very borderlands political theater it depicts,
reproducing in printed novel form the spectacle of Joaquín’s subjection. It is in this sense that the
novel’s structural engagement with theatrical scenes and addresses is most pronounced at its
close: the mode of public, collective address that had been deployed intermittently and internally
within the novel for the purposes of plotting and characterization by the conclusion operates
more generally and externally in relation to the reading audience before whom the narrative
recreates the spectacle of Joaquín’s subjugation. Ridge’s Joaquín Murieta, in short, reproduces
the form of public address operative in 1850s borderlands spectacles of the scaffold both in its
narrative structure and in its address to readers. In the remaining sections of this essay, I will
show how Ridge’s narrative is not the only work in the Joaquín text-network whose structure
recalls the form of such theatrical punishments, and how such novelistic reproductions of
punishment scenes generate effects quite distinct from their historical analogues.
The engagement with key forms of theatrical public punishments is even more
pronounced in the first novelistic adaption of Ridge’s work, The Life of Joaquín Murieta, The
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Brigand Chief of California, published in the California Police Gazette newspaper 1859.45 This
later version features even more characterization via dramatic monologue, as Guerro, ThreeFingered Jack, Joaquín, and Valenzuelo all present their past experiences—with crime, and with
anti-Mexican sentiment in the U.S.—to one another and the reading audience in lengthy
speeches that punctuate the narrative.46 And this later novel wholly avoids relating
simultaneously occurring events with the “meanwhile” of direct narration, one of realist
narrative’s conventional strategies for linking together multiple subplots. Instead of an
omniscient narrator observing and relating plot episodes occurring in different parts of the
novel’s world, characters retrospectively recount events before an audience: the bandit Sevalio
explains to Joaquín and a circle of outlaws how his mission of robbery failed when a group of
Americans overwhelmed his band, for instance, and Valenzuelo and Three-Fingered Jack
recount to Joaquín their escape from a group of American ranchers in the wake of a fight picked
by the latter.47 And at its close, the California Police Gazette version likewise becomes itself an
icon of sovereignty, offering a theatrical projection of U.S. authority. In its closing scene, this
novel reproduces Ridge’s description of the display of Joaquín’s head nearly exactly—“The
head, which for a long time retained a very natural appearance, was identified in every part of the
45
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state, wherever it was exhibited”—but sets that description into a much more detailed account of
the head’s display, even going so far as to reproduce a broadsheet advertisement for the head’s
exhibition.48 By its conclusion, the novel even comments on its own theatrical qualities: each
page of this edition features a header announcing the subject matter of the page it tops; the last
page’s header reads, “The Curtain Falls.”49 The theatrical scene and public address central to
borderlands punishments thus figure even more centrally in the California Police Gazette
retelling of the Joaquín story than they do in the Ridge version, as scenes combining these two
elements are more common and emphasized in the later text.
By contrast, when the Joaquín story leaves the borderlands—that is, when it is re-written
and re-published in locales beyond the North American southwest—the novels in which it
appears lack the dramatic scenes and addresses of the earlier works. The scarcity of these
theatrical qualities is quite apparent in Robert Hyenne’s French translation and adaptation of the
California Police Gazette version, which was published in Paris as Un bandit californien
(Joaquin Murieta) in 1862.50 We might well consider the timing of Hyenne’s translation, on the
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eve of the French Occupation of Mexico (1862-1867), as an indication that the Joaquín story
appeared in Paris as a response to a general metropolitan interest in the North American spaces
of French military intervention. Yet, to make this story of the borderlands comprehensible to a
geographically distant reading public, Hyenne effaces the regional particularities of the story
(especially its U.S.-Mexico War context) and recasts it as a more generic story of brigandage,
such as were popular in the period’s sensational literature.51 And as this context falls away, so
too do the forms of theatrical address important to both novelistic narration and public
punishment in the borderlands. Hyenne’s translation excises a number of speeches its source text
relies on for narration and characterization.52 Moreover, Hyenne adds a sarcastic joke to the
closing scene of Joaquín’s head’s exhibition that importantly recasts the scene’s tone.
Commenting on the head’s display, Hyenne’s narrator remarks, “Dieu sait les jugements portés,
à cette occasion, par les partisans américaines de la doctrine de Gall” [God knows what
judgments were brought, on that occasion, by the American followers of Gall’s theory].53 “La
doctrine de Gall” here refers to the ideas of Franz Josef Gall, the German physician credited as
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the founder of phrenology. The novel’s closing scene, in this case, becomes an occasion to mock
American interest in the nineteenth-century pseudoscience, which was more widespread in the
U.S. than in France.54 Such a sarcastic attempt at humor undermines the political project shared
by the Ridge and California Police Gazette versions of the story: whereas in those cases the
spectacle of Joaquín’s subjugation presents an earnest political vision of not-yet-achieved
sovereignty and social order, Hyenne’s joke makes the spectacle an object of mockery. As a
result, though Un bandit californien ends with Joaquín’s death, the narration of that scene does
not transform the novel into an icon of sovereignty, as occurs in the earlier works: Hyenne’s
translation functions as an ironized observation of, rather than a participant in, the scene of
borderlands political theatre with which the Joaquín story closes.
In the translations and adaptations of the Joaquín story that were, like Hyenne’s,
published in European and U.S. locales beyond the borderlands, theatrical addresses are similarly
scarce, and muted in effect when they do appear. For instance, in 1865 the New York City author
and translator Henry Llewellyn Williams brought the Joaquín story to a Northeastern U.S.
readership by translating Un bandit californien back to English and publishing the result as an
ostensibly original novel, Joaquín, the Claude Duval of California; Williams’ translation
preserves its source’s mocking reference to phrenology and the resultant disengagement with
borderlands political theatre.55 And when the story appears in Madrid, as a subplot in Julio
Nombela y Tabares’ 1871 La fiebre de riquezas: siete años en California, a massive serial novel
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of the Gold Rush, theatrical address is much less common as a mode of narrative exposition; in
Nombela’s novel, moreover, Joaquín’s execution has much more muted narrative and dramatic
effects, as it is situated in the middle of the work and so closes not the plot but a subplot.56 Later,
Joaquín’s story would appear again in the U.S. northeast in a trio of dime novels by Joseph
Badger: Joaquin, the Saddle King and Joaquin, the Terrible of 1881, and The Pirate of the
Placers of 1882.57 While Badger’s adaptations do deploy theatrical addresses for purposes of
plotting and characterization, they wholly avoid relating the scene of Joaquín’s death that
transforms some earlier works into icons of sovereignty. The waning or absence of such
structures of address in these iterations of the story published outside the borderlands makes their
presence in the novels published in the region all the more notable. Such theatrical structures, I
argue, are central to the political dimensions of these novels—not just in the early appearances of
the story by Ridge and the California Police Gazette, but also in the story’s return to the
borderlands in a later Spanish serialization, which I will discuss at this chapter’s close.
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The Details of the Spectacle
One might expect an argument about the politics of this trio of borderlands-published
Joaquín novels to be formulated in terms of mirroring and reflection: that, say, novelistic form
mirrors the theatrical form of the public punishment by which the settler society expresses
power, such that the novels straightforwardly abet the colonial project in the U.S.-Mexico
borderlands. But such are not my claims here. Rather, building on Wendy Brown’s point that
icons of sovereignty like nation-state walls express authority in a manner that tends toward the
hyperbolic and that “like all hyperbole, they reveal a tremulousness, vulnerability, dubiousness,
or instability at the core of what they claim to express,” I argue that the Joaquín novels do not
reflect and reiterate state power so much as refract it.58 That is, by deploying a theatrical
structure of address to render state efforts to consolidate authority highly public and hypervisible, the novels put on display details that reveal the limits and contingency of U.S.
sovereignty.
We can see a notable instance of this novelistic refraction of state performances of
sovereignty in the first Joaquín novel by Ridge. As that novel’s closing scene transforms the
work itself into an icon of sovereignty, the narrative focuses in on Joaquín’s head and ThreeFingered Jack’s hand and describes their display:
The head, which for a long time retained a very natural appearance, was carried for
exhibition over a large portion of the State and thoroughly identified in every quarter
where its owner was known. The hand was also exhibited in a glass case, not to prove its
identity (though even that was done) but to give the public the actual sight of an object
which had flung a strange, haunting dread over the mind, as if it had been a conscious,
voluntary agent of evil. Many superstitious persons, ignorant of the phenomenon which
death presents in the growth of hair and nails, were seized with a kind of terror to observe
that the moustache of the fearful robber had grown longer since his head was cut off and
that the nails of Three-Fingered Jack’s hand had lengthened almost an inch. (156)
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This public display of punished bodies aspires to produce disenchanting effects, to divest
oppositional figures of the mystical qualities that index their power and resistance to state
authority. Such qualities are foregrounded by the observation that Jack’s hand “had flung a
strange, haunting dread over the mind,” a description that recalls the range of earlier moments
when Joaquín is sketched in nearly supernatural terms: as protected by a “guardian fiend [who]
seemed never to desert him” (139), and as therefore capable of surviving encounters like the one
when an American “discharged both barrels of his shot gun into Joaquín’s breast” (140). If prior
to the execution, Joaquín and Jack seem endowed with mystical powers, the public display of the
men’s bodies aims to negate their effects: “to give the public actual sight of an object” capable of
generating such haunting impressions, and by so doing, to divest the object of the forms of
authority such enchantment enables.
The exhibition, though, fails to achieve that end. Joaquín’s mustache, and Jack’s
fingernails, continue to grow despite being attached to body parts suspended in alcohol, and that
growth suggests the persistence of such terrifying enchantment. The manifestation of mustache
growth is especially significant. Insofar as decapitation robs its victim of bodily integrity, and
insofar as many masculinities are predicated upon the maintenance of such bodily integrity,
when male subjects are decapitated they lose not just their lives but their masculinity.
Decapitation, then, constitutes a gendered, emasculating form of subjugation. The emasculation
entailed by Joaquíns’s decapitation at the hands of the California rangers recalls an earlier
instance of gendered violence that likewise occurred at the hands of U.S. Americans. The first of
the instances of racist maltreatment that irrevocably changed Joaquín’s character was the rape of
his mistress Rosita: after he refused the demand of a group of U.S. Americans to abandon a
mining claim, “they struck him violently over the face [...] and ravished his mistress before his
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eyes” (10). To be sure, the primary victim of this sexual violence is Rosita. Indeed, there’s a
metaphorical quality to the violence to which Rosita is subject, as the assault on her Mexican
body figures the U.S. assault on the Mexican body politic in and after the U.S.-Mexico War. But
the men also include Joaquín in this sexual violence by forcing him to watch it, with that
compelled witnessing meant to denigrate his sense of a masculine capacity to protect an intimate
partner. These scenes of decapitation and rape point up how the violence used by U.S.
Americans to dominate Mexicans frequently had a gendered and emasculating character. Yet a
mustache is, among other things, a veritable metonymy of masculinity. Its growth in the wake of
Joaquín’s decapitation thus serves to reclaim a gender identity impugned by this and earlier acts
of violence.
This posthumous growth of Joaquín’s mustache, and also of Three-Fingered Jack’s nails,
is presented as a natural occurrence susceptible to rational explanation—“the phenomenon which
death presents in the growth of the hair and nails”—but that doesn’t stop “superstitious persons”
from being “seized with a kind of terror” that was precisely what the exhibition sought to negate.
In this scene, Joaquín’s and Jack’s bodies continue to possess a kind of agency despite their
abjection, thus continuing to defy the government’s authority even after the moment of their
death. In this case, the dramatization of the state’s power—the head and hand suspended in
alcohol to make subjugation visible to all—is just what occasions the revelation of such power’s
limits and instability, manifested in the inability to wholly control the bandits even after their
death. As this historical scene of political theatre is recreated in the novel—and as the novel
itself is transformed into a prop in that political theatre—the hyperbole of the performance makes
public and visible not just the state’s claim to power but also the details exposing the very
precariousness of that claim.
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At this point, one might well ask: How is it that the writing of an advocate of U.S. state
institutions like Ridge comes to complicate and even undermine the bid for authority of such
institutions? In part, this scene works in a way at odds with its Ridge’s articulated political
perspective on account of his tendency for hyperbolic rhetoric. As the metrical crescendo at the
close of “Mount Shasta” suggests, there’s a sense of exaggeration in Ridge’s journalistic, poetic,
and novelistic engagements with state institutions, and as Brown reminds, us such hyperbolic
statements feature an instability that undermines their claim. This set of political complications
and tensions is also a function of Ridge’s commitments to verisimilitude. The novel’s editor’s
preface, likely written by Ridge himself, makes a forceful veridical claim for what follows: “In
the main, it will be found to be strictly true” (4). Such a commitment to truth would require
Ridge to include even those details that complicated his vision of a sovereign U.S. state—details
like the growth of the bandits’ mustache and nails. And it is the provision and proliferation of
such particulars that deconstructs the image of consolidated state power.
Given this pattern, it’s notable that when the California Police Gazette adaptation recasts
and extends this scene, it adds further details to the account of the head’s exhibition. But as in the
Ridge version, the added description does not magnify the state’s subjugation of its opponents so
much as its inability to control them. For instance, the California Police Gazette version echoes
Ridge’s claim about the dread-inducing effects of the hand’s nail growth, before changing the
account of the execution’s aftermath, so that the activities of the banditti do not diminish but
rather persist, “with such untiring determination of purpose, as to cause serious doubts of the
decapitation of the real Joaquín”; the narrator even provides details of several such murders.59
This retelling then goes on to narrate the head’s sale at an auction, but the sale and exchange of
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the head does not lead to the cessation of the head’s haunting effects. Rather, it intensifies them.
Shortly after an observer prophesies bad luck to those participating in the sale of Joaquín’s head,
both seller and buyer die: the former “committed suicide” and the latter “was accidently killed
some time afterwards, by leaving a loaded pistol in a show-case.”60 Joaquín’s head, here
occasioning death to those that try to control it via sale and purchase, appears to retain a sort of
agency and power that haunts the time after his death. The proliferating details in this novelistic
recreation of the spectacle of Joaquín’s subjugation and its aftermath, and in its antecedent in
Ridge, work at cross-purposes with the ostensible aims of that spectacle in the novels’ worlds,
and of that fictional event’s historical analogue.
To recognize that the gesture that should publicize the U.S. state’s power in the spaces
annexed years earlier from Mexico in fact indexes its fragile hold on authority there is to
recognize that the Joaquín story does a form of cultural work much more complex than just
mirroring and reproducing an act of colonial subjugation as it was published in and circulated
through the borderlands of the North American southwest. The way the novels’ theatrical scenes
showcase the cracks and fissures in the sovereign power of the state ensures that a story of
political subjugation is not all that is on offer in these works. Just as Joaquín’s agency haunts the
conclusion of the narrative, even after his death, the novels’ staging of a crisis in sovereignty
haunts the borderlands print cultures through which they circulate. Rendering palpable the U.S.
government’s inability to control opponents challenging its authority, the Joaquín novels present
an uncanny reminder of the past and present limits of state power in the region.
By producing such perceptibility, these Joaquín narratives enact a distinct form of
novelistic politics—one distinct most notably from the Foucauldian account of the nineteenth60
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century novel, which receives its most forceful articulation in D.A. Miller’s The Novel and the
Police, and which informs many readings of the genre within and beyond the U.S.61 Miller
frames the novel as taking the form of the disciplinary institutions that emerged in the nineteenth
century to observe and so police social life. Even when “the novel censures policing power,” he
writes, “it has already reinvented it, in the very practice of novelistic representation,” especially
in the way omniscient narration reproduces the panoptic gaze of discipline.62 But, as I have been
suggesting, the form of the Joaquín novels does not reflect the institutional networks of
discipline (via the gaze of an omniscient narrator) but rather the spectacle of public punishment
(via its structures of theatrical address), largely as a function of their publication in a colonial
periphery where such spectacles historically persisted as a mode of power. Moreover, absent in
the Joaquín novels are the disavowals of power that the Foucauldian reading of the genre casts as
central to its political practice: “the Novel seems to rely on a strategy of disavowing the police,”
Miller explains, “acknowledging its affinity with police practices by way of insisting on the
fantasy of its otherness.”63 That is, by pushing agents and institutions of disciplinary power to the
edges of the worlds it narrates, the novel works all the more effectively as an agent of discipline,
rendering nearly invisible the power it promotes. But there is no such disavowal in the Joaquín
novels. Quite the opposite: by recreating the theatrical spectacle of state power, proliferating
details about the scene as they linger on it, the Joaquín novels make power’s exercise not
invisible but hypervisible—so visible that the limits of U.S. authority become clearly perceptible.
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And it is precisely by doing so that these novels achieve a critical distance from the political
institutions of the borderlands, putting on stage, as it were, just what the state would efface.
By emphasizing the non-homological relationship between the Joaquín novels and the
disciplinary institutions of the borderlands, my analysis diverges from Shelley Streeby’s
important reading of Joaquín fictions. Streeby’s reading frames Ridge’s novel as inseparable
“from daily and weekly newspaper accounts of Joaquín’s crimes” like the California Police
Gazette serialization, and she presents this broader body of writing as engaged in a project of
Foucauldian discipline: “Even the title of the California Police Gazette [...] implies a panoptic
gaze leveled statewide, pulling together diverse incidents, crimes, and historical events into a
field of possibility for the eye of police power.”64 Streeby analyzes the representation of Joaquín,
especially of his race and criminal orientation, in Ridge’s and the California Police Gazette
versions of the story in order to argue that the former “champion[s]” and the latter seeks “to
make ‘acceptable’” a U.S. regime of law.65 But considering the novelistic forms in which
characters are presented, along with the novels’ remarkable dramatization of the limits of U.S.
law, lets us recognize the novels of the Joaquín text-network as engaged in a different political
project, one better characterized with the terms of Jacques Rancière than those of Michel
Foucault.
For Rancière, an aesthetic object like a novel can exert political agency because political
life is at base aesthetic: seeing aesthetics “as the system of a priori forms determining what
presents itself to sense experience,” Rancière argues, “Politics revolves around what is seen and
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what can be said about it.”66 With politics revolving around perception, what can be seen and
thus be said, literary expressions possess real political potency: they promise to “reconfigure the
map of the sensible by interfering with the functionality of gestures and rhythms adapted to the
natural cycles of production, reproduction, and submission.”67 Rearranging what is perceivable, I
argue, is just what the novelistic recreations of Joaquín’s execution do. More specifically, the
Joaquín novels produce a “map of the sensible” in certain regards at odds with that of the U.S.
colonial state: they set on stage a quality that polity would prefer to remain imperceptible, the
contingency and fragility of its authority. By so doing, the Joaquín novels, to borrow a
formulation from Rancière, “introduce lines of fracture and disincorporation into imaginary
collective bodies”—most especially the sovereignty of the settler state. The novels recast the
arrangement of authority in the borderlands as something not absolute and permanent, but rather
as an object of critique that can be debated and transformed. This is an emphatically different
mode of literary-political engagement than that at work in the Foucauldian account of the novel,
different not only in its more critical orientation towards official institutions of power but also in
the way it makes practices of power not invisible but hypervisible.
To be clear, I do not mean to suggest that the Joaquín novels are simply subversive; much
less do I mean to suggest that the original scene of punishment was. That would be a crude
oversimplification, especially given the racial violence depicted in the novels and enacted in their
historical analogues. Rather, I mean to argue that the theatrical structure of these novels produces
and rearranges details of power’s exercise in a way that prevents a straightforward reproduction
of the cultural work of the scene of punishment they depict. The apparent formal homology
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between theatrical novels and staged public punishments turns out to be anything but, with the
former rendering sensible fluctuations of power the latter sets out sets out to efface. The Joaquín
novels, in short, do not reproduce borderlands political theatre so much as refract it.
With this understanding of the politics of theatrical address in the Joaquín novels
published in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands in the 1850s, we can understand the significance of the
story’s return to the region several decades later. This return occurred in June and July of 1881,
as the La Gaceta newspaper of Santa Barbara, California serialized a Spanish translation of the
story under the title Vida y aventuras de Joaquín Murrieta—the first Spanish language version of
the story to be published in print in North America.68 Scholars have assumed La Gaceta’s
version to be a translation of the 1859 California Police Gazette rendition of the story.69 But the
source text of La Gaceta’s Joaquín story translation is in fact Hyenne’s Un bandit californien.
This source text relation is perhaps clearest in the way La Gaceta’s version reproduces all
Hyenne’s chapter breaks and descriptions, which differ notably from those of the California
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Police Gazette edition.70 That La Gaceta would draw on the French version is fitting, given the
cosmopolitan orientation of the paper—regularly included in its pages, for instance, was a
column, “Telegramas,” that printed dispatches from Mexico, Spain, France, and Italy.71
Joaquín’s return to borderlands print culture via Paris thus hints at the cosmopolitan networks of
cultural exchange increasingly traversing the late nineteenth-century North American southwest.
While the La Gaceta version generally follows the Hyenne text closely, the anonymous
Spanish translator does make several notable changes to and excisions from the French source
text. Those modifications and cuts, I argue, intensify the theatrical addresses of La Gaceta’s
retelling of the Joaquín story and thereby shape the serialization’s engagement with the U.S. state
institutions seeking to regulate the North American southwest of the early 1880s. One of these
excisions is quite apparent: much of the narrative middle of the story is cut out, so that the plot’s
conclusion could be presented to readers before the financially struggling La Gaceta went out of
business. As the editor’s note in the paper’s last issue explains, “Con motivo de la suspension de
LA GACETA nos vemos obligados á saltear desde el capitulo IX hasta el XXIV” [Due to the
discontinuation of LA GACETA, we see ourselves obligated to skip chapters nine through
twenty four].72 The editorial’s language of obligation, “nos vemos obligados,” suggests that a
particular aesthetic commitment drives this excision: the paper must jump ahead to achieve
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narrative closure. The aesthetic commitment to closure, then, ends up not only reproducing but
also foregrounding the most dramatic and politically charged scene in the novel: standing in for
the last two thirds of the novel is a single episode in which the depiction of the U.S. state’s
efforts to subjugate Joaquín end up bringing into view the haunting presence of his agency.
A few important translation decisions make La Gaceta’s version of this concluding scene
more theatrical—that is, more oriented to public address and engagement—than that of its
French source. This translation, for one, removes the mocking reference to phrenology, to “les
partisans américaines de la doctrine de Gall,” that produces in Un bandit californien an ironized
distance from the historical punishment represented at its close.73 La Gaceta thereby offers a
more serious recreation of the closing spectacle that does not just observe a scene of borderlands
political theatre but also participates in it. That engagement with the spectacular punishment of
the historical Joaquín is deepened via the way the serialization reproduces the message of a
broadsheet advertisement for the head’s exhibition as a block quotation:
La cabeza de Joaquín Murrieta
puede ser vista en casa de King
esquina de las calles Sansome y Halleck
enfrente del Teatro Americano.
Entrada un peso.

[The head of Joaquín Murrieta
can be seen at King’s place
corner of Sansome and Halleck streets
in front of the American Theatre.
Admission one dollar.]74

In Hyenne, this block of advertisement text appears in English, such that there’s a linguistic gap
between it and the French of the rest of the work. When La Gaceta’s translation removes the
linguistic difference from the broadsheet, rendering it in the Spanish of the surrounding
narrative, it closes the distance between the historical spectacle and the novelistic recreation of it.
As such, this closing scene transforms the La Gaceta serialization of the Joaquín story into an
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icon of sovereignty in a manner much like in the conclusions of the novels by Ridge and the
California Police Gazette.
Yet I say “in a manner much like” instead of “just as” intentionally: the performative
projection of sovereignty at the close of La Gaceta’s translation is not quite identical to that of
the earlier works. This difference has in part to do with historical timing. By 1881, the U.S. state
in the borderlands was less concerned with establishing its authority in a newly annexed and
effectively colonial space than it was with regulating the movement of people and goods across
the boundaries that circumscribed that space. Customs agents had begun policing the U.S.Mexico border by the 1880s, at roughly the moment when Congress commenced passing racially
exclusionary immigration laws like the Page Act of 1875 and the Chinese Exclusion Act of
1882.75 While the earlier Ridge and California Police Gazette novels and the later La Gaceta
serialization are all published at moments of state institutional expansion, then, when the Joaquín
story returns to the borderlands in the 1880s, there were a different set of governance issues at
stake than at the moment of the story’s first appearance. So La Gaceta’s translation of the
Joaquín story not only makes sensible the limits of state power in the 1850s, but also raises the
possibility of institutional weakness in the then emergent exclusionary immigration regime.
But more than just addressing a changed political milieu, La Gaceta’s version of the
Joaquín story is distinguished from its antecedents by the way certain decisions of La Gaceta’s
anonymous translator serve to amplify the sense of posthumous agency on display in the novels’
closing depiction of the state’s effort to disenchant and repress Joaquín. Central to this
amplification is the way La Gaceta jettisons the last two paragraphs of the Hyenne source text.
Those paragraphs recount the misfortunes befalling the sellers and purchasers of Joaquín’s head,
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and emphasize the veracity of the narrative.76 With those paragraphs removed, La Gaceta’s
retelling ends with a pair of striking utterances. The first is the prophecy hurled by an observer of
the auction of Joaquín’s head, “¿es possible que oseis vender la cabeza de vuestro prógimo? por
cierto que jamas tendreis suerte; no volvereis á hacer un buen negocio en todos los dias de
vuestra vida!” [Is it possible that you dare to sell the head of your fellow man? For sure you’ll
never be lucky again; you’ll never again make a good deal for the rest of your life!]; the second,
the closing words of La Gaceta’s serialization, relates the moment of the head’s sale at auction,
“la cabeza fue vendida por sesenta y tres pesos!” [the head was sold for sixty-three pesos!].77
Such utterances are, of course, included in earlier retellings of the Joaquín story. But in those
earlier cases, these statements are followed by the concluding paragraphs that La Gaceta
removes. Those excised paragraphs suggest that the threatening prophecy of bad luck and poor
business has achieved its office and that the resistant force of Joaquín’s posthumous agency has
thus begun to fade away. Yet without those paragraphs, with the novel ending instead on the very
act of exchange that activates the prophecy, the specter of Joaquín’s resistant agency persists in a
still potent form.
And, by virtue of the temporal gap between the moment of Joaquín’s head’s display in
Stockton in 1853 and the time of the story’s republication in Spanish in 1881, Joaquín’s agency
persists across time, decades after the U.S. state’s unsuccessful attempt to convert his wounded
body into a figure of its sovereign power. So when the Joaquín story returns to the borderlands in
the pages of La Gaceta, and when that paper reshapes the story to ensure its pages feature the
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scenes of Joaquín’s punishment and its aftermath, what is rendered legible is not only the
fragility of the U.S. state’s hold on political power and its inability to control the populations
along its borders, but also the persistence of the challenge to it. The significance of such
visibility lies in the way it remaps what is perceptible, sayable, and contestable in that particular
political order. Here, as in other borderlands versions of the Joaquín story, it is the form of the
novel that casts existing arrangements of power as contingent and subject to further challenge.
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Chapter Two: Borderlands Twain
About halfway through Mark Twain’s Roughing It, the narrator makes a striking
declaration: “I digress constantly.”1 This is an accurate claim. Twain’s 1872 work is a partly
autobiographical but largely fictional text that centers on the wanderings of a never-named
narrator-protagonist through Nevada and California at the close of the Gold and Silver Rush era
in the 1860s, along with his brief sojourn in the Sandwich Islands. The narrative gains a sense of
continuity by following the maturation trajectory of the bildungsroman: the narrator’s naiveté, on
clear display during his overland stagecoach journey to the west, is gradually mitigated by his
experiences as an unsuccessful miner and logger; his attainment of a matured, cynical
perspective coincides with his settling into a job as a journalist in Virginia City, Nevada. But this
first-person narrative trajectory is frequently interrupted by digressive chapters that describe the
peoples, histories, and institutions of the North American west and southwest, which the U.S.
had annexed from Mexico just decades earlier in 1848. My chapter takes as its focus these
formal interruptions. I argue that Twain’s digressive narration serves as a highly effective
technique for representing the unsettled state of social and political life in North America’s
southwestern borderlands.
I’m not the first critic drawn to consider the text’s digressiveness. In William Dean
Howells’ admiring 1872 review of the text, he calls attention to and praises the way, “A thousand
anecdotes, relevant and irrelevant, embroider the work; excursions and digressions of all kinds
are the very woof of it, as it were.”2 Twentieth-century critics, by contrast, have appreciated
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Roughing It’s digressiveness much less. In a reading that set the terms for much subsequent
analysis of the text, Henry Nash Smith describes the bildung trajectory of the text as the
narrator’s transition from “tenderfoot” to “veteran” and argued that the literary and moral
complexity of the work lie in the way the narrative “I” relates the actions of the “tenderfoot”
even as it subjects those actions to the judgment of the “veteran.”3 Smith refers to turns away
from this narrative arc as “frankly digressive (and inferior) chapters.”4 The bulk of subsequent
scholarship amounts to what are effectively refinements of Smith’s concept framework. For
instance, Drewey Wayne Gunn frames the story of the tenderfoot’s maturation as an instance of
an archetypal coming of age myth, while Jeffrey Alan Melton recasts the tenderfoot as a tourist
who is notable for his non-development over the narrative.5 This body of scholarship largely
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adheres to Smith’s aesthetic judgment. As one recent reader suggests, “Few critics consider
Roughing It a masterpiece on the scale of Huckleberry Finn, or even Life on the Mississippi, and
most recognize its relative lack of coherence. It reads like a pastiche of perspectives, memories,
anecdotes, sketches, and speeches.”6 The very qualities that, for Howells, warranted praise for
the text here detract from its value.
To be sure, a handful of Roughing It’s contemporary critics have found reason to take a
stand in favor of its digressiveness. For example, Lee Clark Mitchell argues that the “anecdotal,
episodic, digressive structure” of the text serves to demythologize the west, and Peter Messent
claims that Roughing It’s “meandering and digressive” form deconstructs American frontier
ideology.7 For these critics, digression is valuable insofar as it is deconstructive, taking apart
problematic conceptions of the spaces at the nation’s edge. My chapter, by contrast finds a
different kind of value in Roughing It’s digressiveness. Instead of inquiring after what myths and
ideologies digressions take apart, I ask: what kinds of social worlds do digressions construct? I
begin answering this question with a consideration of Roughing It and Twain’s early letters
alongside contemporaneous travel writing, in order to link digression to an anti-state political
Quarterly 50.2 (1989): 145-172; and Joseph Coulombe, Mark Twain and the American West (Columbia:
U of Missouri P, 2011), esp. 21-46.
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perspective. Because Roughing It’s digressive narration disidentifies with the perspective of the
U.S. state, I argue, the text is able to represent peoples and polities that are effaced by official
archives and gazes. I elaborate this claim by analyzing Roughing It’s representation of
homosocial male mining communities and western Chinatowns, both of which were fixtures in
the social landscape of the Gold and Silver Rush-era borderlands and both of which had
differently vexed relations to the institutions of the state. The chapter closes by showing how the
digressive form developed in Roughing It persists in Twain’s subsequent novels, especially in
Huckleberry Finn, in order to suggest the ways the borderlands constitute a context even for
works Twain composed after he left that southwestern space.
While Mark Twain’s career and writing has not been considered in relation to the U.S.Mexico borderlands, that region is a fitting context for the early phase of his career. Much like
Roughing It’s narrator, Samuel Clemens accompanied his brother Orion to Nevada when the
latter received an appointment as secretary of the Nevada Territory.8 When Sam and Orion
arrived in the continent’s southwest in 1861, what they encountered was no open or vacant
frontier. Up until just thirteen years earlier, Nevada had been a part of Mexico, and before that,
the Spanish empire. The institutions of the U.S. state were just taking shape there as the Clemens
brothers arrived, and these institutions sought to govern diverse and cosmopolitan populations
from within and beyond the borders of the U.S.: Mormon settlers; emigrant miners from the
U.S., Europe, and Mexico; and the Paiute and Shoshone Indians who were the region’s original
residents.9 The U.S. government that Orion worked for was far from the sovereign power in the
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region. Roughing It in fact points up the territorial government’s modest claim to authority when
the narrator sarcastically describes the territorial governor’s abode, “a white frame two story
house with two small rooms,” as a “palace” with “grandeur” (140). As a result of this
institutional situation, the U.S. state struggled to enforce its laws, and conflicts amongst the
region’s cultural and political groups unfolded unchecked, often violently.10
Twain thematizes the U.S. effort to take control of a former Mexican territory in the
“Genuine Mexican Plug” episode of Roughing It. Soon after arriving in Nevada, the narrator
becomes so impressed with the “magnificent horsemanship” that the “picturesquely-clad
Mexicans, Californians, and Mexicanized Americans displayed in Carson streets every day” that
he sets out to buy a horse of his own (158). The horse he sets out to buy is sold to him as a
“Genuine Mexican Plug” (159). Indeed, the Mexican qualities of the horse are a particular selling
point. Looking over the horse before the purchase, the narrator’s gaze lingers on the saddle, to be
included in the sale: “It was a Spanish saddle, with ponderous tapaderas [hooded stirrups], and
furnished with the ungainly sole-leather covering with the unspellable name” (158, italics in
text). Whether “Spanish” here is serving for the narrator as an imprecise synonym for Mexican,
or whether it serves to associate the saddle with the pre-Mexican Spanish period of rule, the
sentence expresses a keen interest in the material culture of the Spanish-speaking people who
had resided in the North American southwest long before 1848. Accordingly, in the sentence just
following this description of Mexican material culture, the narrator initiates the purchase: “I said
I had half a notion to bid” (158). Read literally, the episode of the horse purchase indexes the
continued Mexican presence in the territories of the Mexican Cession. But the episode might also
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be read in symbolic terms: this U.S. American’s acquisition of a Mexican horse recalls and
figures the U.S. taking possession of what was once the Mexican north.
Indeed, as the episode unfolds, a political allegory takes shape. Much like the way that in
this passage, the Spanish word “tapadera,” by virtue of its non-translation, resists the English
language order of the sentence in which it is found, the horse refuses to submit to the authority of
his new owner: the narrator is promptly bucked off in his first attempt to ride. The narrator’s
inability to master the horse points to the inability of the U.S. state to control the borderlands
territories over which it was nominally sovereign. The political symbolism of the episode is
underscored by the description of the horse after he has bucked off the narrator: a bystander
terms the animal a “foreign relic,” while the narrator ponders the subjugation of the “imperial
beast” (162). If the first of these descriptions emphasizes the horse’s non-American identity, the
second associates it with the southwest’s Spanish colonial past. The allegory grows more
complex after the narrator has been thrown off, for he allows a pair of acquaintances to try to
tame the plug: a “Californian youth”—by which Twain presumably means a young Californio—
and the “Speaker of the House” in the territorial legislature (161, 162). Both these riders fare
slightly better than the narrator, but neither manages to master the horse, and so the episode
suggests that the longer-residing denizens of former Mexican possessions shared with the U.S.
territorial government an inability to claim sovereignty in a sustained fashion. By presenting this
problem of governance through the story of a misguided purchase, the allegory at once elides the
lack of choice the Mexican government faced in turning over the Mexican Cession and critiques
the U.S. for having acquisitive designs on territory it couldn’t manage.
The “Genuine Mexican Plug” episode thus presents the southwest that the narrator arrives
in as in a state of political unsettlement. What’s especially striking is that the narrator described
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the state of unsettlement resulting from being bucked off the horse as generating a
representational problem. “Pen cannot describe how I was jolted up,” he explains; “Imagination
cannot conceive how disjointed I was—how internally, externally and universally I was
unsettled, mixed up, and ruptured” (161). If “Pen cannot describe” such an “unsettled, mixed up
and ruptured state of affairs,” this chapter argues that digressive narrative form proves much
more adept. My next section, then, will offer an account of that literary form’s emergence and
politics in Twain’s writing.
Mark Twain’s Unofficial Perspective
As my initial description of Roughing It probably began to suggest, the text digresses in
two primary ways. One I’ll term thematic digression. Over the course of its six-hundred-some
pages, Roughing It frequently turns away from the plot of the narrator’s wandering from town to
town, friend to friend, and job to job. One chapter, for instance, describes the visit to New York
of two clueless Nevada nabobs who got rich in the mines; another relates the early history of
Virginia City, Nevada, where the narrator, like the young Sam Clemens, lived for a period; still
another describes surface mining practices (299-307, 318-319, 413-415). The second form of
digression I’ll label as generic. Roughing It frequently turns away from the novelistic register of
fictional autobiography to mime other genres: if the Nabobs in New York episode recalls the
humorous sketch, the Virginia City chapter resembles historiography, while the mining segment
reads like journalism. Critics often cast these thematic and generic digressions as the inadvertent
or accidental result of a rushed composition process, the pressures of publication deadlines, or a
failure of aesthetic vision.11 However, the suggestion that Roughing It’s digressions are
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accidental or inadvertent is belied by the narrator’s meta-reference to that literary form: “I
digress constantly.”
The doubly digressive qualities of Roughing It’s narration distinguish it from other
cultural forms used to represent the continent’s western and southwestern spaces, especially the
mid-century travelogue. The formal quality of digressiveness, in fact, constituted an aesthetic
failing to be avoided for travel writers of the time. For instance, Frances Parkman, author of one
of the period’s most well-known travelogues, The Oregon Trail (1849), expressly disavows
digression. The “Preface” to the 1852 edition of that work declares it to be “free, for the most
part, from reflections or digressions of any kind.”12 The same sensibility is at work in a later,
popular text that charted travel through Roughing It’s 1860s Nevada and California settings,
Samuel Bowles’ 1865 work Across the Continent. Clemens, in fact, would become personally
acquainted with Bowles four years after Across the Continent’s publication. Bowles managed to
leave a remarkably negative impression on Clemens: as he put it in a letter to his wife Livy
describing their meeting, “I was ashamed to find myself calling him in my secret heart a born
and bred cur, every time.”13
Alongside this personal antipathy there was also a radical distinction in aesthetic
sensibility, one entangled with discrepant political outlooks. Bowles traveled from coast to coast
in the entourage of Schuyler Colfax, then speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives, and in
his book, Bowles set out to give “with compactness and completeness, the distinctive
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experiences of the overland journey.”14 Opting not for digressiveness but for completion and
compactness leads Bowles to present the west in radically different terms than those we see in
Twain. Midway through his narrative, he writes,
Great the wonder grows at the extent of the Republic; but larger still our wonder at the
mysterious but unmistakable homogeneity of the nation’s people. San Francisco, looking
westward to the Orient for greatness, cooling its summer heats with Pacific breezes,
thinks the same thoughts, breaths the same patriotism, burns with the same desires as
New York, whose outlook is eastward, and which seems to borrow their civilization and
commerce from Europe.15
Bowles, here, constructs an image of North America as homogenous, settled, and knowable—
even in the southwestern regions only recently incorporated into the nation.
We might say that Bowles’ travelogue “sees like a state,” to borrow a formulation from
the political scientist James C. Scott. In his book Seeing Like a State, Scott argues that “legibility
[is] a central problem in statecraft”: for the state to function as an administrative authority, it
must be able to see the peoples and territories it governs.16 To render those peoples and
territories legible, the state relies on institutions of social observation: “maps, censuses, cadastral
lists, and standard units of measurement,” to name a few.17 Such measures, as Scott explains,
presuppose “a viewer whose place is central and whose vision is synoptic”; that is, they observe
the social field from a singular, exterior, ostensibly objective perspective, one that produces a
totalizing vision in which all elements of the observed field are incorporated into a single
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coherent whole.18 The centralizing and synoptic perspective of state vision, Scott adds, has the
effect of rendering society as static.19 These totalizing and stabilizing tendencies mean that the
accounts of people and places generated by the statist gaze inevitably are “riddled with
inaccuracies, omissions, faulty aggregations, fraud, negligence, political distortion, and so on.” 20
I would offer that this propensity for misapprehension is on especially clear display when
Bowles somehow finds homogeneity and settlement in the North American southwest.
When we look at Twain’s early letters, those from his pre-pseudonym days as Sam
Clemens, we see him anticipating Scott’s concern with the ordering, abstracting, and distorting
qualities of state representations of society. When Sam’s brother Orion was appointed territorial
secretary of pre-statehood Nevada in 1861, Sam accompanied him, and he regularly wrote his
mother to update her on Orion’s work establishing U.S. government institutions in that recently
incorporated territory. At one point in 1862, amidst the territorial government’s deciding what
should be depicted on its territorial seal, Clemens claims to have suggested the image of a
buzzard “standing upon a decomposed ox.” He writes to his mother:
But wouldn’t it make a bully coat-of-arms for the Territory?—neat and appropriate, and
all that? And wouldn’t it look gay on the great seal, and the military commissions, and so
forth, and so on, et cetera? I proposed it, but the secretary of the territory [Orion] said it
was “disgusting.” So he got one put through the Legislature with star-spangled banners
and quartz mills and things in it. And nary a buzzard. It is all right, perhaps—but I know
there are more buzzards than quartz mills in Nevada Territory.21
Whether or not Sam ever made this proposal to Orion, the letter remains important for the
opposition it constructs. On one side is Clemens, advocating a representational mode that
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presents the southwestern territories as they are, buzzards and all. On the other is the institutional
apparatus of the state, presenting an image of patriotism (“star-spangled banners”) and orderly
economic productivity (“quartz mills”), which obscures realities on the ground (“nary a
buzzard”). That this opposition is elaborated with reference to the seal’s image evinces the way
Twain, like Scott, thinks of governance in visual terms.
Clemens’ suggestion in this early letter is that the U.S. territorial government in Nevada
produces idealized and orderly pictures that efface the challenging complexities of facts on the
ground. When Clemens represents the spaces at the edges of the U.S., he turns away from such
ordering optics. In another letter to his mother, this one from 1861, Clemens embraces, with a
sense of humor, the heterogeneous and unsettled state of mid-century borderlands societies:
The country is fabulously rich in gold, silver, copper, lead, coal, iron, quicksilver, granite,
chalk, plaster of Paris, (Gypsum,) thieves, murderers, desperadoes, ladies, children,
lawyers, Christians, Indians, Chinamen, Spaniards, gamblers, sharpers, cuyotès
(pronounced y ki-yo-ties,) chin poets, preachers, and jackass rabbits.22
The humor, of course, lies in the way the syntax of the list produces a sense of equivalence
amongst the minerals, social identities, cultures, and animals appearing on it. The list’s
syntactical leveling refuses precisely the kinds of ordering categorizations states use to
epistemologically apprehend peoples and territories. The disorderly nature of the parataxis,
moreover, suggests that the list could never constitute a totalizing or synoptic representation of
the social field it depicts: the absence of order suggests that the list features no beginning,
middle, and end; absent such a telos, the list could continue ad infinitum, with any finite
instantiation of it being necessarily partial.
In the years when Roughing It was being composed, 1870 and 1871, Twain was also
publishing regularly in magazines, and his published work elaborates the critique of state vision
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Clemens began years earlier in his private correspondence. A particularly forceful critique of the
way official institutions misapprehend the world around them is found in a woodcut satirical map
that he published in the fall of 1870—first in the Buffalo Express newspaper where he was then
working as editor, and later, once the sketch turned out to be wildly popular, in the Boston Sun,
the New York Herald, and the Galaxy magazine.23 Labeled “Fortifications of Paris,” the map
offers a parodic cartography of the French city, then under siege in the Franco Prussian War:24

The object of satire, here, is the body of maps being published at the time in major newspapers
that sought to represent that war for American readers. As the accompanying commentary puts it,
in those maps “more attention seems to be paid to artistic picturesqueness than geographical
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reliability.”25 This map enacts its parody by exaggerating the absence of “geographical
reliability,” as its crude lettering and lines produce an image that is the picturesque’s opposite.
Wartime Paris appears here as an enigmatic, distorted space. The backwards lettering—the result
of Twain’s unfamiliarity with the woodcut medium—produces a measure of opacity in the
image. Disrupting conventional spatial representations, the map juxtaposes locales distant from
one another: the Seine River appears to branch into the Rhine and the Erie Canal, and the
Parisian neighborhoods of Vincennes and Saint-Cloud are set next to the U.S. cities of Omaha
and Jersey City. Indeed, there’s a measure of critique in Twain’s insertion of U.S. cities into
Parisian space, insofar as it suggests that Americans only see a version of their own societies
when they look abroad at France. Other labels have an ambiguous referent, as Podunk and
Highbridge name multiple locales in the U.S. and elsewhere. Further unsettling the cartographic
order is the combination of different registers of descriptive terminology: the map mixes generic
labels—fence, fort—with specific place names. What results is a vision of Paris that’s far from
stable and coherent. As if to underscore the relation of such spatial visions and political
institutions, the map’s accompanying commentary includes a series of fictional half-hearted
endorsements attributed to political and military leaders of the time. “It has a very nice, large
print,” says Napoleon, for instance, while W.T. Sherman observes, “It is but fair to say that in
some respects it is a truly remarkable map.”26 The most instructive of these fictional
endorsements, though, is the one offered by U.S. Grant: “It is the only map of the kind I ever
saw.”27 The former general and then-president has never seen such a map, we might well say,
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because such an unstable, convoluted image is just what states and their administrators—like
him—don’t see.
Much in the manner of his early letters and his satirical map, Twain’s Roughing It refuses
the ordering classifications of the state. That refusal is especially manifest at the moment when
Roughing It’s narrator describes the population growth, urbanization, and political changes
accompanying the development of Comstock Lode silver mining in the 1860s:
There were military companies, fire companies, brass bands, banks, hotels, theatres,
“hurdy-gurdy houses,” wide-open gambling palaces, political pow-wows, civic
processions, street fights, murders, inquests, riots, a whiskey mill every fifteen steps, a
Board of Aldermen, a Mayor, a City Surveyor, a City Engineer, a Chief of the Fire
Department, with First, Second, and Third Assistants, a Chief of Police, City Marshall,
and a large police force, two boards of mining brokers, a dozen breweries and half a
dozen jails and station houses in full operation, and some talk of building a church. (282)
This list, strikingly, reproduces the unruly syntax of Twain’s earlier letter from 1861. To be sure,
there’s a bit more structure here: we can discern, for instance, a grouping of city officials in the
list’s middle, which we might well take as an index of the particular kind of social organization
that incorporation into the U.S. was beginning to impose on the continental southwest. Still, this
is by no means a highly ordered image of social life: the syntactical juxtaposition of, and
effacement of distinctions between, figures as varied as a theatres, riots, city engineers, and a
dozen breweries embraces the social heterogeneity whose very existence travelogues like Samuel
Bowles’ would efface. Roughing It’s digressive form, I’ll be arguing, is an extension of the
representational project commenced in these syntactically unruly lists. To elaborate this claim,
my next section will show how Roughing It’s digressions allow its representation of migrant
miners in the southwestern borderlands to break away from the official perspective of the state.
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Digression and Miners
Though they occurred roughly a decade apart, the 1849 California Gold Rush and the
1859 Nevada Silver Rush unfolded along parallel trajectories. In each context, during the brief
period between mining’s commencement and its industrialization, the U.S. emigrant miners of
early 1850s California and early 1860s Nevada found themselves in fairly egalitarian and fluid
social worlds. Individual miners moved from claim to claim at their own discretion, working
alone or in fluctuating ad-hoc partnerships; their work required minimal capital investment, and
they received directly and wholly any profit they generated.28 As the historian David Alan
Johnson explains, such socioeconomic arrangements effaced certain social hierarchies, for, “In
the face of energy, fortitude, and luck, ascribed attributes such as wealth, education, and former
station in life counted for little.”29 In these mining worlds, social identities and class boundaries
were rather fluid; as Johnson puts it, “Lines between miner, merchant, prospector, speculator,
entrepreneur, and manager were sufficiently blurred to keep class-based sensibilities to a
minimum.”30 To be sure, this social world was much less open to non-white subjects, especially
in the case of the California Gold Rush; “mining taxes” assessed to Asian and Latin American
“foreign” miners were only one of the more formalized measures that restricted the movement
and opportunity of such groups.31
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In both the California and Nevada cases, this social world dissolved within just years of
its emergence, by the mid-1850s in California and the mid-1860s in Nevada. Mineral deposits
accessible via individual labor were exhausted and more industrialized forms of mineral
extraction came into use. This industrialized mining was capital-intensive to such a degree that
the categories of mining labor and mine ownership became sharply distinguished; that
socioeconomic transformation radically reduced economic opportunities for individual miners
and generated more rigid social identities and hierarchies than had existed beforehand.32
Especially in Nevada—where non-mining economic opportunities were especially scarce—
industrialization sedentarized the mining labor force, as roving individualist miners were
replaced by skilled wage laborers operating complex drilling machinery.33 No isolated historical
episode, these changes in the social and economic organization of western mining worlds might
best be thought of as early flashpoints in what Alan Trachtenberg has notably termed “the
incorporation of America”: the set of political, social, economic, and cultural changes attending
the rise of industrial capitalism in American and its extension across the continent.34
Those changes would have been witnessed firsthand by the young Sam Clemens, who
arrived in Nevada in the fall of 1861—when the fluid, individualist world of pre-industrial
mining still existed—and who stayed there through Spring of 1864—by which point mining was
becoming an increasingly industrialized affair. These changes are witnessed as well by Roughing
It’s narrator-protagonist, whose arrival in and departure from Nevada roughly parallel Clemens’
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own. After his forays into logging at Lake Tahoe and silver mining in Humboldt and Esmerelda
Counties fail to yield a profit, or even living expenses, the narrator takes a position “as a
common laborer in a quartz mill, at ten dollars a week and board” (231). The narrator only keeps
this position for a week, for he hates the job. This much is made clear by the way his short term
of employment at the mill ends: he’s “ordered off the premises” after asking that his salary be
increased from ten dollars a week to “four hundred thousand dollars a month, and board”; on this
incident, he reflects, “when I look back to those days and call to mind the exceeding hardness of
the labor I performed in the mill, I only regret that I did not ask him seven hundred thousand”
(237). His extravagant demands suggest a rejection of the economic order of wage labor.
The narrator’s, and Twain’s, sympathies clearly lie with the social worlds that such
industrial mining operations supplanted. Indeed, it’s easy to imagine how the fluid social worlds
of pre-industrial mining would appeal to someone as skeptical of the ordering tendencies of
political institutions as Twain. Here’s how one of Roughing It’s historical digressions describes
the early participants of the California Gold Rush:
It was a driving, vigorous, restless population in those days. It was a curious population.
It was the only population of the kind that the world had ever seen gathered together, and
it is not likely that the world will ever see its like again. For, observe, it was an
assemblage of two-hundred thousand young men—not simpering, dainty, kid gloved
weaklings, but stalwart, muscular, dauntless, young braves, brim full of push and energy,
and royally endowed with every attribute that goes to make up a peerless and magnificent
manhood—the very pick and choice of the world’s glorious ones. No women, no
children, no gray and stooping veterans—none but erect, bright-eyed, quick moving,
strong-handed young giants—the strangest population, the finest population, the most
gallant host that ever trampled down the startled solitudes of an unpeopled land. (391392, italics in text)
The repeated insertion via dashes of adjectival phrases suggests that Twain’s attachment to this
society is so passionate that it strains syntax. Indeed, Twain’s identification with this group is so
powerful that he momentarily adopts the frontier ideology that Gold Rush miners at times
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adhered to, contradicting his epistolary writing and casting the North American southwest as an
“unpeopled land.” Importantly, this is not a valorization of mining labor itself—which the
narrator at another point describes as a task “hard and long and dismal” (232)—but rather of the
qualities of a particular mining population. Part of what distinguishes this population is its
itinerancy, transience, and mobility: “driving, vigorous, and restless,” they’re “bright-eyed,
quick-moving.” The other distinguishing feature of this body of miners, this passage suggests, is
its sexual composition: “no women, no children,” only a “peerless and magnificent manhood.”
Indeed, there’s a readily discernible homoeroticism at work in this description of nominally
homosocial relations, as the narrator’s gaze lingers on “muscular,” “royally endowed,” and
“erect” male bodies. This moment of queer gazing suggests that the southwestern borderlands,
before being incorporated into the U.S. and Mexican nation-states, were a locale where desires
and affiliations far outside Victorian conventions of heterosexuality and domesticity could
flourish. Clemens, at the moment of Roughing It’s publication, had left behind its worlds at the
nation’s edge and was seeking entry into the much more conventional world of New England.
It’s for this reason, I suggest, that Twain’s passionate feelings for the social worlds of preindustrial mining are displaced onto a slightly less proximate object, expressed with reference
not to Nevada silver mining but rather to California gold mining. Given this such displacement,
and the historical parallels between the two mining rushes, this distinctive passage is most
effectively read not so much as an admiring portrait of Gold Rush mining in particular but rather
as a nostalgic paean to a kind of social world that flickered in and out of existence in the North
American west of the 1850s and 1860s.
This passage, importantly, casts miners as a “population,” and so deploys the
demographic terms associated with instruments of state vision, like a census, that likewise aim to
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represent a large social body. But the narrator underscores the atypicality of this population when
he labels it “curious” and “strange.” The curiosity and strangeness lies especially in the way the
population’s distinguishing features—its mobility and its male homosociality—cause it to fall
out of official archives and social representations. As the historian Nayan Shah has argued,
populations of migrants and persons whose primary affiliations are not those of the nuclear
family pose a particular historiographical challenge. On the one hand, Shah explains, “The
availability and potency of state documentation of settlement and property relations undermine
our ability to conceptualize mobility and transience as central concepts in historical analysis.”35
On the other, “The myth of the nuclear family [...] obscures the varied forms of household social
organization, labor, and financial strategies for maintaining multiple households, and the intricate
affective and social lives of its members.”36 In other words, archives, especially official ones, are
arranged in such a way that records of unsettled migrants living outside the nuclear family prove
scarce.
We can see how this archival erasure works by looking at an 1860 U.S. Census Schedule,
such as would have been used to chart the populations of early California and pre-statehood
Nevada:37
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A census-taker would first note the dwelling he visited in column 1, then note the different
families within a dwelling in column 2, and then enter names and other individual information in
columns 3 through 14. In this manner, this census has both an aggregating function—in that it
produces a total count of a population—and a differentiating function—in that it discerns
distinctions within the population based on age, sex, race, and so on.38 We can see how
dramatically this technology of state vision privileges settlement and familial kinship: they’re the
highest orders of information organization on the table. There’s quite literally no place in the
archive generated by this census for transient persons who live outside heteronormative familial
relations. The conceptual architecture of this census presents an especially lucid example of the
archival dynamics that Shah discusses. Roughing It, importantly, manifests an acute awareness
of such dynamics. Just before the description of the “strangest population,” the narrator reflects
on the fate of that community: “now, nothing is left of it but a lifeless, homeless, solitude” (391,
italics in text). So when Twain searches for the proper form of social representation to depict the
38
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experience of pre-industrialization Gold and Silver Rush mining, he’s grappling with a dilemma
that continues to challenge contemporary historians.
As novel readers are well aware, home and family structure not only the archives of the
state but also the form and plot of many a realist narrative. For this reason, Twain’s effort to
represent the social worlds of the miners requires a novelistic form quite distinct from that of
more domestically oriented narrative. To be sure, qualities of everyday life in such western and
southwestern worlds begin to come into view in Roughing It’s main plot. Yet because this plot is
so discontinuous, and because the narrative is more focused on describing activities than charting
interior affective experience, the plot offers an ultimately limited account of everyday experience
in the pre-industrial world at the nation’s edges: that is, what it feels like to move from place to
place, to fill at times one role and at times another, or to drift amongst different sets of
professional and domestic affiliations. The texture of such experience is what’s reproduced by
the narrative’s digressiveness. What the plot does is anchor such experiential texture in a
particular context.
One way the digressive form reproduces that experiential texture is via the protean
narrative perspective. Roughing It’s narrative perspective is far from stable, shifting persistently
along two axes. On the one hand, the narrative perspective weaves in and out of the central
storyline of the narrator-protagonist’s maturation in the continental west, at times charting his
activities but at others focusing wholly on describing what he has learned about the mining west
and its history. For instance, the two chapters recounting the narrator’s brief spell as a pocket
miner in the Tuolumne Hills swerve away from his own experiences, at one point to detailed
descriptions of surface mining practice, and at another to a humorous if apocryphal tale of a cat
who survived being blown into the air by a mining blast (413-415, 416-419). On the other hand,
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the narrative perspective moves into and out of an alignment with the protagonist’s experience,
such that the “I” of first person narration is unevenly present. Many chapters are, of course,
clearly situated within the text’s broad first person frame; they feature the narrator-protagonist
recounting his experience, alongside anecdotes and information he says he has overheard or
acquired. But that “I” occasionally fades out of the narrative entirely. Chapters like the one on
early Nevada history (166-173), or the one recounting the great landslide court case that tricked
the outsider magistrate General Buncombe (221-227), rely on a much more distanced and
impersonal narrative mode, one more reminiscent of third-person omniscience, as they describe
subject matter well outside the narrator’s direct experience.
The narrative perspective, then, is engaged in two circuits of movement, and hence in
nearly constant motion. That constant formal motion enacts the mobility of a mining boom
population moving from town to town, camp to camp, and mine to mine. More specifically, the
axes of those formal shifts represent facets of experience that would be left out of a direct
narrative of itinerancy. The moves in and out of the central storyline cast the future direction of
the narrative into doubt in a way that registers the uncertainty of future labors and affiliations in
pre-industrial mining. And the moves of the narrating “I” between absence and presence, here
one moment and gone the next, dramatize the fleetingness of individual connections to places
and people in that milieu.
As the foregoing discussion reminds us, a work with such a protean narrative perspective
engages multiple modes of writing: not just the novelistic discourse of fictional autobiography
but also journalistic description (in, say, the account of surface mining practice), historiography
(like in the review of early Nevada history), and the humorous sketch (as in the story of the
unfortunate blown-into-the-air cat), to name a few of the most prominent. In an earlier section of
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the chapter, I termed this pattern generic digression. Here, I’d like to suggest that these shifts
between and juxtapositions of different kinds of writing contribute to Roughing It’s reproduction
via form of early mining world experience. To say that the narrative digresses generically is to
say that it has a relatively fluid generic identity, and that it at different times does different kinds
of discursive work. In those regards, the narrative enacts the shifting identities of miners in a preindustrialized social world. Moreover, the varying juxtapositions of those different genres recall
the rotating affiliations of the figures in such all male societies. Indeed, these digressions encode
the masculinity of such affiliations. Conspicuously absent from Roughing It’s generic digressions
is the sentimental romance, which was the most prominent feminine-gendered genre of the midnineteenth century, or any genre associated with femininity. The sentimental mode comes closest
to making an appearance when the narrator and several friends attempt to collaboratively write a
romance novel to be serialized in a Virginia City literary weekly. The novel opens in that
mode—it’s beginning being written by Mrs. F., “an able romancist of the ineffable school”—but
quickly dissolves into a tale so “symmetrically crazy” and “artistically absurd” that it leads to the
collapse of the literary magazine serializing it [339, 342, 346]. The genres engaged in Roughing
It, then, are as masculine gendered as the social world whose shifting male affiliations are
registered in their juxtaposition.
But more than just reproducing the fluid identities and affiliations of such a society, the
text’s generic digressions register strains generated by such fluid subjectivity and impermanent
relationships, a texture of experience left out of more direct narration. With increasing frequency
as the narrative progresses, the narrator acknowledges the demands upon the reader made by the
Roughing It’s shifts amongst different modes of writing: he turns from his own encounters with
desperadoism to those of others only “with the permission of the reader” (325); he acknowledges
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a thematic shift to silver mining, noting, “the reader may take this fair warning and skip if he
chooses” (354). Such statements acknowledge the strains produced by generic shifts. If such
generic shifts and juxtapositions reproduce the shifting identities and affiliations of early mining
societies, then the acknowledged strains of such writerly turns suggest the varieties of stress that
attend living in such an unstable world.
Because these experiences of labor-related uncertainty, fleeting personal connections,
masculine affiliations, and relational strain are figured at the level of form, there’s a distinctly
palimpsestic quality to Roughing It’s depiction of populations and everyday life in southwestern
mining worlds. Such palimpsestic figuration allows Roughing It to represent a population in
terms distinct from the stabilizing statist gaze. If other forms of representing the west like
Bowles’ travelogue and the U.S. census “see like a state,” we can reference James Scott’s more
recent work and say that, when Roughing It observes social life in a way that eschews totalizing
stabilizations and embraces complexity, its digressive narrative form “squints like an anarchist.”
By “anarchist squint,” Scott refers to a perspective on social and political life “wary of
nomothetic ways of seeing,” one that avoids totalizing stabilizations and that tolerates confusion
and uncertainty, and by so doing “invites insights [...] obscured from any other angle.”39 By
disinvesting in totality, Roughing It makes perceptible those modes of sociality whose
impermanence, queerness, and fluidity prevent their inclusion in the social wholes constructed by
other cultural and political forms. By tolerating uncertainty, Roughing It cultivates in its readers,
and itself takes, a distinct ethical stance towards the population and social worlds it represents,
one that does not take complete intellectual mastery of those worlds as an aim and that finds
value in partial perspectives.
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Digression and Chinatown
The literary form Twain develops to depict the largely Anglo migrant male mining
communities proves able to offer a sophisticated representation of a group with even more
strained relations to state institutions: the Chinese immigrants on whose labor many mining
projects and towns depended. Chinatowns were a regular feature of Pacific coast mining
communities.40 The individuals and institutions of these communities had a doubly vexed
relationship to the U.S. political and legal institutions seeking to establish themselves in the midcentury borderlands. For one, xenophobic U.S. legislation would subject Chinese immigrants to
intense forms of official scrutiny, beginning with foreign miner taxes in the 1850s and
culminating with the 1881 Chinese Exclusion Act—whose narrow immigration quotas brought
about the first attempts to use written documentation to verify individual identities at a U.S.
border.41 Moreover, social life in many Chinatowns was structured by what were known as the
Chinese Six Companies, which served as mutual aid organizations that helped new migrants find
housing and work, and that ensured migrants’ U.S. debts were paid before they returned to
China; and “tongs,” fraternal organizations, with roots in Chinese anti-government movements,
that offered community and protection to their members, while occasionally engaging in
organized crime.42 These social networks and institutions served to insulate Chinese migrants
from the foreign culture and racist societies they encountered in the North American west. The
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companies and tongs of nineteenth-century Chinatowns also functioned as social and political
authorities. As a contemporary historian writing about Virginia City’s Chinatown explains,
“Among their members, the companies maintained their own system of law and justice.”43 The
network of institutions organizing Chinese social life, in other words, functioned as a parastate
whose jurisdiction and authority at times overlapped with and at times diverged from that of the
U.S. state. In the west of Roughing It, then, Chinatowns are sites not only of cultural difference
but also of sovereignties alternate to that of the U.S. government.
Through much of Roughing It, Chinese immigrant laborers appear just as points of
reference in the narrative background. For instance, when the narrator and his friend Johnny
grow frustrated after having been misled about the location of Lake Tahoe, the former expresses
his frustration by talking about “hiring a couple of Chinamen to curse those people who ahd
beguiled us” (147). However, Chinese persons enter the narrative foreground in a chapter
focused on Virginia City’s Chinese quarter. This Chinatown chapter has a pronounced diptych
structure: its first half features the narrator’s voice describing west coast Chinese immigrant
populations generally, then the second half focuses in on Virginia City’s Chinatown, relating its
specificities by way of reproducing a newspaper article on the subject Mark Twain published
years earlier.44 Here’s the point of transition between the two halves:
[...] There was another bill—it became law—compelling every incoming Chinaman to
be vaccinated on the wharf and pay a duly appointed quack (no decent doctor would
defile himself with such legalized robbery) ten dollars for it. As few importers of Chinese
would want to go to an expense like that, the law-makers thought this would be a heavy
blow to Chinese immigration.
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What the Chinese quarter of Virginia [City] was like—or, indeed, what the
Chinese quarter of any Pacific coast town was and is like—may be gathered from this
item which I printed in the Enterprise while reporting for the paper:
CHINATOWN.—Accompanied by a fellow reporter, we made a trip through our Chinese quarter the
other night. The Chinese have built their portion of the city to suit themselves; and as they keep
neither carriages nor wagons, their streets are not wide enough, as a general thing, to admit of the
passage of vehicles. (372)

The narrative interruption, here, is quite pronounced, accompanied even by a shift in font size.
Just before this break, in the first quoted paragraph, we can see Twain’s concern with the
institutions administering Chinese immigration, when he remarks on how the bodily scrutiny, the
vaccination requirement, required by immigration legislation generates “legalized robbery.”
The transition itself underscores how this chapter is doubly digressive: not only does the
first half, a sociological survey of west coast Chinese communities, move away thematically
from the narrator’s own experiences, but the second half turns generically from fictionalized
autobiography to journalism. The split chapter hence employs two modes of description. In the
first, the narrator speaks of Pacific coast Chinese migrants in demographic terms: they are at one
point “a large Chinese population,” at another “a swarming population,” numbering “seventy
thousand (and possibly one hundred thousand)” (369, 371, 369). The chapter offers a general
account of this population’s characteristics. The Chinese are described as “almost entirely
harmless”: “quiet peaceable, tractable” and “industrious as the day is long” (369). These
qualities, the narrator suggests, makes them ideal laborers: “The house servants, cooks, etc., in
California and Nevada were chiefly Chinamen [...] Chinamen make good house servants, being
quick, obedient, patient, quick to learn and tirelessly industrious” (370). The narrator goes on to
condemn the racial violence to which this ostensibly tractable and industrious group is subject:
“As I write, news comes in that in broad daylight in San Francisco, some boys have stoned an
inoffensive Chinamen to death, and that although a large crowd witnessed the shameful deed, no
84

one interfered” (369); “only the scum of the population,” he suggests, commit such offenses”
(375).
By contrast, the terms of description in the chapter’s second half are not general and
demographic but particular and ethnographic. The newspaper article reproduction tells of its
author’s trip, with “a fellow reporter,” through the “Chinese quarter” one night. It narrates a
series of encounters with individual Chinese people in spaces of work and relaxation: they meet
“two or three yellow, long-tailed vagabonds” in an opium den; “Mr. Ah Sing,” who “keeps a
general grocery and provision store at No. 13 Wang street”; “Mr. Hong Wo, No. 37 Chow-chow
street” who is “making up a lottery scheme”; “Mr. See Yup,” who “keeps a fancy store on Live
Fox street”; and others (373-374). The second half of the Chinatown chapter thus complements
the first, providing particular examples of the general patterns traced earlier.
The juxtaposition of general demographic and particular ethnographic modes of
description here recreates, in a crucial sense, the conceptual framework of the U.S. census.45 As I
mentioned earlier, the 1860 Census had both an aggregating function and a differentiating
function, and the chapter’s construction of Chinese population aggregates and an internally
differentiated Chinese quarter would seem to carry out both those ends. Given this apparent
structural homology between the Chinatown chapter and the U.S. Census, we might be tempted
to accuse Roughing It of reproducing an official government gaze.
But this apparent homology between novelistic form and state institution quickly breaks
down, I offer, as Twain only reproduces the logic of the census in order to short circuit it. While
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such official forms of social representation aim to produce complete knowledge, the writer of the
chapter’s journalistic half emphasizes his limited apprehension of the Chinese quarter. He notes,
for instance, that “Mr. Sing had in his store a thousand articles of merchandise, curious to
behold, impossible to imagine the uses of, and beyond our ability to describe” (373). The
journalistic narrator, moreover, destabilizes the information about this city-space that he does
offer by his employment of generic, self-parodying street names. Mr. Hong Wo, for instance,
lives at “No. 37 Chow chow street.” Chow chow, as we’re reminded by the article’s closing
account of going out for “chow chow with chop-sticks in the celestial restaurants,” is the term
non-Chinese English speakers used for Chinese food in the nineteenth-century southwest (373,
375). Chow chow street, then, seems an at-best unlikely name for a thoroughfare; if it has any
extra-textual referent at all, it is only the name the white segment of the community used to refer
to a stretch of restaurants, not an official name and almost certainly not the name Chinese
persons used for the space. The passage thus dramatizes how the blinkered perspective of official
forms of social representation occasions a projection of the observer’s own ideas. This is not to
say, though, that the chapter avoids representing the Chinese quarter: we still learn of a
population’s broad contours, we’re still presented with figures in it, and those figures are still
distributed throughout a cityscape. But the references to the limited knowledge of the observer
and to the parodic and dislocated street names leave this population somewhere between the
narrative foreground and background, not pushed out of the narrative world but not fixed in
stabilizing gaze, either.
The diptych of the Chinatown chapter thus offers a palimpsestic representation of the
denizens of Chinese migrants that recalls the depiction of migrant miners like the narrator
himself. Yet this is not the only kind of figuration generated by the instance of generic
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digression, the shift from narrative discourse to repurposed journalism, that distinguishes this
chapter. This narrative interruption also, I offer, depicts the discrepant juridical structures
governing Chinese laborers. Just before this formal rupture, the narrator calls attention to the
companies and tongs that help Chinese migrants find their way to places like Virginia City and
that organize social life in such locales: “On the Pacific coast, the Chinamen all belong to one or
another of several great companies or organizations, and these companies keep track of their
members, register their names, and ship their bodies home when they die” (372). The description
of one such company casts it as a sovereign political institution: “Its headquarters are at San
Francisco, where it has a costly temple, several great officers (one of whom keeps regal state in
seclusion and cannot be approached by common humanity), and a numerous priesthood” (372).
The mention of this monarchical-sounding institution of governance, overseen by a “regal” head
distant from “common humanity,” occasions just a paragraph later the chapter’s particularly
pronounced moment of generic digression.
The occurrence here of a formal rupture alongside the depiction of a non-state polity, in
fact, is one instance in a broader pattern in Roughing It. When the work relates the story of
Slade, a ruthless manager for the overland stage company whom the narrator meets on his
westward journey and who ends up executed by a Montana vigilance committee, he’s described
as a “supreme judge in his district, and he was judge an executioner likewise” (63). An extended
portion of this “supreme judge’s” story is related not by the narrator himself but rather by a
reproduced excerpt of Thomas Dimmesdale’s 1866 history The Vigilantes of Montana (69-74).
And when Roughing It depicts the narrator’s interactions with Brigham Young and other heads
of the Mormon State of Deseret—whose claims to autonomy and authority were so forceful that
they brought twenty percent of the federal army to Utah in the bloodless Mormon War of 1857
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and 1858—the Mormon statesman is cast as a sovereign: Salt Lake City “is capital of the only
absolute monarch in America” (87).46 This society, in Roughing It, is depicted partly within
Roughing It’s narrative discourse and partly via other registers: two historiographical appendices
relate the rise of the Mormon state and the Mountain Meadows Massacre (in which Mormon
settlers are said to have killed a large group of U.S. emigrants) (545-549, 550-553), and a
sequence of lengthy block quotations from the Book of Mormon distill (and mock) Mormon
religious values (107-115).
In each of these cases the narrative classes a set of institutions and figures as sovereign,
and in each case a formal rupture and generic shift coincides with that characterization. What the
companies and tongs of Chinatowns, stage line authorities, vigilance committees, and the
Mormon state have in common is that they each constitute what Ann Laura Stoler terms
“imperial formations”: assemblages that “are not now and never have been clearly bounded and
bordered polities.”47 Such imperial formations are best thought of, suggests Stoler, as “scaled
genres of rule that produce and count on different degrees of sovereignty and gradations of
rights.”48 Amidst such formations, sovereignty is not supreme but overlapping, not perpetual but
contingent, not complete but divisible. The southwestern borderlands through which Roughing
It’s narrator moves is a space in which multiple political orders exist—one in which, indeed, the
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coexistence of such orders might begin to resemble disorder. As such, one might well expect a
realist narrative like Twain’s to try to contain or mitigate such disorder. After all, in a still
influential reading of realism emphasizing its conservatism and aversion to “social
fragmentation,” Leo Bersani has argued that “Realist fiction serves nineteenth-century society by
providing it with strategies for containing (and representing) its disorder within significantly
structured stories about itself.”49 While Roughing It aims at realist representation, its digressive
form establishes a non-antagonistic relation to social disorder, and I’d like now to specify how it
does so.
We know from Mikhail Bakhtin that the novel incorporates and absorbs a range of speech
types and genres. According to his famous definition of the genre in “Discourse in the Novel,”
“The novel can be defined as a diversity of social speech types (sometimes even a diversity of
languages) and a diversity of individual voices, artistically organized.”50 The “artistic
organization” Bakhtin’s definition closes by mentioning indicates how these types of discourse
“upon entering the novel, combine to form a structured artistic system, and are subordinated to
the higher stylistic unity of the work as a whole, a unity that cannot be identified with any single
one of the unities subordinated to it.”51 The different kinds of discourse whose combination gives
the novel its distinctive character, in other words, become novelized upon entering the genre:
they’re digested and incorporated into the narrative form and discourse. But in Roughing It
genres adjacent to the novel are only partly digested—hence the presence in the text not just of
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journalistic discourse but also of a discrete piece of journalism, not just historiographical
discourse but a distinct excerpt of a history book, and so forth. The only partly incorporated form
of Roughing It is what endows its realism with a politics alternative to that which Bersani
accords the genre. Twain’s Roughing It embraces diverse and overlaid orders of life via narrative
forms whose looser cohesion proves much less stifling to heterogeneity. Roughing It’s
digressiveness, then, makes perceptible just the kinds of alterity and social process occluded in
realism’s more conventional forms.
That openness to alterity helps account for how Roughing It’s Chinatown chapter offers a
representation of Chinese migrants that avoids the xenophobia that would culminate in the
Chinese exclusion act. But not all forms of cultural and political difference are so wellnegotiated in the text. Roughing It’s chapter on Great Basin Indians, in particular, is marked by
the bigotry of a nineteenth-century racism that slots peoples considered “uncivilized” into a
hierarchy of human difference. The narrator describes the Goshute Shoshones, who in the text
are dubbed “Goshoots,” as “the wretchedest type of mankind”; he goes on to suggest that they
are “inferior to all the races of savages on our continent; inferior to even the Tierra del Fuegans;
inferior to the Hottentots, and actually in some respects to the Kytches of Africa” (126).52 The
civilizationist scorn continues as the narrator describes the Goshute Shoshone in more specific
terms: they are cast as “a silent, sneaking, treacherous looking race; taking note of everything,
covertly, like all the other ‘Noble Red Men’ that we (do not) read about, and betraying no sign in
their countenances; indolent, everlastingly patient and tireless, like all other Indians” (127). How
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can one account for the appearance of this racist vitriol, especially in a text that is elsewhere
sensitive to the racial exclusions of the nineteenth-century North America?
Susan Mizruchi, for one, attributes the prejudices of the chapter to a “Darwinist rationale
that deems Native Americans an indigenous species subject to population controls administered
by efficient and enterprising colonists.”53 To be sure, the chapter on the Goshute Shoshones
makes reference to “the Darwinians” and their account of human descent from animals (127)—
though this piece of textual evidence goes curiously unmarshalled in Mizruchi’s argument that
Roughing It “depends on Darwinist categories and assumptions.”54 But even Mizruchi’s claim
about the text’s Darwinist ideas doesn’t explain why it is the encounter with indigenous peoples,
as opposed to other culturally and politically different groups, that occasions this eruption of
cruelly prejudiced rhetoric. I offer that attention to the chapter’s engagement with the figure of
the “Noble Red Man,” an engagement visible in the above quotation of the chapter’s description
of the Goshute Shoshone, yields a fuller account of the chapter’s biases. The reference to the
ideal native figure of the “Noble Red Man,” whose complex relation to literary representation is
illustrated by the parenthetical syntax of the suggestion that “we (do not) read” about him, hints
at this chapter’s place in Twain’s lifelong literary feud with the work of James Fenimore Cooper
over the latter’s representation of frontier life and Native Americans’ place in it. Indeed, near the
chapter’s close, Twain has the narrator make an express reference to Cooper:
The disgust which the Goshoots gave me, a disciple of Cooper and a worshipper of the
Red Man—even of the scholarly savages in the “Last of the Mohicans” [...] set me to
examining authorities, to see if perchance I had been overestimating the Red Man while
viewing him through the mellow moonshine of romance. (129)
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The narrator’s self-identification as a “disciple of Cooper” is, of course, highly ironic; if the
narrator ever did admire Cooper, it was only out of a naiveté corrected by time in the time spent
in the “real” southwest charted by Roughing It. The passage’s ironic understatement connects
Cooper’s writing to what the text casts as an idealization of native peoples, who are rendered as
“scholarly savages” by the “mellow moonshine of romance.” But by beginning with reference to
“The disgust which the Goshoots gave me,” the passage on Cooper also links Twain’s critical
assessment of that popular author to Twain’s own extravagant bigotry towards the Goshute
Shoshone.
If Twain’s disregard for Cooper is manifest even in an early work like Roughing It, that
literary animus reaches an apex in his 1895 essay “Fenimore Cooper’s Literary Offenses.” That
essay is, famously, an attack on Cooper’s Leatherstocking novels for what Twain takes to be
their failure to achieve verisimilitude. “Cooper’s eye was splendidly inaccurate,” Twain remarks,
“Cooper never saw anything correctly.”55 Such commentary underscores how the essay serves as
an expression of Twain’s realist literary commitments. But it’s important to consider the essay
also in relation to its epigraphs—statements of exuberant praise for Cooper made by cultural
authorities. For Yale’s Professor Thomas Lounsbury, The Pathfinder and The Deerslayer “were
pure works of art”; for Brander Matthews, also a professor at Yale, Natty Bumppo is “One of the
very greatest characters in fiction”; for the English novelist Wilkie Collins, “Cooper is the
greatest artist in the domain of romantic fiction yet produced by America.”56 By presenting the
unambiguous endorsements of such prominent figures, Twain is suggesting that by the close of
the nineteenth century, admiration for Cooper had become conventionalized and
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institutionalized. Indeed, the reference to being “a disciple of Cooper” in Roughing It suggests
that the institutionalization of admiration for Cooper was already well underway even decades
before the 1895 moment of “Fenimore Cooper’s Literary Offenses.” If Twain saw admiration for
Cooper as a matter of institutions and conventions, we might well interpret “Fenimore Cooper’s
Literary Offenses” as an expression not just of realist aesthetics but also of an anti-institutional
sensibility. And insofar as Cooper’s writing is amongst the objects of derision in Roughing It’s
chapter on the Goshute Shoshones, we might well read that earlier work in a similar manner.
Roughing It’s chapter on Great Basin Indians, I suggest, is a cruel manifestation of a reflexive
anti-institutional sentiment: Twain’s bigoted and degraded image of the Goshute Shoshones is a
misguided response to the institutionalized valorization of a set of literary conventions for
depicting the U.S. frontier and Native Americans in a manner he deemed too idealistic. Antiinstitutional sentiment thus constitutes in Roughing It both an engine of insight—as when it
generates a digressive literary form that breaks with official government perspectives—and an
engine of blindness—when its reflexive operation generates prejudicial representations of Native
Americans. As such, it’s notable that, as his career progresses, Twain’s aversion to institutions,
especially political ones, grows more complex and tempered (though not so tempered, of course,
to preclude his late tirade against the literary institution of Cooper). Amongst the aims of the
next and final section of this chapter will be to show how this transition unfolds.
Digression and Evasion
So far, I’ve argued that in Roughing It, we see an antagonistic relationship between the
literary form of digression and the political form of the state—in particular, that Roughing It’s
digressions make perceptible populations and polities in the North American southwest that are
effaced by the official perspectives of the U.S. state. In this chapter’s last section, I argue that
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Twain’s subsequent novels are likewise distinguished by their digressiveness, and that digressive
form continues to be a matter of political consequence, even as Twain’s politics change in some
regards. We can, for one, consider as digressive what one critic has termed the “sprawling
narrative” of Twain’s 1873 novel The Gilded Age, which he co-authored with Charles Dudley
Warner.57 That loose and diffuse narrative structure, I offer, helps the novel develop its account
of how the political corruption of the eponymous period fragmented the authority of U.S.
political institutions. And we can likewise see as digressive the picaresque structure of Twain’s
1876 novel The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. Doing so makes it possible to see how the novel
disaffiliates from official institutions to more compellingly produce the youthfully naïve
perspective of its protagonists. There is, though, no more powerful employment of digression in
these post-Roughing It works than in Twain’s hyper-canonical 1885 novel The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn.
I propose that we can think of that novel’s oft-noted evasion sequence as a digression
sequence. By evasion sequence, I refer to the concluding stretch of the novel when Huck, Jim,
and Tom are at the Phelps farm: Tom creates an overwrought and convoluted plan to free Jim
from captivity on the farm and from slavery, despite the fact that, as he knows, Jim has already
been legally freed from slavery by the will of Miss Watson, his recently deceased former owner.
The sequence takes its name from Tom’s repeated references to his plan as an “evasion.”58 I cast
the evasion sequence as a digression because of its discontinuities with the foregoing narrative:
the river voyage to freedom stops; Huck and Jim’s relation is reconfigured with the appearance
of Tom; and, most importantly, the realist plot turns absurd while sympathy for Jim seems to
57
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wane. The evasion sequence, then, features both registers of digression at work in Roughing It: if
the plot’s turn from river to farm constitutes a thematic digression, the turn from realist to absurd
action amounts to what I’ve been calling a generic digression.
This digressiveness has not been lost on critics. Since at least the mid-twentieth century,
the ending’s complex place in the novel has left it subject to scorn from readers like Ernest
Hemingway and Leo Marx. 59 As Marx puts it, “the ending of Huckleberry Finn makes so many
readers so uneasy because they rightly sense that it jeopardizes the significance of the entire
novel.”60 To be sure, the ending has long had its defenders; even the earliest assaults were
rebutted by Lionel Trilling, T.S. Eliot and others. But even a defender of the ending’s
contribution to the novel like Trilling concedes that it is a sort of “falling off” from the earlier
story.61 These critics, then, agree that the discontinuous relation of the closing evasion sequence
to the rest of the novel constitutes something of a flaw; what they disagree about is how much
that flaw “jeopardizes,” to borrow a term from Marx, the novel as a whole.
My argument, by contrast, is that it is by virtue of this discontinuity that the evasion
sequence is significant to Huckleberry Finn. By seeing the evasion sequence as a digression, and
by recalling how for Twain digressive form expresses a critical perspective on government
institutions, we can come to see the evasion as concerned with the politics of the state. To find an
59
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1885 novel concerned with government is not in and of itself surprising, for the foregoing
decades saw the dramatic expansion of federal state power amidst post-bellum Reconstruction.62
One way literary critics link Huckleberry Finn to the institutions of Reconstruction is by pointing
out how Jim’s being freed-whilst-already-free parallels the post-emancipation work of the
Reconstruction-era Freedman’s Bureau.63 On that reading, Tom, freer of the freed slave, is a
figure of Radical Reconstruction’s bureaucracy, with his outlandish acts serving as a
dramatization of that institution’s mission of and efforts at aiding emancipation.64
However, some of Tom’s own comments suggest that we should hesitate to identify him
with the institutions of the U.S. state. When Huck makes the pragmatic suggestion that they free
Jim using “a hickry-bark ladder,” Tom replies, “Who ever heard of a state prisoner escaping by a
hickry-bark ladder?”65 And when Huck reflects on the challenge of making pens for Jim, he
recalls, “Tom said we’d got to; there warn’t no case of a state prisoner not scrabbling his
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inscription to leave behind.”66 The diction of these lines is striking: Jim could have been
described simply as a prisoner, or, given the contours of Tom’s scheme, as a royal prisoner or a
castle prisoner or a king’s prisoner. But he’s not: he’s a “state prisoner.” These comments thus
put Tom in an oppositional relation to the state, for they suggest that the state is the agent of
Jim’s imprisonment. If Jim is a state prisoner, Huck’s and Jim’s evasion acts would serve to
liberate him from subjection to government institutions. The evasion sequence hence appears as
a search for a new kind of freedom beyond what’s available in the social worlds organized by the
U.S. government. If this concluding stretch of the plot entails a search for an extra-governmental
form of freedom, it’s quite fitting that Twain would opt to elaborate that search in a literary form
crafted to disaffiliate from government perspectives, the digression.
Twain, as my analysis of Roughing It and his early letters suggests, was no fan of state
institutions, so it’s not surprising that he’d search for a kind of subjectivity beyond the reach of
government. To be sure, such a search is warranted, for the forms of freedom that would be
available to Jim as an enslaved or freed black man in the ante- or post-bellum south are surely
inadequate to foster a substantive form of personal welfare. But Twain’s anti-institutional
sensibility here takes on a different cast than it did earlier in his career, suggesting some
combination of maturation, cynicism, or adjustment. The boys’ efforts to free Jim, after all, are
patently absurd, even cruel, as they recreate the plots of literary adventure stories by putting rats
and snakes in Jim’s bed and sending him pies containing rope ladders. And when the white
neighbors see the material traces of the boys’ plot to free Jim from the state, they come to
assume, as Mrs. Hotchkiss puts it, “he’s crazy, s’I; everything shows it.”67 The evasion efforts of
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the boys even put at risk the more modest but actually accessible kind of freedom that Jim can
claim by virtue of his former owner’s death—for what if the boys’ flight from the Phelps’
plantation to the river, in which Tom was even shot in the leg, had removed Jim from the social
networks that recognize Miss Watson’s ceased claim upon him? In this absurd plot of freeing the
prisoner from the state, then, Twain’s logic suggests the risks of radical anarchist outsiderdom,
such as living wholly beyond governmental structures would entail.
The evasion sequence is not the first time Huckleberry Finn takes a critical stance
towards uncompromising anti-statism. The novel’s strongest critic of government, after all, is its
perhaps least sympathetic character: Huck’s Pap. As Huck reminds us, “Whenever his liquor
begun to work, he most always went for the govment.”68 True to form, amidst his bender on the
eve of Huck’s departure from the cabin, Pap rails against the government’s capacity to take Huck
from his custody and its affording black freedmen the right to vote. He declares at one point in
his tirade, “A man can’t get his rights in a govment like this. Sometimes I’ve a mighty notion to
just leave the country for good and all.”69 To voice this anti-state perspective through the drunk
and abusive pap is to subject it to substantial critique.
In the presentation of anti-state views via Pap, and in the evasion sequence’s absurd plot
to liberate Jim from the state, we can see a moderation of Twain’s earlier anti-institutional
sentiment—the political sensibility that generated the digressive form through which Roughing It
represents fugitive populations and polities, as well as the prejudiced representation of the
Goshute Shoshones. This alteration in political sensibility may well have to do with the different
functions of the U.S. state in the two contexts Twain’s novels treat: while the U.S. government in
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the early Nevada territory was a largely colonial enterprise, establishing authority in a recently
annexed region, state institutions like the Reconstruction-era Freedman’s Bureau set out to
further the project of emancipation. In any case, I do not mean to suggest that Huckleberry Finn
embraces the U.S. government. The novel’s most famous scene, after all, involves Huck
committing to preserving Jim’s freedom and rejecting the government’s slaveholding legal ethics
with his statement, “All right, then, I’ll go to Hell.”70 And that friendship across races lines can
only emerge when Huck and Jim enter a riverine space where, much like the nineteenth-century
borderlands, institutions of the U.S. state had no monopoly on power and authority.71 What
Huckleberry Finn does, I argue, is underscore the limited political promise of both existing state
institutions and the rejection of them: neither an embrace of the institutions of the Reconstruction
and post-Reconstruction eras nor a wholesale rejection of such institutions constitutes a ready
path to racial justice and social welfare in the U.S.
As such, the particular intensity of the digression that is the evasion sequence is quite
fitting. While the evasion sequence surely constitutes a digression, it’s a less extreme digression
than those that frequently appear in Roughing It—the persistent presence of Huck and Jim means
that the evasion doesn’t wholly turn away from its protagonists as Roughing It so frequently
70
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does. As the state is neither to be rejected nor embraced, the evasion sequence is neither wholly
continuous or discontinuous with what came before. In this way, I offer, the evasion sequence
charts a tragic American political landscape. The logic of the novel suggests that the radically
alterior conceptions of freedom and community so urgently needed in the U.S. may be most
accessible neither by a wholesale rejection or embrace of one’s political present but rather via the
continuous negotiation and revision of existing institutional landscapes.
My claim about Huckleberry Finn, then, is that it distills a dilemma of U.S. institutional
politics. Insofar as its digressive form contributes to the novel’s expression of that political
insight, and insofar as the literary form of digression first emerges as a site for political reflection
for Twain in his attempts to represent the social worlds of the North American southwest, my
reading makes the counterintuitive suggestion that the mid-century borderlands constitute a
context for Twain’s late-century novel of slavery and freedom. In a crucial sense, Twain
becomes Twain in the borderlands. I offer that digression continues to be a key form and trope
for Twain even in the decades of his career following Huckleberry Finn. There is no greater
evidence of this than the last lines of Twain’s last novel, No. 44, The Mysterious Stranger, when
the eponymous stranger says to the narrator, “You are but a Thought—a vagrant Thought, a
useless thought, a homeless thought, wandering forlorn among the empty eternities.”72 Vagrancy,
homelessness, and wandering: these are the ways of being that Twain early on developed a
digressive narrative form to depict, and their promises and perils continue to occupy him even at
the twilight of his career.
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Chapter Three: Railroad Rule, Railroad Time
“Tardy justice.” With this phrase, Mariano Alamar, the eponymous don of María Amparo
Ruiz de Burton’s 1885 novel The Squatter and the Don, gives a name to the system of
dispossession confronting him.1 In the years following the U.S.-Mexico War’s 1848 conclusion,
formerly Mexican Californio landowners like Don Mariano were compelled to submit their land
titles for review to the U.S. government, so their legitimacy could be affirmed or denied. When
the novel starts in 1872, Don Mariano has been struggling for decades to get the title of his San
Diego Rancho confirmed as legitimate in the U.S. legal system. But after years of deferrals,
seeming rejections, and appeals, confirmation of his title has yet to come and appears to him as
perpetually belated; it’s for this reason that the U.S. “justice” system is distinguished by being
“tardy.” To be sure, a final decision on the case could dispossess Don Mariano of his rancho, but
the absence of a decision serves as a mechanism for dispossession as well: not only is he
compelled to burn through his savings on legal fees, but absent a confirmed land title, AngloAmerican squatters appropriate his land and kill his livestock with impunity. Ruiz de Burton’s
novel charts the dispossession wrought by such deferred legal decisions via a set of intercultural
courtship plots between Don Mariano’s Californio children and their Anglo-American
neighbors, most notably the children of the Darrell family headed by the eponymous squatter.
Eventually, with the assistance of his new Anglo-American familial network, Don Mariano
manages to get his titles confirmed, but by this time railroad monopolists like Leland Stanford
have plunged San Diego and its residents into economic turmoil by refusing to decide on how

1

María Amparo Ruiz de Burton, The Squatter and the Don (1885; New York: Modern Library, 2004),
142. Hereafter cited parenthetically in text as S. As a note, when uttered by Don Mariano, the words
“tardy justice” constitute a double-entendre: “tardy justice” might be taken to refer to a form of justice
whose arrival is deferred, or to a set of legal institutions distinguished by their aversion to decisionmaking; the latter sense is the one I emphasize in this opening paragraph.
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southern California will be integrated into the emerging railway system of the nation. Later in the
novel, Don Mariano casts the dispossessive effects of deferred decisions by the U.S. government
and by the railroad corporation as two phases of a single process: “the work of ruining me begun
by the squatters will be finished by the millionaires” (S 304). He’s right. By the novel’s end, Don
Mariano is dead, and his family’s well-being depends on the generosity of their Anglo-American
in-laws.
In this chapter, I’ll be concerned with the process of dispossession that Don Mariano
describes, and with how novels stretch the genre’s form to represent and contest it. This scenario
of dispossession warrants critical attention, I offer, because of the doubly surprising nature of the
Don’s comments. Part of the surprise lies in the “tardy” temporality he ascribes to his encounters
with the institutions of the U.S. nation-state and Leland Stanford’s railroad corporation. The
political form of the nation-state is commonly associated with temporal forms of standardization.
When Benedict Anderson theorized the nation as imagined community, for instance, he argued
that that national community’s existence is predicated upon the existence of “homogenous,
empty time”: a temporal experience marked by standardization, synchronicity, and linear
progression.2 And if the nation’s existence is seen as depending upon such an experience of
standardized time, the railroad is taken as generative of it.3 The time-schedules and inter-regional
connections developed by the railroad are considered to have brought distant locales and
populations into synchronous relation. But synchronicity is exactly what’s lacking in Don
Mariano’s experience. When the Don classes as tardy the system of dispossession at work in his
encounters with nation and railroad, he makes the temporal experience of asynchrony the
2

Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, rev.
ed. (New York: Verso, 1991) 5-7, 24, 26.
3

On railroads and temporal standardization, see Wolfgang Schivelbusch, The Railway Journey: The
Industrialization of Time and Space in the Nineteenth Century (Berkeley: U of California P, 1986), 43-44.
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distinguishing feature of engaging with those institutions. Don Mariano thus points up a scenario
in which these institutions generate not standard time but heterogeneous temporalities—indeed,
in which they exert force on populations like the Californios not via the imposition of a stable
temporal norm but by generating temporal instability.
If part of the surprise in Don Mariano’s comments lies in how his ascription of
asynchrony defies our conceptual frameworks for understanding the nation-state and the railroad,
further surprise lies in how these comments narrow the distance between those two institutions.
Insofar as the state is a public institution and the railroad corporation a private one, we might
expect the two to be set in opposition; nation-state sovereignty, after all, is predicated upon the
sovereign’s autonomy.4 But Don Mariano’s thinking places state and corporation not in
distinction but on a continuum. The railroad, as he explains, finishes the task of “ruining” him
begun by the U.S. government. As I’ve hinted above and will elaborate in this chapter, the U.S.
nation-state and Leland Stanford’s railroad corporation are cast as sharing practices of rule; each
defers decisions, to ruinous effect. In the conception of the system of tardy justice dispossessing
him, then, Don Mariano is pointing to a situation where the boundaries between public and
private, between state and corporation, are porous.
When Don Mariano speaks of dispossession in relation to asynchronous temporalities and
a collapsed distinction between corporation and state, he articulates the key concerns of another
novel focused on land disputes in Gilded Age California: Frank Norris’ 1901 The Octopus. In
The Octopus, Norris offers a novelistic account of the 1880 Mussel Slough uprising, a violent
land dispute between farmers and railroad representatives in the San Joaquín Valley. He tells the
story of a community of wheat farmers at whose center is the Derrick family, and of how these
4

As Robert Jackson puts it in Sovereignty: The Evolution of an Idea (Cambridge: Polity P, 2007),
“Governmental supremacy and independence is that distinctive configuration of state authority that we
refer to as ‘sovereignty’” (6).
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white farmers’ attempts to purchase the farmland they lease from the railroad, which repeatedly
defers setting a sale price, end with death and land loss. As Norris relates these farmers’ conflicts
with the railroad, he depicts their experience of time and the government’s entanglement with the
railroad in a manner that recalls Ruiz de Burton’s novel. Indeed, I argue in this chapter that The
Squatter and the Don and The Octopus analyze a process of dispossession that recurs across the
decades when the line between public and private institution was blurred in California.
This line of argument suggests a much more substantial relationship between the two
novels than has been recognized. While Ruiz de Burton’s novel goes largely unmentioned in
Norris criticism, critics of The Squatter and the Don have occasionally mentioned that it
anticipates the anti-monopoly and anti-railroad concerns of The Octopus.5 Yet even beyond their
shared concern with the interrelations of administrative delay, temporal experience, and land
loss, there are a number of notable resonances between the two works: both feature a two-part
diptych structure; the Mussel Slough uprising fictionalized in Norris is a reference point for Ruiz
de Burton; and both include a number of parallel episodes, from character pilgrimages to railroad
executives, to concluding juxtapositions of wealth and poverty in San Francisco. These
intertextual echoes hint at the possibility that The Squatter and the Don served as a source for
Norris as he composed The Octopus. There is good reason, in fact, to think that Norris may have
been familiar with Ruiz de Burton’s novel. To prepare to write The Octopus, in 1899 Norris
carried out extensive research on recent California history and the place of railroad corporations

5

The only essay I have been able to find that is dedicated to a comparison of the two texts is Michael
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Rails, eds. Steven de Spalding and Benjamin Fraser (Lexington Books: Lanham, 2012), 219-235; Velez’
essay argues that in each work, the railroad is a symbol of manifest destiny, an analysis that does not
engage the issues central to my own reading.
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in it.6 Amongst the materials he reviewed were back issues of the San Francisco Chronicle and
the Daily Examiner, both of which published positive reviews of The Squatter and the Don that
emphasized the novel’s anti-railroad orientation.7 The possibility that Norris may have
repurposed scenes and motifs from Ruiz de Burton’s novel looms especially large in light of the
“mosaicist” approach to literary composition he espoused in the years leading up to The Octopus:
in an 1897 essay, Norris argues that “There is no such thing as imagination”; casting the the
writer as a “designer,” he claims that “before his heap of mosaic blocks, [he] can only pick and
choose.”8 However, only one of the three notebooks that Norris recorded his Octopus research in
has survived, and the loss of the other two notebooks complicates efforts to identify the sources
of Norris’ novel.9
Even if archival contingencies make it difficult to clearly establish source-adaptation
relations between these two novels, their uncanny similarities make clear that they are
nevertheless approaching a single problem of governance and dispossession, and so their
juxtaposition yields a snapshot of a striking scenario of borderlands politics. I argue that these
novels together present a situation in which institutional delay and temporal experience, along
with patterns of sexual reproduction, interact to produce dispossession for Californio ranchers
and San Joaquín Valley farmers alike. More specifically, both novels set these features in a
6
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parallel causal sequence: the novels show how both public and private institutions charged with
adjudicating land claims in post-1848 California avoid deciding on such claims, how such legal
and administrative indeterminacy generates a temporal experience of asynchrony, how such
asynchronous and unstable temporal experience alters the rhythms of sexual reproduction, and
how such modes of sexuality generate downwardly mobile life trajectories. This causal sequence,
I offer, is the system of dispossession Don Mariano terms “tardy justice.” To be clear, I do not
mean to suggest that “tardy justice” is depicted in identical terms in the work of Ruiz de Burton
and Norris: The Squatter and the Don locates this process’ operation first in the U.S. state and
later in the railroad corporation that comes to take on state-esque functions, such that
dispossession results for both landed Californios and Anglo emigrants; The Octopus, by contrast,
focuses on that causal chain’s operation at the later moment when state and corporation blur into
one another and on the chain’s effects on Anglo farmers. And while Ruiz de Burton’s novel
elaborates a strategy for resisting such temporal orchestrations, Norris’ focuses its attention on
mapping the spatial distribution of temporal experience. My readings show how, in order to carry
out these related but distinct literary projects, both Ruiz de Burton and Norris structure their
novels so that discrepant narrative temporalities overlap and intersect; in this way, both novels
interrupt the standard and synchronous time often associated with realist narration.10 In short, my
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See for instance, Anderson’s famous argument that the multiplot realist novel is “clearly a device for
the presentation of simultaneity in ‘homogeneous, empty time’” (Imagined Communities 25). As a note,
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claim in this chapter is that such formal innovations make perceptible a borderlands political
landscape whose temporal politics defies a number of critical paradigms, a landscape in which
institutions of governance exert force on populations not by imposing a standardized sense of
time but by generating temporal indeterminacy and heterogeneity.
By arguing that The Squatter and the Don and The Octopus are chiefly concerned with
the relations of government and time in the borderlands, I part ways with existing scholarship on
both works. Since the 1992 recovery of Ruiz de Burton’s novel, readers have focused on
assessing its resistance to and complicity in the racial and economic hierarchies emerging in
post-1848 California. Early readings of the novel found a subaltern voice emphatically opposed
to monopoly capitalism and U.S. imperialism,11 but more recent readings have emphasized the
work’s contradictory politics, especially the way an investment in white identity complicates its
critique of imperial hierarchies.12 Neither the novel’s presentation of the politics of time nor its

27, 30,32). What Anderson emphasizes, in short, is the way these novels aspire to construct verisimilar
and historically specific social worlds.
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account of the operations of public and private institutions of governance has been the focus of
sustained scholarly attention.13 And neither time, nor government, nor even the borderlands has
been an object of critical attention in scholarship on Norris’ novel. In recent decades, major
readings of The Octopus have focused on the novel’s engagement with capitalism. A set of new
historicist readings in the 1980s linked the novel to U.S. capitalism,14 while more recent readings
have connected it to global capitalism,15 but across these analyses there is what one critic
incisively terms “a critical consensus [...] that the novel reflects or animates the logic of
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capitalism.”16 Accounts of The Squatter and the Don and The Octopus emphasizing their
respective investments in whiteness or capitalism do not seem to me wrong so much as
incomplete, for they efface the novels’ engagements with the institutions of governance in latenineteenth-century California. However, read in relationship to the system of “tardy justice,” a
number of the novels’ seemingly eccentric features take on unrecognized significance, and the
novels appear as aspiring to resist certain regimes of governance even as they remain complicit
in others. Moreover, such a reading, which I advance here, presents an occasion to uncouple the
relations between temporal standardization and the nation, the railroad, and the realist novel—
three institutions often taken as hallmarks of modernity.
Locating Sovereignty in the Gilded Age Borderlands
The novels themselves, in fact, invite such a reading concerned with the institutions of
government in the borderlands. Both The Squatter and the Don and The Octopus repurpose, in
parallel fashion, a key trope of the post-Civil War Washington D.C. novel: the encounter with
the President. At least twenty novels set in the capital were written in the two decades between
the Civil War’s end and The Squatter and the Don’s publication, decades marked by an
expansion of federal power.17 In this group of novels, largely obscure but including some
canonical texts like Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warner’s The Gilded Age (1873) and Henry
Adams’ Democracy (1880), characters frequently make visits to political power brokers in the
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legislative and executive branches and to the White House, and they frequently meet the
President himself.18
Ruiz de Burton’s first novel, Who Would Have Thought It (1872), fits into this genre, and
its deployment of the presidential encounter elucidates the kind of political analysis and critique
that scene-type carries out. At one point in that novel, set during the Civil War, union officer
Julian Norval finds himself facing expulsion from the army, “by order of the President,” based
on a false rumor of unpatriotism, and so he travels to Washington to visit the president, dispel the
false allegation, and get the dismissal order rescinded.19 After being put off for days at the White
House Oval Office with claims of the president’s unavailability, Julian disregards the office page
and lets himself onto the White House lawn, where he finds the president—unnamed but surely a
figure for Lincoln, given the timing—lounging: “The President held in his hand a gold-headed
cane,” and “His leg hung over the arm of his chair.”20 The image of a gold-adorned president
leisurely slouched over a chair, of course, calls to mind the image of a king lazing on a throne,
such that the Lincoln figure is clearly marked as a political sovereign. Once Julian pleads his
case to this authority, the President concedes the dismissal order was issued in error and agrees
to have it dismissed, but then fails to act until forced to do so to avoid a political scandal.21 These
events thoroughly demolish Julian’s patriotism—“He was disenchanted [...] and felt that it would
take a long time before he should again believe that in America there is not so much despotism
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as in Europe”—and so cast the president as holding an excess of power, which is exercised
capriciously. This presidential visit, and other such encounters in the Washington novel genre,
thus serve to identify the location of political authority amongst a web of government institutions
and to critique such arrangements of power.
One version of the presidential visit is included in The Squatter and the Don when
George Mechlin visits President Grant in an effort to seek the dismissal of squatter lawsuits
making a claim on Don Mariano’s ranch land (S 106-111). Grant wants to help him but is
ineffectual in doing so, suggesting that the executive office endowed in Who Would Have
Thought It with an excess of power is a decade later robbed of agency by expanding bureaucratic
entanglements. If such a representation of the executive office suggests it is no longer a site of
concentrated political power, such a waning of U.S. executive power is cast as only a secondary
concern in the novel by the episode’s formal displacement from the novel’s present: the story is
presented as a sort of frame tale, related not by the narrator as it occurs but retrospectively by
George to Clarence.
The Squatter and the Don’s primary interest in government, and that of The Octopus, is
articulated by another deployment of the presidential visit scene, one that gives it a twist:
characters visit not the head of the U.S. government in Washington D.C. but the head of the
railroad monopoly in San Francisco. In Ruiz de Burton’s novel, Don Mariano and several San
Diego friends visit Leland Stanford, the former California governor and current railroad
executive, to ask the railroad to build or allow the construction of an economically sustaining rail
line to their city (S 305-314). Importantly, Stanford is described by the narrator during their visit
as “the man of power” and later in the novel as a type of “modern king” (S 306, 373). Similarly,
in Norris’ novel, Presley visits Shelgrim, a fictional analogue of Big Four railroad heads like
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Stanford, to see the source of the power that has ostensibly shaped the novel’s events. Shelgrim
is described as “the man whose power was so vast” and by whose door “in gold letters was
inscribed the word, ‘President’,” a corporate title with political echoes.22 I’ll discuss each of
these scenes further in what follows. Here, let me emphasize that the railroad executive is in each
case cast as a sovereign, in a way that underscores how these visits to rail heads are adaptations
of the president visit trope of the Washington novel.
Critics have not ignored these scenes—what reading of The Octopus, for instance, does
not include a discussion of Presley’s encounter with Sheilgrim?—but existing scholarship has
not situated them in their literary historical and generic context. When we do, we can see these
scenes announcing a critical assessment of sovereign authority’s location and exercise. But the
adaptation of this scene, presenting it not in the White House but in the corporate office, signals
that such authority in the continental southwest resides in and flows from a different institution:
the railroad. When Ruiz de Burton and Norris’ novels emphasize the quasi-sovereign status of
the railroad corporation in California, they anticipate the insights of contemporary historians
regarding the blurred distinction of public and private institutions in the context of railroad
expansion across the continent. For instance, Richard White’s recent history of transcontinental
railroads emphasizes the indistinction of those two kinds of institution in the North American
west: “these corporations had more in common with governments than with other business
enterprises.”23 More than just similar institutions, White goes on to argue, “In nineteenth-century
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North America, railroads and the modern state were coproductions”; they enabled one another’s
development and carried out one another’s operations.24
The late nineteenth-century emergence of the railroad-state amalgam as an institution of
governance in the southwest is best considered as a borderlands manifestation of a broader
Gilded Age phenomenon. As Deak Nabers has shown, looming large in the period’s literary and
legal thought was “the problem of distinguishing governments and bosses”—that is, the
increasing challenge of drawing clear distinctions between political and economic realms.25
While in the Northeastern U.S. context that Nabers analyzes this institutional blurriness
manifests with pressing force in the realm of labor, where it complicates attempts to generate and
contest different forms of workplace regulation, in the southwestern borderlands of Ruiz de
Burton and Norris it acquires a different urgency. There, the polity generated by the effaced
divide between economic and political institutions constituted an important new iteration in a
longer regional history of non-state institutions of governance. Moreover, the novel genre has a
different relationship to the problem of political and economic indistinction in the borderlands
than along the eastern seaboard. If, as Nabers argues, the ambitions of realist novelists like
Howells lie in a Sisyphean project of “providing a coherent account of the state’s ontological
specifications,” Ruiz de Burton and Norris are more concerned with charting the practices of
governance that such an institutional tangle generates.26 My next section turns to Ruiz de
Burton’s efforts to do so.
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Ruiz de Burton and the Times of the Borderlands
As I’ve suggested, Ruiz de Burton shines a spotlight on the way the institutional deferral
of decisions generates asynchronous, heterogeneous experiences of time. However, neither I nor
Ruiz de Burton would want to ascribe anything like a standardized or synchronous experience of
time to the denizens of borderlands societies prior to the establishment of U.S. institutions there.
Amidst an 1859 trip from her San Diego home to the U.S. northeast, Ruiz de Burton wrote to her
friend Matías Moreno to describe the region, and her comments underscore the distinct qualities
of temporal experience on the east and west coasts:
¡Qué contraste tan brillante con el pobre S. Diego! Toda la naturaleza parece animada, las
verduras y la fruta se apuran a crecer pronto, los árboles son lo más verde que pueden;
todo lo animado o inanimado parece que quiere hacer caber en un corto número de días la
vida de muchos años, ya para completer el gran movimiento, uno vuela en pocas horas la
distancia de cien millas!
[What a brilliant contrast with the poor San Diego! All nature here appears full of life, the
vegetables and the fruit rush to grow quickly, the trees are as green as they can be;
everything alive and not appears to want to fit in a short number of days the life of many
years, to complete the great movement, to fly in a few hours the distance of many
miles!]27
More than anything else, what distinguishes these two spaces is pace: out east, fruits and
vegetables “se apuran,” rush, to grow; New England time is accelerated so that “la vida de
muchos años” fits into a few days. The suggestion of the “contraste tan brillante” is, then, that
life in San Diego is distinguished by its relative slowness. The letter goes on to present the
borderlands locale of San Diego as left behind in an “estado de moral, mental estancación” [state
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of moral, mental stagnation].28 Ruiz de Burton’s lament about “pobre S. Diego” is occasioned by
the recognition of her city of residence as scarcely moving in time, lying stagnant and backward,
belated in comparison to other U.S. locales. Such a comparison generates a key variety of
temporal experience in 1850s southern California: Ruiz de Burton, her correspondent Moreno,
and any other San Diegan who sees him- or herself in a backward, sleepy city at the edge of a
nation elsewhere rushing forward could feel out-of-synch, caught in two times at once.
But the asynchronous temporal experience generated by the encounter with U.S.
government, or later with the railroad, is of a different character. The early encounters of
Californios like Don Mariano with the U.S. government occurred in the context of the 1851
Federal Land Law, which established a Board of Land Commissioners charged with reviewing
the legitimacy of land titles granted during the Spanish and Mexican periods.29 That review
process, I would argue, contributed to the consolidation of U.S. authority in the recently annexed
borderlands, as it transformed non-U.S. property documentation into a form legible and
legitimate in the then-new U.S. legal system, erasing the traces of the prior Mexican legal regime
and so naturalizing U.S. legal order. More often than not, the Board of Land Commissioners
ruled in favor of Californio claimants, but only after absurdly delayed and arrested processes of
decision-making: it took seventeen years, on average, to decide land title cases.30 A land case
involving Ruiz de Burton’s close friend Mariano Vallejo—the model for The Squatter and the
Don’s Don Mariano Alamar—offers a concrete example of the protracted legal processes
Californios confronted. A portion of Vallejo’s land was seized by the U.S. army at the beginning
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of the U.S.-Mexico War in 1846; troops occupied the land rent-free while the title remained
unconfirmed; Vallejo’s title was confirmed as legitimate in 1854; a court ruled him deserving of
back-rent payments in 1859; and in 1860, fourteen years after his land was first taken, Vallejo
received payment for the army’s occupancy.31 Ruiz de Burton has her character Don Mariano
Alamar describe such spans of time during which decisions were deferred as “killing suspense”
(S 15). This “killing suspense” produces an experience of time that is heterogeneous and
asynchronous: while time moves forward, a Californio’s land title remains suspended in a legal
process; that suspension locates a legitimate claim outside time, even as a claimant like (either)
Don Mariano remains embedded in time. Lacking an up-to-date land title could certainly
generate an experience of belatedness, but such belatedness would be of a character different
than the belatedness described in Ruiz de Burton’s 1859 letter: the San Diegan’s feeling of
moving forward in time slowly in relation to the rest of the nation is not reducible to the
Californio landholder’s feeling of having a portion of their environment, the land upon which
livelihood depends, held outside of time while he or she moves unavoidably forward; as my
readings will suggest, the former experience of time affords an individual person more
opportunity to modify the rhythms of everyday life than the latter. Hence my argument:
encounters with U.S. and railroad institutions do not replace a standard time with a
heterogeneous one, but rather impose one asynchronous experience of time amidst others in a
way that alters life trajectories for certain groups.
Ruiz de Burton, too, had a land title caught up in the U.S. legal system (though at a point
after the Board of Land Commissioners had ceased to exist). Amidst challenges from several
parties in the U.S., the title of her Rancho Jamul in southern California remained in litigation
31
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nearly to the end of her life in 1895.32 When Ruiz de Burton discusses this land litigation in an
1880 letter to her friend George Davidson, her comments reflect a recognition that the legal
indecision Californio claimants encountered in the U.S. court system, along with the resultant
experience of time, served as a generator of harm. She writes, “The lawsuits I told you of are still
hanging over my head, like the famous Damocles sword. But I manage to exist nevertheless, and
as I don’t lose flesh I suppose they ain’t going to kill me. But might as well.”33 Part of what’s
notable in this commentary is the “Damocles sword” metaphor Ruiz de Burton uses to describe
the scenario of a legal proceeding so protracted that its progress seems arrested. Insofar as the
Greek parable of a sword suspended over a throne by a single horsehair typically illustrates how
constant fear and risk afflict those in power, the reference here to the sword of Damocles is
largely ironic: Ruiz de Burton’s own power was scarce.34 But the Damocles allusion nevertheless
goes a long way towards illustrating her social and legal situation’s precariousness and risk, as
well as its attendant emotional strains. The passage, moreover, makes clear that even in the
absence of the sword’s fall, as it were—a legal decision invalidating her southern California
Rancho Jamul land title—the situation generates ill-effects: perpetually indeterminate land
claims produce something like a living death; the suits haven’t killed her but “might as well.”
The mention of death suggests negated agency and severed social relations, but it also points up
an asynchronous temporality, one pulled simultaneously between the progress of life and the
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stasis of death. In this case, interaction with U.S. legal institutions is pointedly non-decisive, and
such indecision generates rather than withholds a cluster of social and temporal ill-effects.
The other notable feature of these comments shared with Davidson is their inclusion in
the letter that first described the literary project that would become The Squatter and the Don.
Davidson had invited Ruiz de Burton to contribute a piece of short fiction to the Californian
magazine, which he edited, but she couldn’t complete the task at that time. As she explains, “I
began a story, and my notes got to be so many, that I found myself spinning out quite a long
yarn. Then I thought I would write a story that would run for several months, and there it rests,
for I got sick and disheartened, then Nellie got sick, and then we moved to the rancho.”35 Ruiz de
Burton’s “long yarn” ultimately would be published not serially but in book form, several years
later. What’s crucial here is that at the moment of the genesis of The Squatter and the Don, Ruiz
de Burton was concerned with pointing up the dispossessive and time-altering force of legal
indecision.
The subtitle of The Squatter and the Don is “A Novel Descriptive of Contemporary
Circumstances in California” (S 1), and my reading in the rest of this section will argue that the
interrelations of land dispossession, legal indecisiveness, and experiences of temporal
asynchrony that are referenced in Ruiz de Burton’s 1880 letter are chief among the
“Contemporary Circumstances” the novel seeks to describe. More specifically, Ruiz de Burton’s
novel extends the analysis of her letter on two key ways. For one, The Squatter and the Don
draws connections between the contexts in which dispossession via deferred decision operated in
the U.S.—not only in the Californios’ initial interactions with the U.S. state in the 1850s and
1860s but also in California landowner interactions with the regional rail monopoly in the 1870s.
The novel draws this parallel principally via its diptych structure. The work is split into two
35
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parts, with the central division marked by the eponymously titled twenty-fifth chapter “The
Squatter and the Don.” Up to that split, it is the difficulty of getting the U.S. courts to arrive at a
decision validating the Alamar family’s (legitimate) land title that changes the family’s
experience of time and produces a loss of land, capital, and socioeconomic agency. George
Mechlin explains the dispossessive effects of delays in issuing a U.S. land patent to Californios
with legitimate land titles like Don Mariano’s to no less a personage than President Grant: “the
proceedings to obtain a patent might consume years, almost a lifetime;” as a result, “Congress
virtually took away their lands by putting them in legislation” (S 108). It is at this point that Don
Mariano describes the protracted wait for a decision as a “killing suspense” (S 15).
In the second half of the diptych, it is the railroad’s refusal to decide on when San Diego
will receive a rail connection—and, consequently, an infusion of capital—that produces such
effects for the Alamares and their San Diego cohort. When Don Mariano and his friends visit the
former governor and current railroad head Leland Stanford, to inquire as to when such a rail
connection can be expected to materialize, the latter is clear that no corporation besides his will
be allowed to build a road, but intensely reticent as to when the Southern Pacific will itself do so:
“Is it absolutely determined by you that San Diego is not to have a railroad?”
asked Mr. Holman.
“Well, that is a hard question to answer. No, perhaps for the present San Diego
will not have a railroad, “ said he [Stanford], with cool nonchalance.
“What do you call for the present? How long?”
“That is a harder question yet.” (S 307, italics in text)
While Stanford eventually concedes that a railroad to San Diego will be built, he never offers a
decisive answer to the “harder question” of when that will occur, and the men are left in
suspense. Mr. Holman is unequivocal when he articulates the effects of this waiting: “Time goes
on, and as it slips by, ruin approaches us” (S 309). As with the U.S. government, then, so too
with the railroad monopoly: institutional indecision plunges one into an asynchronous
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temporality, a situation whose open-endedness renders it unstable, and that unstable
asynchronous situation brings about “ruin.” In both cases, the hallmark feature of interactions
with ruling powers in the borderlands is deferred legal and administrative decisions.
The second way that The Squatter and the Don extends the analysis of Ruiz de Burton’s
earlier letters is by clarifying the causal relations existing amongst land dispossession, suspended
processes of institutional decision-making, and temporal experience. More specifically, the novel
suggests that the altered experience of time produced by institutional indecision changes patterns
of familial and sexual reproduction in a way that produces downwardly mobile life trajectories.
This set of causal relations begins to emerge in Squatter via the polysemy of the dates in the
novel relating to the marriage of Mercedes and Clarence. The Squatter and the Don, in fact, is a
novel unusually concerned with dating the events in its plot: narratorial comments in early and
late chapters clearly establish the novel’s beginning and end in 1872 and 1876, for instance, and
Mr. Darrell’s recollection of moving to California twenty-four years before the plot’s beginning
makes the commencement of his squatting coincident with the territorial annexation that marked
the end of the U.S.-Mexico War. Dates in the narrative middle are likewise clearly marked by
year, and sometimes even by day, which points to a linear, progressive temporality such as
Anderson makes a hallmark of nation-hood. José Aranda has recognized this proliferation of
precise dates as one of the key “textual anomalies in the novel” and argued that this precise
dating serves to align the dispossession of the characters in the novel with the dispossession
attending the Mussel Slough uprising, which is referenced in the conclusion.36 Aranda’s analysis
has the virtue of being the sole reading of the novel (as far as I can tell) to emphasize the
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importance of time, and he’s surely not wrong that some dates in the novel connect Californio to
railroad-fueled dispossession.
But I would argue that time plays a far more central role in the novel than even Aranda
acknowledges. If the dating of plot events generally puts those occurrences in the linear temporal
sequence of the nation, the polysemy of particular dates associated with Mercedes pulls her out
of that history. Mercedes’ birthday is May 5th, the date that Mexican forces in 1862 expelled the
French army and ended the latter’s occupation (S 206). Her wedding to Clarence is initially
scheduled for September 16th, the day of the grito de independencia that is said to have initiated
Mexico’s anti-colonial struggle against Spain in 1810 (S 214). In the many readings of Squatter
that analyze the plot as a national allegory, Mercedes is interpreted as a figure of Californios
particularly or Mexican-descended peoples in the U.S. generally, such that her fate in the novel
allegorizes the social position of those groups post-1848.37 Given this family-nation allegory, the
effect of the dating of the wedding is, in part, to draw an analogy between Californio land
conflicts and Mexican independence struggles that casts the U.S. as the latest in a series of
colonizing agents in the region. But because Mercedes is the vehicle for that analogy, she—and
the population she represents—exists in two times at once, and so is not wholly brought into the
linear temporality demarcated by the persistent dating of plot events: Mercedes thus embodies an
unstable, heterogeneous temporality.
The way that Clarence and Mercedes’ wedding date is deferred suggests that she is a
figure not for the asynchrony of the borderlands generally but rather for the particular
asynchrony produced by the “killing suspense” of deferred legal decisions. If the wedding-asgrito de independencia would figure the attainment of political autonomy and agency on the part
37
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of the Californios, the narrative situates that group in an always anterior relation to such
attainment, despite the grito’s utterance in the past. Mercedes and Clarence’s marriage plans are
doubly delayed in a way that figures this backwards tug out of the historical present. Once
Clarence has received Doña Josefa’s requisite approval of the marriage proposal, he holds off on
formally proposing to Mercedes for several months, due to their respective travel plans (S 152,
154, 172). And then, after the proposal, the engagement’s telos of marriage is pushed back in
light of Mr.Darrell’s vitriolic assault on the Don. As Mercedes puts it after that incident, “We
had better postpone our engagement until—” (S 259). The incompletion of the closing dash
points up just how open-ended the suspension of marriage plans is.
The deferred resolution of a romantic plotline is, of course, central to many a nineteenthcentury novel. Doris Sommer has argued that in the national romances of nineteenth-century
Latin America, such deferrals generate for their readers feelings of longing for the development
of the nation-state and its institutions.38 Following Sommer’s insight, we can recognize that
Mercedes and Clarence’s romantic delays fuel a desire for the integration of Californios into the
U.S. But there is a bit more complexity in Squatter’s delay. It’s hardly conventional to yoke a
proposed marriage date to a major political event. But more unusual still is the nature of the
deferral: given the approved-but-put-off-proposal and engagement-maintained-amidst-maritaldelay, it’s not so much that the plot delays the fulfillment of romantic union until the novel’s
close but rather that the novel commences that union and suspends it in progress, dramatizing an
experience of delay in a way that more traditional marriage plots do not. Such suspended process
and temporal delays call to mind both Ruiz de Burton’s and the Alamares’ experiences of
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political institutions. Thus Squatter’s marriage plot is as interested in archiving an experience of
being governed at the nation’s edge as in projecting a vision of the nation.
When the marriage of Clarence and Mercedes finally does take place, it’s not dated as a
commemoration and renewal of the grito de independencia. As the oft-commented-upon scene
of the bricks falling on Gabriel Alamar suggests, such a future of sovereignty by then has been
foreclosed for the Californios. “In that hod full of bricks not only his own sad experience was
represented, but the entire history of the native Californians of Spanish descent was epitomized,”
the narrator explains; “The natives, of Spanish origin, having lost all their property, must
henceforth be all hod carriers” (S 351, italics in text). This vexed narratorial interpretation of
events, laden with autochthony claims that erase the region’s past and ongoing indigenous
presence, points up the erased future of socioeconomic and political agency facing the
Californios at the moment when Mercedes finally marries Clarence. It’s not just, though, that the
actual marriage is not dated to commemorate the grito and that the promise of the grito is
foreclosed; it’s that the marriage is not dated at all. As a result, that crucial plot event is not
located as a point on the linear trajectory of historical time worked out by the careful and
persistent dating of antecedent events. So if the marriage, as national allegory, marks the
incorporation of Mexican-descended Californios into the U.S. nation, that incorporation unfolds
without the temporal standardization and stabilization that are the hallmarks of Andersonian
nationhood. Even at the conclusion of the marriage plot, it is asynchrony that attends the
Californios’ incorporation into the U.S. nation.
As the foregoing discussion of Clarence and Mercedes’ marriage and of Gabriel’s
wounded body is already beginning to suggest, the novel shows asynchronous temporal
experience to exert force on bodies, relations, and desires. In this sense, it is via the realm of
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sexuality that the generation of heterogeneous temporalities sets bodies on downwardly mobile
class trajectories.39 The way that sexuality mediates between temporal experience and
dispossession is most clearly illustrated via the events surrounding the birth of Gabriel and
Lizzie’s second daughter. The birth comes after a legal delay alters Gabriel’s relation to time.
While helping his in-laws negotiate land title litigation wrought by ongoing squatter lawsuits,
Gabriel is “obliged to delay returning to his place at the San Francisco bank” employing him (S
338). Because that delay wrenches him from the daily nine-to-five routine of bank work, “the
bank could not wait for him longer” and dismisses him (S 388). One effect of that dismissal is a
loss of a position in the middle class: after his dismissal, Lizzie and Gabriel are forced to move
from their “nice little cottage” to a boarding house; soon thereafter, Gabriel’s work translating
documents proves an insufficient source of income, and he takes up work as a manual laborer (S
338-339).
Another effect of the dismissal is the appearance of an additional child: by the point they
are in the boarding house, “there was another little girl to provide for” (S 339). As such, Lizzie
and Gabriel’s family begins to take on the multi-child form of the novel’s other Californio and
Anglo families at precisely the point when their income is least able to sustain it. To be sure,
Ruiz de Burton’s narratorial comments on this family expansion are condescending and
reflective of a class bias: “Poor people are bound to have children” (S 339). But what seems
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especially significant is the way Ruiz de Burton plots a coincidence of legal delay, temporal
heterogeneity, and sexual reproduction. In the novel, legal delay takes Gabriel out of synch with
his professional world, and that asynchronicity generates for him and his wife a highly normative
family at a moment they can’t sustain it. And that non-alignment of family need and income
level fixes Gabriel and Lizzie and their children in a working-class position—one that is lower
than his family has held in the past and that is cast as representative of Californios more
broadly—for Gabriel can’t afford to take time off to find a better paying position when he has
two daughters to provide for. In this way, the novel emphasizes the interrelations of delayed
legal decisions, temporal experience, sexual reproduction, and changing racial hierarchies.
Squatter’s efforts to document the workings of “tardy justice,” the system of
dispossession it finds at work at the edge of the U.S. nation-state, make it an archive of
heterogeneous temporalities: perceptible in the novel are the linear progressive time often
associated with the nation (in the persistent and specific dating of plot events), a doubled time
binding subjects to multiple historical moments (in the polysemy of dates in Mercedes’ life), and
an ascynchrony wrought by legal suspension that generates dispossession (which we see with
Gabriel and Lizzie and which is presented as the experience of Californios generally). To
identify this range of temporalities in Ruiz de Burton’s novel is to call to mind Lloyd Pratt’s
recent efforts to uncover the complex temporal landscape of nineteenth-century America.
Literary and cultural historians have long cast this period as a moment of temporal
standardization: varied temporal experiences are homogenized into the linear time of the
Andersonian nation-state, understood to be taking shape in the period; according to this standard
story, the novel helps engender this temporal transformation by modeling the homogeneous
progressive time of the nation. Pratt, by contrast, finds in the period and its literature a
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proliferation of temporalities. As he puts it, “This literature pluralized time. It did not purify it.”40
That recognition lets Pratt turn the standard account of nation, novel, and time on its head by
arguing that the period’s writing “both documented and compounded a conflict of times that
inhibited the consolidation of U.S. national and racial identity.” 41 Pratt’s argument about the
proliferation of heterogeneous temporalities in nineteenth-century America is, to my eyes,
largely quite compelling, but my analysis differs from his account in one crucial regard: in the
world of Ruiz de Burton’s novel, the proliferation of discrepant temporalities marks, rather than
forestalls, the expansion of the nation-state. Indeed, while Pratt’s work radically reconfigures our
understanding of time in nineteenth-century America, his argument that the century’s temporal
heterogeneity stifled the rise of U.S. nationalism leaves largely intact the Andersonian linkage
between homogenous, standard time and the nation. At least part of the importance of Ruiz de
Burton’s novel lies in the way it puts pressure on that linkage.
If the nation is not necessarily organized around temporal synchronicity, it becomes
necessary to reconsider our sense of what constitutes a resistant or subversive temporal politics.
The last decade has produced a wealth of scholarship on the politics of time, especially in
relation to sexuality, and within this body of scholarship Elizabeth Freeman’s work stands out as
a particular source of insight. Freeman argues that “naked flesh is bound into socially meaningful
embodiment through temporal regulation.”42 That is, she recognizes that institutions of power
exert force and shape populations by regulating time—by imposing norms and standards tending
towards synchronicity. That recognition makes it possible for Freeman to show how
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heterogeneous temporalities that defy such regularizing norms hold a subversive promise.
Indeed, one of Freeman’s most powerful claims is that “temporal misalignments,” especially
those generated by queer sexualities, “can be the means of opening other possible worlds.”43 But
Ruiz de Burton draws a different kind of political scene than the one Freeman takes as her
starting point. Her borderlands is one in which ruling institutions exert force not by imposing a
stable standard on populations but rather by generating for certain populations a precarious and
unstable asynchrony. What are the temporalities of resistance in such a conjuncture of time and
politics? Ruiz de Burton, I argue, is highly concerned with this question. My next section will
demonstrate how she takes it up.
Timeless Shelter
The Squatter and the Don is notable for how it enacts a resistance to power in a world
where opportunities for political contestation appear scarce. In the novel’s “Conclusion,” the
narrator reflects on the farmers who lost their land following the Mussel Slough uprising, which
would be novelized by Norris and which I’ll discuss further in this chapter’s next section. For
those farmers, the conclusion emphasizes, “there was no redress” (S 374). That is, no form of
compensatory action, neither for the work done making the land agriculturally viable nor for the
lives lost trying to retain residency, was available to them. The narrator casts the absent redress
of Mussel Slough’s wake as a sort of metonymy for broader regional dynamics, asking, “When
the governor of the state sought in vain to curb the power of the monster and compel it to pay
taxes by calling an extra session of the legislature, and nothing was done, what more can be
said?” (S 374). To be sure, Ruiz de Burton’s novel says little that could constitute an adequate
response to such a seemingly unbounded power. But I argue that what the novel does, by way of
its formal structure, suggests a mode of subtly mitigating power that seems as absolute as that of
43
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railroad-state fusion of the nineteenth-century borderlands. This response, importantly, is keyed
to resist the temporal politics that were the subject of the last section. Because it features a
literary form opposed to the temporal form of dispossessive asynchrony that emerges from an
encounter with state and railroad, Ruiz de Burton’s novel is situated in a non-homological
relation to the region’s public and private institutions of government.
The response of The Squatter and the Don to this historical moment has tended to be
considered in relation to the sentiment expressed in the novel’s infamous last sentence. Absent
legislative action that would check railroad power, the narrative voice concludes, the people
“must wait and pray for a Redeemer who will emancipate the white slaves of California” (S 375).
Critics have quite rightly taken the last words of this sentence as indices of an investment in
whiteness.44 Linking that moment to others in the text, many critics have suggested that an effort
to claim whiteness for Californios lies at the heart of Squatter’s response to the simultaneous
expansion of railroad power into the public institutions and proletarianization of Californios.
John Morán González, for instance, writes that “the cultural work of the novel is to secure what
W.E.B. Du Bois termed ‘the wages of whiteness’” for the Californios and that “the narrative
seeks to restore a lost social agency for the Californios within a bodily signification of
whiteness.”45 Readings like Morán González’ have gone a long way towards uncovering
Squatter’s investment in white racial identity. I concur that Squatter’s politics are inflected by
such an investment and that the novel’s aspirations to an oppositional stance run aground upon it.
Yet, insofar as such ideology critique-driven readings serve to cast aside Ruiz de Burton’s
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writing as a locus of political insight, they risk reinscribing the archival silence of nineteenthcentury Californio and U.S. Latina voices that made the novel’s rediscovery so significant in the
first place. Moreover, to reduce the novel’s politics to a bid for whiteness, as is the tendency in
many such readings, is to efface the complexity of its response to changing political and
temporal structures in the Gilded Age borderlands. In this section, then, I aim to reframe our
understanding of Squatter by not only recognizing its orientation to whiteness but also by
elaborating the form of temporal and political resistance whose critical promise withers under
such racial politics.
The novel’s final chapter is particularly important to this attempt to contest the temporal
scenario producing dispossession for the Californios. Titled “Conclusion: Out with the Invader,”
it is not a continuation or conclusion of the novel’s plot but rather an essayistic description of
how the intensifying railroad corruption of government has created an “imperium in imperio” (S
371). As it does so, the “Conclusion” also bemoans the sharp circumscription of Californio
social agency with statements like the aforementioned “pray for a Redeemer” line. The presence
in the novel of an essayistic conclusion like this is not in itself unusual. Such chapters end a
whole range of reform-minded fictions of the mid-to-late nineteenth century; Harriet Beecher
Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin (1852), to pick a well-known example, ends with “Concluding
Remarks” that attest to the foregoing narrative’s truth and call the reader to right feeling. Yet
Squatter’s conclusion stands out as distinct for how it establishes temporal distance between the
moment of its utterance and the moment of the narrative’s conclusion. As I observed in the last
section, while the precise date of Clarence’s and Mercedes’ actual wedding is rather
conspicuously withheld, the novel does make quite apparent the year of the plot’s conclusion:
Gabriel’s fall occurs as the “winter of 1876” sets in (S 339); the plot then concludes within
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weeks, in early 1877, as is confirmed when in the last narrative chapter, in preparation for her
wedding, Mercedes opens “a wardrobe which had been locked for three years” that contains “the
trousseau sent by Mrs. Lawrence Mechlin in ‘74” (S 356). The conclusion, though, contains
references to the 1883-85 Colton case, which exposed the corruption of railroad baron Collis
Huntington, and to the 1880 Mussel Slough uprising (S 368, 374). These references make clear
that the words of the conclusion are uttered at a point well-past the period of the plot. But if the
conclusion is located outside the plot’s period, the commentary also reads as curiously timeless
and unrooted in a particular moment. Even though the conclusion refers to a “now”—in phrases
like “If Channing lived now, his anguish of Spirit would be far great” (S 366)—that now is never
given any clear or particular referent. The conclusion is uttered, in short, at an indeterminate
moment outside the temporal bookends of the story.
But if the voice of the conclusion speaks at an ambiguous temporal moment, an equal
measure of ambiguity surrounds the gender of that voice.46 That incertitude becomes apparent by
contrast to the thirty-seven preceding plot-focused chapters, a stretch of narrative that is
bookended by women’s voices. The first words of the novel are Mrs. Darrell’s: “To be guided by
good advice, is to profit by the wisdom of others; to be guided by experience, is to profit by
wisdom of our own,” she says to her husband, amidst a conversation about the latter’s plans to
try again to stake a land claim in California (S 3). And the last words of the novel before the
conclusion are Doña Josefa’s: in response to rejoinders from her social circle regarding her
tendency to speak frankly about the wrongs her family suffered, she says, “I slander no one, but
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shall speak the truth” (S 365). If U.S. continental expansion is conceived as a masculine
project—which the novel does by making Mr. Darrell the exemplary squatter-settler—then these
opening lines suggest that a women’s perspective, her “good advice” and truth-telling, can serve
as a check on the empire-building the novel depicts and critiques. These women’s voices then
serve as a meta-comment on and argument for Ruiz de Burton’s own authorial activities, and as
such suggest that the whole narrative, as opposed to just its opening and close, embodies a
feminine perspective.
Yet the very explicit gendering of the perspective of the plot-focused chapters also has
the effect of calling attention to the undetermined gender of the voice in the conclusion. Nothing,
in fact, marks the gender of the voice that fills the novel’s closing pages. Coming right after the
highly specific and gendered identification of the voices at the plot’s bookends, the impersonality
of the concluding voice is almost startling. Almost no identifying trait is attached to it. The only
hint of particularity comes via a few scattered first-person plural pronouns: there are references
to “we of California” (S 371), “our representatives in Congress” (S 375), and the possibility of
being compelled to “as Channing said, ‘kiss the foot that tramples us’” (S 375). Yet even with
these references, we’re still left with a markedly thin sense of personal identity: we learn that the
voice emerges from a California community oppressed by railroad corruption, nothing more;
they certainly don’t mitigate the gender irresolution surrounding the voice of the conclusion.
Indeed, the pluralized identity of this speaking subject might well be said to efface any singular
personality or self, such that any sense of personal identity is disintegrated or shattered.47 I find,
in fact, that the conclusion’s voice is substantially impersonal much in the sense that D.A. Miller
finds Jane Austen’s style to be. Even in her early works, Miller explains, “Austen Style is
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already decidedly neuter, as though it were on an exemption from ‘sex’—in the old fashioned
sense (appropriate for the epoch) of both gender and sexuality—that this impersonality is most
crucially founded, developed, secured.”48 For Miller, the hallmark feature of Austen Style is that
it employs a voice that seems to speak from no particular subject position, and that placelessness
is founded upon sexual indeterminacy. A style relying on a likewise dislocated voice, I offer, is
at work in The Squatter and the Don’s polemical conclusion.
This style, dislocated in time and decidedly impersonal, appears also at chapter openings
occasionally but with increasing frequency as Squatter’s plot draws to a close. It’s as though the
voice of the conclusion is reaching back from the moment of its utterance into the time of the
plot to comment on the unfolding action. I quote here a passage at length to illustrate an instance
of this style’s appearance and its contrast with the mode of expression otherwise used to relate
plot events. Chapter XXXII opens by quoting Thomas Carlyle’s remarks on “Great Men” as
“Fire Pillars” of mankind; reflecting on how disappointing California’s ostensibly “great” men
are, the narrator wonders,
And who are the most conspicuous in our State? The monied men,of course—the
monopolists. They are our Fire Pillars! Unfortunate California! if thou art to follow such
guides, thy fate shall be to grovel for money to the end of time, with not one thought
beyond, or above, money-making, and not one aspiration higher than to accumulate
millions greedily for rapacity’s sake—without once remembering the misery that such
rapacity has brought upon so many innocent people—the blight it has spread over so
many lives. Thy ambition shall be to control the judiciary and utterly debauch the
legislative branch of our Government; to contaminate the public press and private
individual until thy children shall have lost all belief in honor, and justice, and good faith,
and morality. Until honesty shall be made ridiculous and successful corruption shall be
held up for admiration and praise.
And are not our “Fire Pillars” dragging us already in that direction? blinding us
instead of guiding and enlightening? Yes, alluring, tempting, making rapacity and illgotten wealth appear justifiable, seen through the seductive glamour of Success!
The letter Mr. James Mechlin received one morning about the later part of
November, 1875, would seem so to indicate. He and Mr. Holman met often at the
postoffice each winter since 1872, always hoping to get railroad news from Washington.
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These two gentlemen religiously went to the postoffice every day again this winter—
particularly since the Mechlins had taken their temporary residence in town—and
religiously they expected that good news would come at any time while Congress was in
session—news that a bill to aid in the construction of the Texas Pacific Railroad had been
passed. But days and days went by and no news came. This morning, however, Mr.
Mechlin received two letters from his brother, the first that he had got since he brought
the wounded George to town. (S 295-296, italics in text)
The exclamation point at the close of the middle paragraph above marks a stylistic shift: the
rhetorical questions, the exclamatory syntax and punctuation, and the sermonic diction give the
paragraphs up to that point an oratorical quality and an indignant tone; what follows is a much
more measured mode of narration. This shift is underscored by the change in content that occurs
at the same point: there’s a turn from commentary on the historical moment of the plot’s events
to the narration of the plot itself. The style and voice on display prior to this shift is clearly the
same as is at work in the novel’s conclusion. The reference to Carlyle resonates with the
conclusion’s appeal to another nineteenth-century man of letters, Channing; apparent at both
points is a clear polemical cast; and there is in both cases an abiding interest in problems of
government at state and federal levels. This style emerges again at the beginning of Chapter
XXXIV, which uses Ralph Waldo Emerson’s reflection on Bonaparte to critique the greed of
railroad magnates like Leland Stanford (S 314-316), and at the opening of Chapter XXXV,
which bemoans how in many cases “the dignity of a Judge’s personality is more sacred than the
abstract impersonality of justice” (S 326).
These moments when the conclusion’s style erupts earlier in the narrative entail a
flattening of temporal distinctions: the impersonal voice speaking from an ambiguous moment
after the plot’s conclusion appears amidst plot events unfolding at a notably earlier moment. I
suggest that at these moments of collapsed temporal distinction, the novel generates a certain flat
temporality, an instant of suspended time, an instant when the anachronistic juxtaposition of
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moments arrests time’s forward motion.49 This flat temporality is significant because of the way
it is opposed to the system of dispossession that the novel is concerned with charting. The regime
of “tardy justice,” we recall, operates by generating asynchronous and unstable experience of
time. By contrast, the flat temporality that emerges when the style of the conclusion appears in
the novel’s late chapters has a stabilizing function. But because that stabilizing function is
predicated upon a moment of arrested temporal motion, it remains distinct as well from the
standardized linear time of Andersonian nationhood.
The flat temporality constitutes a modest antidote to the regime of temporal politics
engendering dispossession in nineteenth-century California. The arrest of time in The Squatter
and the Don’s moments of flat temporality counters the precariousness of an asynchronicity
whose duration is unclear (because of the openendedness of the legal suspensions generating it).
The oppositional qualities of the novel’s flat temporality are amplified by the style of the
utterances whose appearances at late moments in the narrative bring it into being: while “tardy
justice,” as I argued in the last section, exerts force on bodies by manipulating the rhythms of
sexual reproduction, the divorce of the voice appearing in the conclusion and intermittently in
the closing chapters from the particularities of personhood entails what we might call, following
Miller, an “exemption from sex,”; such an exemption, in turn, disrupts the causal chain running
from institutional indecision to downward class mobility. Timelessness and impersonality are not
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qualities that are often associated with oppositional political stances; however, in Ruiz de
Burton’s Gilded Age borderlands, such qualities are subversive in a way they’re not in other
contexts. To be sure, the resistance offered by the novel’s flat temporality is of a modest
nature—the moments when it appears in the text are not going to themselves topple the railroadstate amalgam ruling the region. What the novel does, I offer, is imagine a mode of time and
personhood whose inhabitance would oppose “tardy justice.” The temporal and personal mode
could be termed fugitive, for an exemption from time’s motion and personal, sexual particularity
might be approached but never lastingly achieved. The timelessness and impersonality of the
novel’s close could be approached only fleetingly—by readers moving through the novel, and by
Ruiz de Burton as she authored it. But the modest power and fleeting availability of The Squatter
and the Don’s flat temporality is appropriate to a world in which, as Ruiz de Burton emphasizes,
“there was no redress” (S 374). To reach toward this flat temporality is, then, an aesthetic
survival strategy for those whose circumscribed social agency forecloses other options. It’s in
this sense that the ambiguous timing and impersonal voice of the conclusion serves to create a
fragile refuge from the dispossessive temporal orchestrations of Ruiz de Burton’s borderlands.
Insofar as the impersonality of the conclusion’s voice helps construct a shelter from the
system of dispossession confronting Ruiz de Burton and her characters, it presents a certain
utility, but impersonality such as is embodied in the conclusion’s style could also hold a
particular appeal to Ruiz de Burton, especially in the context of bi-national borderlands
identities. Miller’s account of impersonality helps elucidate this appeal. Impersonal style such as
he finds in Austen and I find in Ruiz de Burton emerges only “at the expense of substance,”
style’s conventional counterpart.50 Such an empty locus free of substance constitutes, he
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continues, “the utopia of those with no place left to go.”51 More specifically, impersonality-asstyle replaces the self of a subject shamed by a “hopelessly insufficient social realization,” one
whose self “can’t yet cohere into anything besides abjection.”52 Miller emphasizes how vexed
relations to the conjugal regime of heterosexuality generate such socially insufficient selves, and
so his avatars of impersonal style are the “unheterosexual” Austen character, certain of Austen’s
gay male readers, and above all the “Spinster” Jane Austen herself.53 I will argue that impersonal
style holds an appeal to Ruiz de Burton parallel but not reducible to that which Miller has it
holding for Austen.
At this point, it’s worth recalling just how fraught Ruiz de Burton’s relations to the sexual
and gender conventions of her time were. In an 1869 letter to Mariano Vallejo, for instance, she
remarks, “ah! si yo fuera hombre . . . Qué miserable cosa es una mujer!” [ah! if only I were a
man! . . . What a miserable thing it is to be a woman!].54 Ruiz de Burton’s fleeting fantasy of
sexual reassignment registers the strains of feminine embodiment in a society where Victorian
gender conventions sharply circumscribe women’s engagement with the world—to achieve
womenhood, Ruiz de Burton would seem to suggest, is to achieve an inadequate and limited
capacity for social agency. And as Ruiz de Burton aged, she held herself as distant from the
conventions of sexual relations as from the conventions of sexual identity. After the death of her
husband, Ruiz de Burton never re-married, and we have in her letters no indication that she either
sought or developed other sexually intimate connections. One might be tempted, of course, to
search for the inklings of erotic relations in her voluminous correspondence with Vallejo,
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notwithstanding the latter’s marriage, but Ruiz de Burton went to significant lengths to
underscore the chastity of her relation to her longtime friend. Take, for example, this postscript
from one of her 1870 letters to Vallejo:
¡Qué carta tan insípida y estúpida le he escrito! ¿y sabe por qué? Porque le quisiera decir
tanto que tuve miedo empezar, porque si por desgracia ésta se extraviase y fuese leída por
otros, por los que ni saben ni entenderían como pueden mis sentimientos por Ud. ser tan
puros y ... en fin, les parecerían o exagerados, o “impropios.”
[What an insipid and stupid letter I have written! And do you know why? Because I
wanted to say so much that I was afraid to begin, because if by bad luck it lost its way
and was read by others, by those neither know nor would undersand how my feeling for
you could be so pure and ... in the end, that they would appear either exaggerated or
“improper.”]55
A suspicious or psychoanalytically-oriented reader might be tempted to read Ruiz de Burton’s
profession of “puros” sentiments as a mask for erotic desires. But I find no reason not to take
Ruiz de Burton at her word. And even the suspicious psychoanalytic reader would still have to
concede that such a statement would serve to forestall any actual romantic relations between the
two. But if this postscript suggests the absence in one of her key intimate relationships of the
heterosexual desires at the core of the conjugal regime of her time—if it, in effect, underscores
her late-life spinsterhood—it also register’s that cultural system’s continued power to elicit
feelings of shame for non-compliance with its norms: giving full expression to her desires risks
their classification as “improprios.” Ruiz de Burton, I’d suggest, has a fraught relation to marital
heterosexuality and a sensitivity to the shaming power of that culture that recall those of Miller’s
Austen.
But impersonality could hold appeal to Ruiz de Burton also on grounds specifically
relating to the conflicting cultures and citizenship structures of the nineteenth-century
borderlands. Formerly Mexican denizens of California inhabit a position of conflicted citizenship
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in which self-coherence entails a loss. That situation is articulated by the authorial pseudonym
under which Ruiz de Burton published Squatter: “C. Loyal” (S 1). The pseudonym presents an
incomplete English translation of the Spanish phrase “C. Leal,” which abbreviates “ciudadano
leal,” loyal citizen, a signature that conventionally closed nineteenth-century Mexican
government correspondence.56 While there is, of course, no such thing as a perfect or complete
translation, “C. Loyal” calls attention to its incompletion by preserving Spanish syntax—“citizen
loyal” inverts English word order. Whether the translation is rendered as more incomplete or is
undone, the resultant phrase expresses a form of citizenship that entails an abjected self. To be
not “citizen loyal” but “loyal citizen”—that is, to embrace U.S. nationality—would denigrate the
parts of the self oriented to Mexican heritage. But to be “ciudadano leal”—to opt for Mexican
nationality—would be to place the self at risk by relinquishing a set of legal protections at least
nominally available to U.S. citizens. And to be “C. Loyal” maintains an oblique relation to both
modes of citizenship, a relation that constitutes a bifurcated or fragmented kind of selfhood.
Squatter’s authorial pseudonym, then, articulates a dilemma of dual cultural and political
citizenship, in which the available avenues of self-realization entail different forms of loss and
abasement. A verbal pun in “C. Loyal’s” Spanish-language analogue underscores this dilemma.
In Spanish, the phrase C. Leal could be read not just as an abbreviation of ciudadano leal but
also as a call to political loyalty: the phrase is audibly identical to “sé leal,” a command to “be
loyal.”57 But as that command to loyalty dissolves in the pseudonym’s quasi-translation, so too
does the promise of uncomplicated loyalty to one nation. The impersonality such as emerges in
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Squatter’s conclusion’s voice affords a way out of this dilemma of impossible citizenship, as its
self-abnegation constitutes an alternative to the realization of an abject citizen-self.
Still, one might wonder why a voice emerges at Squatter’s close that’s distinguished by
both its temporal dislocation and its self-effacement, for there seems no obviously necessary
connection between timelessness and impersonality. We can apprehend why these two qualities
work in concert in Ruiz de Burton’s novel by considering how the novel figures unrealizable
coherent selves via the presentation of foreclosed futures. For instance, Clarence reflects on how,
“if I had not gone away,” on international travels when his plans to marry Mercedes were
suspended, “I might, yes, could, have prevented so much suffering”—namely, Gabriel’s fall and
the dissolution of his independently maintained middle class identity (S 348). While Gabriel will
survive his fall, he never appears afterwards as not-bedridden, so it’s only in the counterfactual
future suggested by Clarence’s comments that Gabriel possesses anything besides a wounded
self. What is perhaps a more powerful illustration of this pattern comes amidst Doña Josefa’s
reflection in the penultimate chapter:
Doña Josefa sat at her window in the dark, thinking of “what might have been” if those
railroad men had not blighted San Diego’s prosperity. Her husband would have been
alive, and Mr. Mechlin also, and her sons would not be driven to poverty and distress,
and perhaps lost their health forever. (S 363)
Doña Josefa here imagines live, non-impoverished, non-distressed selves for her loved ones as
an alternative future not to come. In such moments, the impossible social realization for which
impersonality offers compensation is conceived in temporal terms. We can, then, see why
impersonality emerges as an element in a struggle over temporal politics: not only do the
temporal orchestrations of the state and the railroad contribute to the generation of such
insufficiently realizable selves, but Ruiz de Burton conceives of such non-realization in temporal
terms.
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Emptiness, then, is at the core of Squatter’s opposition to “tardy justice”: as I’ve been
arguing, the interpolation of the narration of the plot’s close by the voice of the conclusion is
only able to construct a flat temporality, which subjects can momentarily inhabit to insulate
themselves from the state’s and the railroad’s temporal orchestrations, because of that voice’s
timelessness and impersonality. The “Conclusion,” though, does not sustain that emptiness. In
the infamous last line of the novel, the conclusion’s voice, which had up to that point adopted an
impersonal style, professes an abject and embodied selfhood: if legislation doesn’t check the
power of the railroad, “we shall—as Channing said ‘kiss the foot that tramples us!’ and ‘in
anguish of spirit’ must wait for a Redeemer who will emancipate the white slaves of California”
(S 375). As the novel ends, then, the voice formerly bereft of any of a self’s particularities claims
a highly particular, and disempowered, self, that of the white slave. In a sense, the conclusion’s
speaker follows a path trodden by many other avatars of impersonal style, at least those that
populate Austen’s fictions: repeatedly, the heroine who enacts impersonal style in the novel by
its close “falls out of the universality of Austen Style,” but such a fall is never experienced as a
loss, for the resultant embrace of particularity sets the heroine on a trajectory towards social
integration via marriage.58 This pattern largely holds in Squatter’s conclusion, though there
social integration takes the shape not of marital union but of inclusion in an imagined community
of whiteness. Importantly, because that self is emplotted onto an unfolding trajectory of social
integration, the turn of the conclusion’s voice from impersonality to particular selfhood entails a
certain temporal embedding of that voice. The closing self-identification as a white slave, then,
serves not just as an appeal to the values of a dominant racial hierarchy, such as many have
noted; it also serves to undo the impersonality and timelessness upon which the novel’s
oppositional qualities were predicated. If the complex temporalities and self-abnegations of
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Squatter’s close construct a refuge from the railroad, that refuge collapses under the weight of
the closing appeal to whiteness.
I agree, then, with the many critics of Squatter who have found its critical promise to be
circumscribed by its investment in whiteness. But as I hope to have shown, the novel’s politics
are not reducible to a claim for whiteness. Squatter, despite what we might see as its political
failings, remains politically instructive: the novel’s closing chapters and conclusion discern the
variety of quiet resistance and self-protection available to subjects of the railroad-state and
effective against that polity. To read the novel solely as a bid for whiteness would be to obscure
that elusive record of dissent. Squatter’s value, then, lies not only in how it makes perceptible the
temporal governance of the late-nineteenth-century borderlands, but also how it archives the
means by which such powers might have been resisted.
The Time and Government of The Octopus
Ruiz de Burton’s key example of a community for whom “no redress” was available, as
I’ve mentioned, was the farmers of Mussel Slough. Those farmers are the focus of Frank Norris’
The Octopus, a fictional account of the Mussel Slough uprising written a decade-and-a-half after
The Squatter and the Don. As I’ll show in this section, Norris finds the railroad-state amalgam to
manage a rural population via temporal manipulation in a manner uncannily similar to Ruiz de
Burton’s novel. As such, The Octopus constitutes a sort of sequel to The Squatter and the Don,
one that suggests the temporal politics contributing to Californio dispossession in the 1850s,
1860s, and 1870s were at work in the 1880s moment when railroad power reached its peak.
Although Ruiz de Burton and Norris analyze parallel sets of relations between heterogeneous
temporalities and the governance of populations, their analyses have different foci: while Ruiz de
Burton explores the possibilities of resisting that mode of governance, Norris’ energy is
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dedicated to mapping the spatial distribution of different temporalities. The last section of this
chapter shows how he transforms novelistic form to do so. In this way, Norris’ novel of Mussel
Slough, like and alongside Ruiz de Burton’s earlier work, aims to construct an account of
borderlands politics.
Mussel Slough, of course, is not typically considered in the context of borderlands
politics. However, I would argue that the conflict constitutes a late flashpoint in the protracted
history of the U.S. state’s efforts to impose its system of land tenure on the territories annexed
from Mexico in 1848, and that as such it is situated in the same post-1848 borderlands history as
Ruiz de Burton’s novel. The Mussel Slough events unfolded as the set of railroad corporations
controlled by the “big four”—the executives Leland Stanford, Collis P. Huntington, Charles
Crocker, and Mark Hopkins—emerged as an institution capable of determining the courses of
political and economic development in California, one that oversaw not only the sales of
individual land tracts but also the opening of regions to economic development.59 The railroad
achieved this position only as a consequence of post-1848 land policy. Land not granted during
the Spanish and Mexican periods—such as comprised much of the San Joaquín Valley, including
the Mussel Slough region—entered the U.S. as public domain controlled by the federal
government.60 This conveyance of land into the public domain, like the establishment of land
grants during the Spanish and Mexican periods, was predicated upon erasing indigenous land
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claims and modes of occupancy.61 These massive tracts were promptly surveyed and divided into
rectangular plots, allowing the land to be commodified, bought, and settled by U.S. emigrants.62
Such huge amounts of this public land were granted to the railroad, as incentives for rail
construction, that by the 1870s the railroad was the largest private landowner in the state.63 When
the railroad priced, sold, and managed (via fare schedules) access to these lands, I suggest, it was
overseeing the last phase of U.S. post-annexation settlement and thereby finalizing the
establishment of U.S.-produced property title possession as the normalized mode of land tenure
in the region. The ostensibly private railroad corporation, in short, completed the work of the
nominally public institutions of government.
From its very beginning, The Octopus situates its events in such a scenario, where the
lines between public and private institutions are blurred. The novel opens with Presley’s bicycle
tour of the novel’s Central Valley setting, and the first site on which his and the narrator’s gaze
linger is “one of the county watering tanks” by the side of the road (O 580). What is in this case
arresting about an otherwise mundane public work is the sign a couple of men are painting up
high on its side: “S. Behrman, Real Estate, Mortgages, Main Street, Bonneville, Opposite the
Post Office” (O 580). The public structure here promotes a private business. That tension is both
specified and amplified by the fact that Behrman is the P&SW’s key agent in Bonneville, so the
water tank becomes a figure of the near indistinguishability of government and railroad
institutions in the region. To be sure, the water tank literally illustrates railroad encroachment on
government spheres at only one level of government, that of the county. But the image is in fact
emblematic of a broader pattern in the novel. Magnus points up the blurred distinctions between
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government and corporation at the state level when he observes, early on, that California’s
“Board of Railroad Commissioners was bought,” by an entity none other than the railroad (O
631). That such blurred distinctions are manifest at even the federal level is underscored when a
“United States marshal” accompanies Behrman in the initial ill-fated attempt to evict the farmers
(O 989).
In the novel, the rule of this amalgam of railroad and state is characterized by suspended
administrative process and institutional indecision. The particularities of those governmental
tendencies become clear via the novel’s diptych structure (a literary form Norris’ work shares
with Ruiz de Burton’s). The Octopus is divided into two “books.” The tension animating “Book
I” is the tenuous legitimacy of the ranchers’ claims to the land they farm. As the narrator points
out, “Neither Magnus Derrick, Broderson, Annixter, nor Osterman owned all the ranches they
worked” (O 652). Because of the way that the U.S. government opened these lands to Anglo
settlement— divided into sections, with every other one given to the railroad—the ranches of
Magnus et al., as a result, are actually comprised half of land owned by the railroad. The railroad,
in both history and the novel, invited farmers like Magnus et al. to settle these lands, which were
ultimately to be priced and sold to the settlers. But that sale has long been deferred by the time of
the plot’s commencement: “the P. and S.W. seemed to be in no hurry as to fixing exactly the
value of its sections included in the various ranches and offering them for sale” (O 653). For
much of “Book I,” the ranchers remain in proprietorial limbo, distressed by the way their
ownership lies perpetually on the horizon. Their distress is far from mitigated when that “book”
closes with the railroad offering the land for sale at a price, “$27.00 per acre,” that is more than
ten times what was expected (O 794). With that price finally given, a different form of
institutional indecision drives the tension in “Book II.” The ranchers file suits protesting the
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price scheme and anxiously await the conclusion of a seemingly intractable legal process:
“delays occurred, and the process of the law was interminable” (O 807). In this sense, the
farmers in the novel might be said to confront a version of the “tardy justice” of The Squatter
and the Don.
Such delays and deferrals serve as an engine of dispossession by altering experiences of
time. The novel connects institutional delay to harmful experiences of asynchrony with particular
power in the subplot beginning with the arrival by train in Bonneville of the ploughs Magnus and
Harran Derrick have ordered. The ploughs seem to have appeared “just in time,” as Harran
observes, for the Derricks need them to plant wheat promptly, before missing the seasonal wheat
planting window (O 629). However, the railroad representative, S. Behrman, informs the
Derricks that they won’t be able to take possession of the plows for a while still. “Freight of this
kind coming from the Eastern points into this state,” Behrman explains, “must go first to one of
our common points”—in this case, San Francisco—“and be reshipped from there” (O 633). The
equipment is ultimately delivered only weeks later, and by that point the agricultural cycles on
Los Muertos have been irrevocably disrupted. As the narrator explains, “Magnus and Harran
Derrick had not yet been able to make up the time lost at the beginning of the season, when they
had waited so long for the ploughs to arrive” (O 718).
The railroad, in short, produces an asynchronous form of life for the farmers. That
asynchrony is experienced in part as belatedness: “they had been behindhand the whole time,”
the narrator observes of the Derrick Rancho and its staff; they’re constantly trying to catch their
farm work up to the pace of the seasonal cycle. But the asynchrony is experienced in nearly
equal degree here as temporal acceleration: focalizing Annixter’s perspective, the narrator
observes, “the seeding on Los Muertos seemed hastily conducted” (O 718). The Derricks, in
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other words, increase the pace of their farm lives in advance of the agricultural norm, so as to
compensate for their belatedness in relation to that norm. This temporal instability thus generates
a particular form of life for the farmers: with their agricultural asynchronicity forestalling
opportunities to raise and sell a sufficient crop, their lives are now plotted into a trajectory of
economic peril.
If the experiences of asynchrony and especially of belatedness in The Octopus clearly
recall those figured in Squatter, it’s important to note the differences in how the two novels
present the generation of such temporalities. In Squatter, the suspensions of legal process that
cast Californios and San Diegans into a life altering asynchrony are the result of individual
decisions. Early on in the novel, the legitimacy of the Alamar rancho’s land title remains
unconfirmed, leaving the land in a state of legal limbo allowing for squatters’ continued
residence, when the solicitor general chooses to contravene the attorney general’s order and
delay in presenting to the Supreme Court the recommendation to dismiss squatter claims (S 111).
Likewise, later in the novel, the point in time when railroads are to reach San Diego, allowing for
the city’s integration into the U.S. national economy, remains undecided because Leland
Stanford himself opts not to settle on a timeline for railroad construction (S 307-8). In both cases,
the power to make or put off legal and administrative decisions lies in a single individual. As
such, Squatter constructs a world in which authorities, both state and corporate, hold something
like conventional political sovereignty. One of the sovereign’s hallmark features, as Wendy
Brown and others have noted, is decisionism, the capacity to make binding decisions
unencumbered by regulatory apparatuses, and such is the capacity wielded by the solicitor
general and Stanford as they suspend choices about the Alamares and San Diego.64
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Such decision-making power, located in a single individual, is precisely absent in The
Octopus. S. Behrman, for instance, does not decide to delay the delivery of the Derricks’ plows;
rather, he appeals to the authority of “the regulations” of the railroad (O 633). Importantly,
Behrman’s deferral to institutional authority is not merely a function of his mid-level position
within the railroad bureaucracy, for such deference is operative even at the highest levels of the
P&SW: when Presley, in his meeting with Shelgrim, states “you are the head, you control the
road,” Shelgrim disagrees, demurring “I—no man—can stop it or control it” (O 1037). Even the
corporate head effaces his own authority and defers to that of the institution. So in The Octopus,
administrative indeterminacies that both alter temporal experience and hold dispossessive force
arise not from sovereign individuals delaying decisions but from a ceaseless chain of deferrals
that efface individual volition and locate agency in institutions instead.
The railroad, like the nation, has long been seen as an agent of temporal standardization.
As such, much like The Squatter and the Don does with the U.S.-nation state, The Octopus’
treatment of the fictional P&SW railroad places temporal instability and heterogeneity where we
might expect to find synchronicity and standardization. And, also like Ruiz de Burton’s novel,
Norris’ emphasizes the way the railroad-state’s temporal orchestrations produce downward
angling life trajectories by altering forms of embodiment, intimacy, and reproduction—sexuality,
in short. The railroad’s long-delayed decisions regarding land-pricing and sale, and its
interference with the seasonal cycles of the Los Muertos rancho, ultimately bring about the
dissolution of the Derrick family (and, to be sure, others). With Lyman disowned and Harran
dead, the Derrick family has largely dissolved. With that dissolution, the former members of the
family group are compelled to move through life individually or in pairs, and as a consequence
their social and economic agency is much more circumscribed than it formerly was. As a family
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unit, after all, the Derricks sought a position in the middle class and the existence of a form of
capitalism less ruthless than the railroad’s by coordinating, and so amplifying, the effect of their
social (and political) acts.
The dissolutions of the former familial structure and the coincident loss of agency is
figured powerfully by Magnus’ rapid aging at the end of the novel. When Presley pays his last
visit to Magnus, just before the former’s Pacific voyage and just after the latter’s land had been
lost to the railroad, he sees the former patriarch transformed: “he had the appearance of a man
nearer eighty than sixty. All the old-time erectness was broken and bent. It was as though the
muscles that had once held the back rigid, the chin high, had softened and stretched” (O 1074).65
The railroad’s management of time, here, has altered Magnus’ body: once vital and masculine,
he’s now feminized and broken down. This bodily transformation, in turn, alters his relation to
his wife. “Magnus is an old man already,” Annie explains, “and I must take care of him” (O
1074). What was once a husband-wife relation re-emerges here as one of caretaker and ward;
indeed, the broken-down Magnus is so nearly infantile that Annie’s relation seems nearly
maternal. At this moment of bodily transformation and re-organized intimate relations, time
appears at once accelerated and repeated, with the aging advancing time forward and returning to
an earlier moment of childhood. Annie’s return at that point to the teaching position in a
seminary for young women she held before marriage reinforces the repetitive qualities of the
temporality in which the Derrick’s find themselves; as she puts it, “It’s beginning all over again,
isn’t it?” (O 1074). In short, the legal suspensions pull time out of joint in a way that
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reconstitutes the intimate relations of the family’s former heads. To be sure, when Norris casts
this change as a loss, he demonstrates a nostalgia for a highly normative form of the family, and
that nostalgia entails a heteronormative set of values. But amidst that nostalgia he does make an
important connection: that it is by way of the sexual field that asynchronous temporalities act to
locate bodies on particular class trajectories.
Mapping Space-Time in The Octopus
Norris’ novel is structured in a way that archives the heterogeneous temporalities such as
those that manipulate the lives of the Derricks. One formal structure that serves this end is the
work’s diptych partition: if The Octopus’ two-part structure recalls that of Squatter, the later
work is distinguished by the way that an unspecified amount of time, apparently several months,
passes between the close of the first book an the start of the second. As a result, “Book II” is
peppered with flashbacks that recount what occurred in the intervening period. Of course, the
mere presence of a bipartite structure and of flashbacks is not wholly unusual in a novel of this
period. What’s noteworthy, though, is how the initial flashbacks in “Book II” establish a
connection between this narrative structure and the suspension of legal and legislative
proceedings important to the League the ranchers create to challenge the political power of the
P&SW.
The first two flashbacks center on a pair of major occurrences: the commencement and
near-immediate stalling of legal suits contesting the railroad’s land pricing and seizure schemes,
and the ranchers’ League’s installation as a railroad commissioner, via bribery and election
fixing, of their ostensible ally Lyman Derrick. The narration of the land cases being taken to
court is a fairly direct representation of legal suspension: “delays occurred,” the narrator
explains, “the process of law was interminable” (O 807). The interminability of the legal process
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would seem to hold the cases and the ranchers depending on their outcome in a form of stasis
while the society around them carries on. But the narration of Lyman’s election constitutes a less
direct representation of processual suspension. The corrupt election of Lyman was supposed to
bring about changes in California’s rail shipping rates that would be favorable to the ranchers,
but it turns out that Lyman was long paid off by and acting on behalf of the railroad instead. In
that double-agent role, Lyman’s chief stratagem is delay: later in “Book II,” addressing the
League that installed him in his position, a body angry at scarce changes in shipping rates, he
explains, “Reforms so sweeping as the one contemplated cannot be accomplished in a single
night. Great things grow slowly, benefits to be permanent must accrue gradually” (O 927).
Lyman, in short, enacts rate changes at such a slow pace that the process of legislative change is
effectively suspended, maintaining conditions favorable to the railroad and costly to the ranchers.
Both the interminably stuck court cases and the election of Lyman, then, are figures of
legal and administrative suspension that alter the temporal experience of the ranchers, and both
are held outside the unfolding time of the narrative by virtue of their relation via flashback. This
narrative quarantine of figures generating processual suspensions emphatically dissociates those
suspensions from a sense of linear and progressive time. Their insertion into the narrative via
flashback, moreover, interrupts the story and alters its linear temporal texture, as the co-presence
of narrative past and present generates a temporal variety far from the homogeneous empty time
often associated with novelistic realism. The insertion of the formal break between books that
holds figures of suspended process outside the narrative frame, additionally, generates a striking
number of substantial flashbacks in subsequent “Book II” chapters, which inform the reader of
other occurrences in the inter-book period, from the railroad’s rate changes stifling Dyke’s
efforts to found a hop farm (845-857), to Annixter’s courtship of Hilma Tree (896-901). These
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flashbacks continue to produce the narrative texture of temporal heterogeneity of the earlier
flashbacks. In this sense, the novelistic form of The Octopus captures the experiences of
temporal instability resulting from legal delays that structure the farmers’ lives.
If the flashbacks of “Book II” constitute a general alteration of narrative texture away
from a single linear temporality, The Octopus’ striking and near total aversion to simultaneous
plots such as are conventionally marked by the adverb “meanwhile” specify the geographical
distribution of homogeneous and heterogeneous temporalities amidst the novel’s rural and urban
settings. “Meanwhile” is crucial to theorizations of novelistic realism like Anderson’s that make
the genre a vehicle for the homogenous, empty time of the nation; as Anderson puts it, the genre
is “a complicated gloss on the word ‘meanwhile.’”66 This is so, for Anderson and his followers,
because the frame of reference of “meanwhile” is two or more plots simultaneously unfolding at
a synchronized temporal pace; the word is effectively a metonymy for standardized and linear
time. Yet “meanwhile” and the plot construction it indexes are remarkably scarce in The
Octopus. Indeed, before the arresting juxtapositions of property and wealth in the San Francisco
section near the novel’s close, The Octopus features simultaneously unfolding plots at only three
moments: Magnus and Annie Derrick discuss the League’s election-fixing plans while Annixter,
Presley, and Phelps leave their company to visit Bonneville (O 727); Presley’s errands take him
past Caraher’s saloon as Dyke takes up drinking in response to impending economic ruin (O
859); and Hilma and Mrs. Derrick overhear the shots fired at the rancher-railroad confrontation
from their vantage point at the rabbit hunt (O 994).
Instead, the novel tends to unfold its plots via an unusual chain structure: the narrative
perspective never jumps from one milieu to another but rather follows characters as the move
amongst settings and social interactions. The clearest example of this technique may well lie in
66
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the opening chapter: there, the narration introduces the reader to the characters and settings of the
fictional Bonneville-Guadalajara locale by following Presley’s bicycle journey through it; at no
point does the narrative draw away from Presley’s journey from site-to-site.67 But this narrative
technique operates even in chapters whose narration is not wholly focalized from a single
character’s point of view: the second, chapter, for instance, begins by tracking Harran Derrick’s
day as he breakfasts with his mother, picks up his father at the train station, haggles with
Behrman about plough delivery, and stops by Annixter’s ranch to invite him to dinner; from that
point, the narrative follows Annixter through his afternoon business until his arrival at the Los
Muertos rancho for dinner. This fairly intricate plotting allows for the representation of multiple
milieus without any narrative jumps between simultaneously occurring action. Such simultaneity
and temporal standardization is as a result almost entirely absent in the novel’s rural locales.
Indeed, simultaneous plotting and its attendant temporal synchronicity is substantially at
work only in the urban, San Francisco sequence of the penultimate chapter. That chapter relates
the fates of Minna Hooven, her younger sister Hilda, and their mother in San Francisco, where
they move after the death of father and husband Hooven in the shootout. The chapter begins
focused on Presley’s wanderings about the city, especially his conversations with Cedarquist and
S. Behrman, before turning to the Hoovens in a pair of flashbacks that, like the others in “Book
II,” infuse the narrative with varied temporalities. The first flashback tells of how Minna hears of
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her family’s eviction from their lodgings, fails to locate them, fruitlessly searches for work in
Oakland and Berkeley, only to be “rescued” by a madam who sets her up as a prostitute (O 10381046); the flashback sequence joins the narrative present when Minna encounters Presley on a
street corner a few days after his conversation with Shelgrim and explains to him, “Oh, I’ve gone
to hell. It was either that or starvation” (O 1047). Starvation, in fact, is at the center of the
chapter’s second flashback, which is inserted into the narrative shortly after Presley’s encounter
with Minna, once he has arrived at his destination for the evening, a dinner with the Cedarquists
at the home of P&SW vice president Gerard; that sequence tells of how, once evicted and
separated from Minna, Mrs. Hooven and Hilda rapidly fall into a life of sleeping in parks, almsbegging, starvation, and deteriorating health (O 1050-1058). That flashback concludes at a
moment synchronous with Presley’s arrival at the Gerard dinner, such that the Hoovens and the
diners inhabit the same narrative present.
To emphasize this temporal alignment, the novel next commences a series of quick cuts
between the two simultaneous plots: the narrative jumps between the opulent dinner at the
Gerards’—where, for instance, they order asparagus “by wire, and get it only twenty hours after
cutting” because Mrs. Gerard “simply cannot eat asparagus that has been cut more than a day”
(O 1066)—and scenes of Hilda and Mrs. Hooven’s abject poverty and hunger. The Octopus’
quick cuts between plots create a melodramatic effect, as the suffering of starvation of Hilda and
Mrs. Hooven is amplified by its appearance alongside the opulent dining of the Gerards. The
melodrama reaches a climax at the chapter’s close, when Mrs. Hooven collapses and dies; she’s
declared dead—due to “exhaustion from starvation”—at just the moment when the Gerards
receive “compliments for a delightful dinner” (O 1067). Importantly, this is a climax produced as
much by the narrative form as by the content, for as the dinner grows more opulent, and the
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Hoovens more abject, the rhythm of jumps between plots grows more rapid: while at the moment
of the dinner’s commencement the narrative lingers on the Gerards’ dinner and the Hoovens’
plight in each case for a few pages before jumping to the concurrent plot, by the chapter’s end
only sentences are given to each between narrative cuts. This increasing mutual interpolation of
the two storylines underscores the synchronicity of the events; indeed, the power of the chapter
lies in the dramatization of their simultaneity. As such, the climax of the San Francisco chapter
lies as much in the achievement of temporal standardization as in the crystallization of the
disparity between rich and poor at the nation’s edge. The novel’s sole chapter set wholly in a
city-space, then, is built around temporal standardization, a construction which establishes a deep
link between that locale and that temporality.
This penultimate chapter, strikingly, invokes several contemporaneous genres of city
writing. The flashback subplot of Minna’s fall “to Hell,” into poverty and then prostitution,
forms a fallen women narrative. Much like, for instance, Stephen Crane’s Maggie: A Girl of the
Streets (1893), it presents a cityscape capable of overriding individual agency and expresses
anxiety about such effacement in sexual terms, via the plot of a fall from normative, domestic
sexual conventions and identity.68 And jumps between city scenes of the Hoovens’ poverty and
the Gerards’ wealth recall similar juxtapositions at the close of Dreiser’s Sister Carrie (1900),
which Norris read in draft during his brief stint as a manuscript reader at Doubleday in the period
of The Octopus’ composition, and which likewise contraposes disparate milieux in its closing
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presentation of the varied fates of Carrie, Hurstwood, Drouet, and Hurstwood’s family.69 The
chapter’s recourse to extant conventions—the fallen woman narrative, the naturalist novel of city
life—points up the relative familiarity of turn-of-the-century San Francisco and the legibility of
its social dynamics and temporal patterns within extant genres of writing. But if The Octopus’
presentation of the city, and its genres and its times, is recognizable, that familiarity serves to
underscore the distinctiveness of rural spaces, their temporalities, and the techniques used to
represent them.
What The Octopus offers, then, is a mapping of temporal experience: novelistic form here
renders perceptible the spatial distribution of the orchestrations of time used to manage
populations. By making this claim, I diverge from scholarship that casts the novel as centrally
concerned with the dynamics of capitalism. For instance, Mark Seltzer, in a major reading of the
novel, argues that “The Octopus, making capital of its instabilities and exigencies, provides a
virtual map of the crises of production in the late-nineteenth-century and of representations used
to manage such crises.”70 Reading the novel as mapping not economic crises but governmental
practices, I offer, lets us more fully account for The Octopus’ unconventional temporal and
formal structures, as well as its relation to its borderlands context.
--Put slightly differently, my claim in the last section about the novelistic form of The
Octopus is that is maps the relation of space and time. Indeed, we could say that Norris’ novel
generally, and Ruiz de Burton’s as well, are concerned with a space-time relation. Both novelists,
as I’ve argued in this chapter, are concerned with making perceptible the distinct qualities of
69
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temporal experience in the U.S.-Mexico borderlands, along with the political consequences of
such temporalities. As such, we might think of these novels as responding to Susan Gillman’s
call for American studies to give greater attention to the “spatiotemporal relationship”—though
Ruiz de Burton’s and Norris’ responses are offered more than a century before Gillman’s call,
and the pair of novelists respond with a twist.71 When Gillman suggests greater attention to
spatio-temporal relations, she refers to the necessity of adjusting the periodizing stuctures of the
American studies field in light of the alternative, transnational geographies that increasingly
structure its scholarship. Ruiz de Burton and Norris certainly put geography in relation to
temporality, but the times that concern them are not the periods of literary and historical study
but rather the everyday temporal experiences of synchronicity, belatedness, acceleration, and
recursion that shaped the lives of nineteenth-century North Americans. Yet attention to novels
like theirs is surely a crucial component of literary and cultural studies concerned à la Gillman
not just with American geographies and temporalities but with their relations. Indeed, such
novels provide a crucial occasion to reconsider how geographical location shapes institutions of
modernity that insufficiently spatialized conceptual frameworks have long associated with
synchronicity: the nation, the railroad, and the realist novel, which have been my foci in this
chapter.
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Chapter 4: Tomóchic, Testimony, History
La Novela Llena de Falsedades
In 1896, Lauro Aguirre and Teresa Urrea co-authored what they termed a “narración
histórico-filosófica” titled Tomóchic! Redención!1 The work was first serialized in El
Independiente, a Spanish-language El Paso, Texas newspaper edited by Aguirre, and it was later
printed and sold in book format.2 In this work, Aguirre, a Chihuahua-born journalist and vocal
critic of the Porfirio Díaz regime, and Urrea, an indigenous mystic from Sonora widely revered
as a heterodox religious icon, sought to present an account of an 1892 uprising against the Diaz
government that took place in the northern Mexican town of Tomóchic and that ended with the
government forces massacring the townspeople. Aguirre and Urrea were not the first, though, to
publish a narrative of these events. In 1893, a government soldier who participated in the
Tomóchic campaign named Heriberto Frías published Tomochic: Episodios de la campaña as a
serial novel in Mexico City’s El Democrata newspaper.3 Viewed as a sharp critique of the Diaz
government, Frías’ Tomochic was published anonymously and read widely. Within ten years of
its release, the novel was republished in four slightly different editions in Texas, Spain, and
Mexico, eventually with authorial attribution; the work quickly secured a place in the canon of
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Mexican literature.4 An advertisement for the 1901 book version of Aguirre and Urrea’s
Tomóchic! Redención!, in fact, sets their work against Frías’ Tomochic: the ad emphasizes, “No
es la novella llena de falsedades de Heriberto Frías” [It is not Heriberto Frías’ novel full of
falsehoods].5 As a book marketing approach, this is rather unexpected: given the authors’ shared
antipathy for the Porfiriato, and given their parallel decision to expose the regime’s abuses of
power by narrating the events at Tomóchic, one might well expect these authors to see
themselves not as opponents but as engaged in a common literary and political project. My
chapter, then, asks: Just what did Aguirre and Urrea find to be false in Friás’ novel? How do
Aguirre and Urrea seek to part ways with Frías in representing Tomóchic? What qualities of this
borderlands conflict did Aguirre and Urrea aspire to render perceptible?
The violence Tomóchic saw in 1892 was a flashpoint in a longer set of conflicts attending
the incorporation of Mexico’s northwestern borderlands into the legal political, and cultural
networks of the Mexican nation-state that Porfirio Diaz sought to modernize in the 1880s and
1890s. Tomóchic, in central Chihuahua, is closer to the U.S. border than to the Mexican capital.
The town’s peripheral borderlands location set it at a distance not just from the nation’s political
and economic center but even from the institutions that administered its province: as the narrator
of Frías’ Tomochic observes, “Both the government and clergy of Chihuahua had abandoned
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these aloof, inscrutable people.”6 As Frías’ mention of aloofness and inscrutability suggests, this
sense of geographical distance and institutional abandonment generated amongst norteños like
the Tomochitecos a sense of autonomy that existed in tension with the Diaz regime’s aspirations
to incorporate all Mexican territories into a “modern” nation-state.7 In Tomóchic, these tensions
intensified in 1890 and 1891. At a moment when the whole region was suffering the
consequences of a years-long drought, government officials tried to remove cherished paintings
from the town’s church, and they issued trumped up legal charges against town leaders who
resisted their efforts.8 These events led one of the town’s leaders, Cruz Chávez, and a large
number of followers to declare themselves loyal to only God—and not to the Porfirian state.9
Such defiance prompted a series of skirmishes between government forces and the Tomochiteco
rebels that culminated in the 1892 military campaign against the town.
The resisting Tomochitecos formed a part of a broader social movement of religiously
inspired political insurrection in the Mexican north whose participants cited as an inspiration and
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authority la Santa de Cabora—also known as Teresa Urrea, coauthor of Tomóchic! Redención!10
The Mexican government would deport Urrea to the United States before the Tomochic
campaign commenced, but both Tomóchic narratives nevertheless make reference to Urrea’s
ambiguous role in these events. Aguirre and Urrea’s work refers to her at one point,
impersonally, as “la heroina inconsciente de Tomóchic” [Tomóchic’s unconscious heroine].11
And Frías’ novel features vivas in her name: while the soldiers shout “Long live the government!
Long live a united nation!” the rebels proclaim “Long live the power of God! [...] Long live
Santa Cabora!” (T 121). Frías’ presentation of such shouts serves as a reminder that the conflict
in Tomóchic had to do not only with competing claims to political sovereignty but also with
efforts to impose and contest secularization. In the end, those advocates of norteño sovereignty
and heterodox Christianity would suffer a brutal defeat: a pair of army units comprised of
roughly nine-hundred solders drove the Tomochiteco rebels, then numbering about sixty, back
into the town’s church and a few surrounding buildings; during the weeklong siege that ensued,
the government forces cleared the town’s buildings by burning them and shooting the rebels as
they fled the flames.12 As the historian Paul Vanderwood puts it, by October 29, 1892,
“Tomochic had been leveled”—its buildings razed, its inhabitants fled or killed.13
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This massacre is what the Tomóchic narratives by Frías and Aguirre and Urrea seek to
represent. Such a concern with bearing witness to a historical atrocity has led a number of critics
to describe Frías’ novel as an early instance of the testimonio genre that would emerge more
fully in the 1960s and 1970s.14 I agree with this judgment and offer that such a description
applies as well to the work of Aguirre and Urrea. Indeed, insofar as Tomochic and Tomóchic!
Redención! draw, to various degrees, on first-hand experience in order to relate a historical
episode and catastrophic event in the collective social life of Mexico’s northerners, these texts
feature a number of the qualities contemporary critics use to define the testimonio.15 However,
the Tomóchic narratives differ from testimonial novels of the later twentieth century in a key
regard. Testimonial writing tends to be situated in opposition to literariness: as the critic John
Beverly puts it, testimonio is “an extra-literary or even anti-literary form of discourse.”16 The
testimonial novel’s generic distinction and political significance, rather, are seen to derive from
its claim to possess documentary truth. The identification of testimonial discourse and
documentary truth is readily apparent in earnest readings of the genre like George Yudicé’s,
14

Saborit emphasizes the novel’s “incontrovertible testimonial slant” (“Introduction,” xiv), while BenítezRojo explains that Tomochic “is an early example of what today we would call the testimonial novel”
(“Spanish-American Novel,” 478).
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For example, in his oft-cited definition of testimonio, John Beverly explains, “By testimonio I mean a
novel or novella-length narrative in book or pamphlet (that is, printed as opposed to acoustic) form, told
in the first person by a narrator who is also a real protagonist or witness of the events he or she recounts,
and whose unit of narration is usually a ‘life’ or significant life experience. Testimonio may include, but
is not subsumed under, any of the following textual categories, some of which are conventionally
considered literature, others not: autobiography, autobiographical novel, oral history, memoir, confession,
diary, interview, eyewitness report, life-history, novela-testimonio, nonfiction novel, or ‘factographic
literature’” (“The Margin at the Center: On Testimonio,” in The Real Thing: Testimonial Discourse and
Latin America, ed. Georg M. Gugelberger [Durham: Duke UP, 1996], 24-25).
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Beverly, “The Margin at the Center,” 37. Beverly, I should note, draws a sharper distinctions within the
category of testimonial writing than other critics when he insists on a generic distinction between
testimonios like I, Rigoberta Menchu (1984) and testimonial novels like Miguel Barnett’s Biografía de un
cimarrón (1966). Nevertheless, his comments on the antiliterariness of testimonial writing remain
representative of a broad critical tendency.
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which sees “testimonial writing” as “authentic narrative” promising to build communities and
solidarity; but, I offer, such an identification is at work as well in more skeptical readings of the
genre like Elzbieta Sklodowska’s, which questions the emancipatory and veridical potential of
testimonial novels by emphasizing how power differentials embedded in the witness-compiler
authorship model generate “deeply unsettling implications.”17 The testimonial novel is, for these
critics, a generic site associated with truth and not fiction, with historical documentation and not
formal innovation.
By contrast, the literariness of Tomochic and Tomóchic! Redención! is central to their
efforts to bear witness to the atrocities of October 1892. More specifically, these works employ
novelistic elements—an allegorical romance subplot in Tomochic, and intensified formal
heteroglossia in Tomóchic! Redención!—to represent the heights of official violence in
Tomóchic. By shifting sharply in such moments from journalistic documentarian exposition to
these more expressly fictional and literary modes of narration, these narratives are able to
develop an ethical relation to past atrocities that preserves the alterity of such histories while
continuing to acknowledge their occurrence. Stephen Best has recently explored the political
promise of a way of relating to the past that “replac[es] holding with letting go, clutching with
disavowal”; if the turns from documentary to novelistic modes in the Tomochic narratives serve
to “let go” of a violent past, I offer, they also illustrate the critical possibilities of an
acknowledgement of the past’s epistemological inaccessibility.18 In particular, the novelistic
turns of Frías’ and Aguirre and Urrea’s works allow them to historicize Tomóchic—that is, to
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George Yudicé, “Testimonio and Postmodernism,” in The Real Thing: Testimonial Discourse and Latin
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emplot the violence of that town in historical trajectories of varying temporal and geographic
scale. Indeed, the divergent approaches the narratives take to historicizing Tomochic constitute a
key point of distinction between the works. An underappreciated romance subplot in Frías’
Tomochic serves to both narrow and broaden the context in which violence in the town becomes
perceptible. The relationships this subplot establishes between characters render the loss
perceptible in personal terms even as the subplot abstracts the atrocities into an allegorical
narrative tending towards the consolidation of Mexican national unity. These discrepant scales of
perception generate in the novel a contradictory political outlook that mutes critique of the Diaz
regime. By contrast, a set of ambiguities generated by Tomóchic! Redención!’s heteroglossia let
Aguirre and Urrea to place the massacre in a complex relationship to a revolutionary hemispheric
history that makes dispossessed figures into the agents of historical change. The failure to make
Tomóchic’s place in this history perceptible, I offer, is amongst the chief falsedades that Aguirre
and Urrea found need to correct in Frías’ novel.19
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I acknowledge that by developing this line of argument with reference to Best’s essay “On Failing to
Make the Past Present,” I ask Best’s ideas to travel to a new context. His claims about the generative
possibilities of “replacing holding with letting go” in our stances towards the past unfold with reference
not to pre-revolutionary Mexico but rather in relation to histories of slavery in the Atlantic world.
Accordingly, I want to take care not to exaggerate the fit between Best’s conceptual framework and the
set of Tomóchic narratives explored in this chapter, for gaps, to be sure, arise between his framework and
these texts. One such gap emerges around the topic of redemption: for Best, “redemptive criticism”—a
Benjaminian mode of historiography that sees its task as “reanimating, and completing political projects
begun in the past”—“is a refusal or an inability to reckon with the true alterity of the past” (465, 463). As
my readings in the following pages will show, Tomochic and Tomóchic! Redención! dramatize a letting
go of the past in their novelistic and fictional turns. But their consideration of the place of Tomóchic in
longer national or hemispheric histories might be seen as an attempt at redemption, such as Best holds
effaces the past’s alterity. However, if there is a redemptive quality to such historical emplotment, the
texts do not manifest it evenly; as will become clear below, Aguirre and Urrea’s Tomóchic! Redención!
establishes a much more complex relation between Tomóchic and broader historical scales and narratives
than does Frías’ Tomochic. All this is to say that the narratives’ aversions to redemption and their
investments in recognizing historical alterity are uneven. Still, notwithstanding such cleavages around the
subject of redemption, I offer that Best remains a productive interlocutor in considering this chapter’s
texts because he lets us see their literariness, their turn from historical documentation, as an ethical stance
towards the past.
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I am not the first to analyze these two narratives alongside one another, but my emphasis
on how they respond to the violence in Tomóchic distinguishes my approach from that of other
readers in American studies and border studies. Work on the relations of these texts is more
conventionally focused on the figure of Teresa Urrea, as Tomochic and Tomóchic! Redención!
form two early nodes in a text-network of Teresa-centered narratives that stretches into the
twentieth- and twenty-first centuries with texts like Brianda Domecq’s La insólita historia de la
Santa de Cabora (1990) and Luis Alberto Urrea’s The Hummingbird’s Daughter (2003).20 Such
work, accordingly, has found value in the texts for how they present some of the earliest
representations of Teresa even as it has criticized them for seeming to blunt or slight her capacity
for social agency. Questions of literary form have not been central to these analyses of
Tomochic’s and Tomóchic! Redención!’s places in the Teresa text-network, nor have formal
questions been a persistent point of concern when the texts are read separately from one another.
Scholarship on Frías’ novel has focused largely on discerning its relation to Porfirio Diaz’
unifying and incorporating nationalism, with contemporary critics remaining split on the
question of whether the novel’s account of the Tomóchic massacre critiques or recapitulates that
ideology.21 While I generally agree with those readings finding a tacit nationalism in the novel,
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For studies of Tomochic and Tomóchic! Redención! within the Teresa text-network, see McKee Irwin,
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my analysis calls attention to the overlooked ways such nationalism is tempered by the literary
techniques employed to bear witness to the Tomóchic violence, especially the novel’s romance
subplot and its positioning of Teresa Urrea between the narrative foreground and background.
Scholars have given Aguirre and Urrea’s narrative comparatively less attention than Frías’;
Tomóchic! Redención! has been treated largely as a document of the social dissent that would
grow into the Mexican Revolution, albeit one whose documentary value is taken to be mitigated
by Aguirre’s investment in turn-of-the-century spiritism.22 By reading these texts as Tomóchiccentered, and by paying particular attention to their formal qualities, I hope to suggest some of
the ways literariness may enable ethical relations to the past of a kind not available in more
conventionally documentary texts.
Tomóchic and Chapultepec
Frías’ Tomochic opens with the novel’s protagonist, Miguel Mercado, observing a
“molten sun beating down on a decaying plaza” in Guerrero City, the Chihuahua town in which
Mexican government troops are assembling in advance of the Tomóchic campaign:
Directly in front of him stood the ancient fortress walls. More than anything, they stuck
Miguel as gloomy and sad. To his right, the uneven profile of the squat church steeple
was outlined against an azure sky. A few houses with sparkling white facades rose up
alongside the small neglected church. (T 1)
“Directly in front of him,” “To his right”: as readers, we’re introduced to the town from Miguel’s
perspective. These early sentences, aligning the reader’s perspective with Miguel’s, are not
unrepresentative of the novel more broadly, in which much of the narration is focalized in like
fashion. Insofar as Heriberto Frías, like Miguel Mercado, served as a subteniente [sub-lieutenant]
Violencia campesina, melancholia, y genealogía fratricida de las naciones,” Revista de Crítica Literaria
Latinoamericana 30.60 (2004): 351-373; and Martin, Borderlands Saints, 42-50.
22

See, for instance, Jesus Vargas Valdez, “Introducción,” esp. 14, 19-20; and Romo, Ringside Seat to a
Revolution, esp. 31-32.
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in the Tomóchic campaign, the fictional Miguel serves as a figure for the historical Frías.23 As
such, the use of Miguel as a focalizer serves as a technique for presenting eyewitness
perspectives and responses while maintaining anonymity—an imperative under the Diaz
regime’s press controls.24
But Tomochic’s narrative perspective is not constantly so aligned with Miguel. There are,
throughout, a number of subtle shifts in perspective that are perceptible at the sentence level: for
instance, amidst one of the army’s advances on the town, the narrative explains that “the
aggressors [asaltantes] advanced into the middle of the plain” (T 100).25 Effectively a moment of
free indirect discourse, it’s not clear if this the classification of the soldiers as aggressors reflects
the consciousness of the narrator, of the Tomochitecos opposing themselves to such aggressions,
or of the increasingly jaded Miguel. Much less subtle and ambiguous turns away from Miguel’s
point-of-view distinguish a pair of chapters near the novel’s mid-point, which detail the rebels
getting word of the impending army assault, modifying the town’s defenses, and consequently
winning a skirmish against the government (T 69-74, 75-80). These chapters, focused as they are
on events within the Tomóchic community, relate events beyond the experience of Miguel.
Tomochic, then, not only documents the violence in the town but also stages an encounter
23

For a sketch of Frías’ life, see James W. Brown, “Prologo,” in Tomochic, by Heriberto Frías (Mexico
D.F.: Editorial Porrua, S.A., 1979), ix-xvi.
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Anonymity notwithstanding, the mere suspicion that Frías was the author led to his temporary
imprisonment in 1893; see Brown, “Prologo,” xi-xii. By emphasizing how narrative focalization served as
a insulation from censorship, I aim to build on and add specificity to the line of argument elaborated by
Aníbal González, that “the juxtaposition of journalism with forms linked to fiction [...] such as
melodrama and sensationalism” have been used in Tomochic and other Spanish American novels “as a
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dissent” (“Novel and Journalism,” 57).
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connotated meanings like “thief” and “robber.”
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between two key social perspectives in that conflict: that of the government soldier and that of
the Tomochiteco rebel.
My central claim about Tomochic is that the novel stages this encounter between
discrepant social perspectives in order to manage the scale at which the reader perceives the
eponymous atrocity. The key technique it uses to do so, I argue, is an emphatically literary one:
the plotting of the romance between Miguel and Julia, a young women from Tomóchic. Julia
enters the novel very early, when she serves food to Miguel and other soldiers in a Guerrero City
inn. Miguel soon thereafter begins taking meals at the house she shares with her aunt Mariana
and uncle Bernardo, where Miguel one night drunkenly arrives to proclaim his love for her and
force her into sex. The next morning, Julia, her aunt, and her uncle—who has to that point
trapped her in an incestuous relationship—leave Guerrero City for Tomóchic with news of the
impending assault. Julia and Miguel are only reunited after the battle concludes, when, wounded
in battle, she dies in his arms. Because Frías’ novel has been read largely for its documentary
value, this romantic subplot has been cast as less-than-meaningful ornamentation: Antonio
Benítez-Rojo, for instance, suggests that “Although an amorous conflict is presented in the
novel, it lacks significance.”26 But I argue that the turn from journalistic documentary discourse
to this subplot serve to make violence in the town perceptible on both personal and national
scales.
Julia, in short, serves as a formal hinge between the two principal social worlds featured
in Frías’ novel. This structural role is manifest in the way the pair of chapters rooted in the
Tomochiteco’s point of view begin by relating Julia’s interiority: the chapter narrating Bernardo
bringing intelligence of the army’s movements to Cruz Chávez and Chávez adjusting the town’s
26

Benítez-Rojo, “Spanish-American Novel,” 478.
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defenses begins by detailing how Julia feels the “first inlkings of love” for Miguel (T 69);
likewise, the following chapter on how Chávez’ preparations brought about a victory in an early
skirmish begins with Julia “reflect[ing] on her experiences of the last few days” (T 74). Insofar
as these chapters feature events in which Julia does not play a central role, she need not figure in
their openings; but her medial status, caught in relations with both army and rebel figures,
aesthetically softens what would otherwise be an abrupt jump from one social world to another.
If by focusing on the figure of Julia the narrator is able to formally and narratively connect the
world of the soldiers to the world of the rebels, by his romantic relation to Julia, Miguel is able to
personally engage with those opposed to him in the conflict. That personal connection allows
Miguel—and the reader—to avoid stances of indifference to atrocity.
In a scene near the novel’s end, readers are presented with two models of response to the
just-completed atrocity. Following the razing of Tomóchic, as Miguel and a group of officers are
drinking and playing cards, another subteniente named Castorena launches into a crude rhyme:
Sotol puts me right out of whack
In the midst of my dancing and pleasure
Good sirs, since my hand has the jack
I’ll bet all of Cruz Chávez’ treasure. (T 141)27
We might say that light rhymed verse such as Castorena proffers here constitutes an ethically
inadequate response to violent conflict for the way its humor stages a general indifference to
loss. But there’s a more particular indifference here as well: since Cruz Chávez’ name, the
marker that distinguishes him as a person, is mentioned only to specify the “treasure” Castorena
imagines gambling with, the figure of the rebel leader’s personhood is invoked here only to deny
it. Castorena’s double-callousness is not lost on the soldiers: that “nobody laughed” in the
ensuing silence makes clear the novel’s censure to this mode of response to atrocity. The
27
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alternate mode of response is embodied by Miguel. As he listens to Castorena’s crude verse, the
narrator explains that “The extinction of the Tomochic race made him tremble” (T 141).
Miguel’s trembling stands in such contrast to Castorena’s crass humor that it stands out as the
novel’s second, preferred mode of witnessing. But as important to this mode of response as the
reverence suggested by trembling is the trajectory of thought that Miguel pursues in the ensuing
moments. Following Castorena’s poetry, Miguel launches into a reflection on Teresa Urrea’s role
in the rebellion. He wonders, for instance, “In the primitive and mysterious Tomochic
rebellion—a rebellion of epic proportions—what unconscious role had she played?” (T 143). I’ll
return to Miguel’s reflection on Teresa below; here, I’d like to emphasize how Miguel’s postviolence engagement with Tomóchic takes the form of a question. The question I’ve quoted on
Teresa’s “unconscious role” is one in a longer sequence nearly half a chapter in length. In this
extended series of questions we see Miguel keeping the conflict in mind while holding back from
a full epistemological apprehension or possession of the past event.
Miguel’s response to the violence is so different from Castorena’s, I offer, because he
experienced the violence on a different scale than Castorena and his fellow soldiers. Even though
battle wounds and deaths concretize for the government soldiers the violence of the conflict and
the agency of the rebels, they nevertheless tend to perceive their opponents in immaterial and
impersonal terms. For instance, in the first battle scene, Miguel and the troops might seem to be
apprehending their opponents in increasingly concrete and specific terms: if at first they fight an
“enemy,” they soon confront “Tomochic fighters [who] remained hidden from view” and then a
single “brave mountain fighter” (T 59, 60, 61). But even that figure is never further individuated,
and once he dies the soldiers are beset by “enemy bullets” whose source can’t be specified (T
62). Opponents, for the soldiers, thus remain largely abstract and anonymous. But as the conflict
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unfolds further, the Tomochitecos increasingly cease for Miguel to be anonymous opponents.
During a lull in battle, Miguel learns that the army “had executed Julia’s father,” an event that
generates in Miguel an outpouring of sentiment: “That poor old fool drunk on the rebellion of
Tomochic! Poor Julia!” (T 93). And upon recognition that the rebel who killed Miguel’s
commanding officer was Julia’s uncle Bernardo, Miguel’s response is even stronger: “his mouth
fell open,” and “All of a sudden his mind cleared and his rifle dropped from his hands and
rebounded against the rocks” (T 105). The image of the rifle falling to the ground would seem to
connect acts of personal recognition to a laying down of arms, to a cessation of conflict. To be
sure, there’s an element of melodrama in these scenes of recognition, which are enabled by
Miguel’s romantic connection to Julia. But the scenes nevertheless enable Miguel to apprehend
the violence on a personal scale, an apprehension which in turn sets the stage for his trembling
and questioning response to atrocity. So the romantic subplot complements Tomochic’s
documentary account of violence by generating a model of response to it.
The romance plot, of course, is the apex of Tomochic’s fictionality—the element of the
novel furthest from what Frías himself witnessed while in Tomóchic. To claim that such a
fictional element plays an important role in a proto-testimonio documentary novel may seem a
counterintuitive suggestion; given that genre’s political and formal investments in documentary
truth, the turn to fiction might seem an unethical evasion of the Tomóchic atrocity’s particulars.
But Tomochic not only turns to fiction but does so conspicuously. The novel might be seen as
calling attention to the structural role played by the fictional Julia when the narrator presents
Miguel thinking of Julia, “Perhaps he associated her with the tragic destiny of Tomochic?” (T
128). More broadly, readers like Benítez-Rojo have persistently noted the Julia subplot’s marked
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discontinuity from the rest of the documentary narrative.28 We might well say that Tomochic
broadcasts the fictionality of its amorous subplot and the resulting personal engagements. When
the novel does so, I argue, it’s calling attention to how the consequences of extreme violence
such as the Porfirian state wrought in Tomóchic aren’t accessible simply via documentation.29
This fictional turn, then, constitutes an acknowledgement of the alterity of the past—even the
recent past. That acknowledgement signals the ways something like a complete or
comprehensive testimony bearing witness to and documenting the events in the town remains
unachievable. The novel’s aspiration to an ethical stance towards atrocity—such as we see
Miguel modeling—is predicated upon a recognition of such historical discontinuity. Nowhere, I
offer, is the novel further from the Diaz regime’s nationalist ideology than when it scales down
the regime’s violence in Tomóchic so that it’s felt personally by the protagonist—and the reader.
But if the romance subplot lets Tomochic present a set of personal relations as a context
for the state violence in the town, that literary element at the same time generates another
perspective on the Tomóchic events that views them from a much broader scale, that of Mexican
national history. More specifically, the romance plot constitutes a national allegory of the
norteños’ incorporation into the Mexican nation-state, and the narrative unfolding of this
28
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allegory closes the critical distance between the novel and the Diaz regime’s ideology. If the
soldier Miguel Mercado is a figure for the Mexican nation-state, Julia embodies the dissenting
community of Tomóchic, and their union represents the suppression of norteño rebellion and the
incorporation of those communities into the political order of the nation. To be sure, even the
national allegory of the novel bears witness to the violence of such incorporation: the scene of
Miguel and Julia’s first sexual encounter is a scene of sexual violence. Before both the army and
Julia’s circle leave Guerrero City, Miguel one night drunkenly arrives at Julia’s home in search
of sex. When Julia realizes Miguel’s intent, she tries to resist his advances: “What do you want
with me? What? Ah, no! No, I tell you, no...” (T 43). But Miguel disregards her dissent, declares
them married—“You are my wife now”—and continues his sexual assault (T 43). The novel then
has Julia consent—“She let herself be taken”—and take pleasure in the encounter—“she
swooned in an ecstasy of sighs and kisses, in delicious agony” (T 43). This scene reads as a
misogynist rape fantasy in which male persistence somehow transforms no into yes. If Miguel’s
sexual force points to the violence generated by the geopolitical conflict this scene allegorizes, it
also tries to redeem that violence: as Julia-as-Tomóchic submits to the patriarchal power of
Miguel-as-Mexico and feels “ecstasy” at doing so, the scene suggests that the violence
documented in the novel will produce a greater national union.30
Julia’s encounter with Miguel not only entails her sexual submission to his will but also a
certain conventionalizing of her sexual relations, for in his engagement to Julia, Miguel removes
30

While the general tendency in the criticism has been to dismiss the significance of Tomochic’s romance
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similar to that of my reading. See, for instance, Chavez, “Tomochic”; Dabove, “Tomochic de Heriberto
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to the allegorical qualities of the sexual violence, the sexual normalization entailed by Miguel’s desires,
and the tensions between this broad scale of perception and the other narrower, personal one on offer in
the narrative.
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her from a kinship structure incongruous with the heterosexual family endorsed by the Mexican
state and the Catholic church. Julia, as I mentioned above, is caught in an incestuous and abusive
relationship with her uncle Bernardo; she arrived in this situation when her father gave up all
worldly connections to join the Teresa-driven religious movement and placed her in the
household of his brother. Early on, as he apprehends this situation, Miguel mentally labels it a
“foul web” and suggests Julia get government officials to help end the sexual and physical abuse:
“leave him, denounce him,” he says to Julia, “Speak with the political head of Guerrero” (T 23).
If the state here would promise to serve as a check on domestic violence, it would also create the
conditions for his romance with Julia, which he imagines as “An unforgettable, shining,
purifying union” (T 44). As such, the state that is both referred to by and allegorized in Miguel
serves to make Julia fit into a model of conventional marital heterosexuality.
At this point, with the romance allegory in one gesture imagining the sexual
normalization and political subjection of the rebels, the novel is drawn much closer to the
nationalist perspective its personalized perception of violence distances it from. Coexisting
through much of Tomochic, then, are two differently scaled perspectives in the town, which
entail opposed political perspectives. As the novel approaches its conclusion, its nationalist
leanings become more pronounced, most notably in the antepenultimate chapter, titled
“Chapultepec, Chapultepec.” At a moment after the siege on the town has concluded with a
government victory, Miguel reflects on the Chapultepec military academy in Mexico City, where
army officers like himself are trained:
Chapultepec. The Aztec name vibrated in the thoughtful officer’s unhappy soul. It
was an epic poem, a glorious reveille that called one to the struggle, to duty, to life.
Chapultepec. That unforgettable, glorious place! In a flash it evoked the legend of
Mexico in all its glory: the triumphant Netzahualcoyotl, Moctezuma’s pomp and
ceremony.
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Chapultepec. It also signified the heroism of the child martyrs of 1847, who had
illuminated the Mexican darkness with a rainbow of blood.
With the vision of the Chapultepec military academy resting on the presidential
fortress of the victor, Miguel once again believed in redemption and triumph, in his
country’s future and in his own, for he too was a son of Chapultepec! (T 149)
From Miguel’s perspective, the academy promises to serve an immediate need by weeding out
vice-ridden “rogue officers” who stood in the way of prompt military success in Tomóchic (T
149). Yet the academy holds Miguel in a reverie because it also prefigures, more significantly,
“redemption and triumph.” The academy’s name, Chapultepec, goes a long way towards
suggesting how such national redemption takes the form of political and cultural incorporation:
“the Aztec name,” along with pre-national leaders like the Texcoco Netzahualcoyotl and the
Aztec Moctezuma, are shorn of their indigenous cultural distinction and absorbed into national
history that passes into the present through the displays of valor shown fighting U.S. forces in
1847 and that is advanced by European-derived institutions, like the “military academy” and “the
presidential fortress,” associated with the modernizing nation-state. As this reverie unfolds,
Chapultepec morphs into an increasingly immaterial figure: from a “glorious place” it turns first
to a “signifie[r]” of heroism to a “vision” of political promise (my italics). By the end of the
passage, Miguel’s personal connection to Tomochitecos like Julia, Bernardo, and San José has
been replaced with an intense identification with the abstract ideal of patriotism that the passage
names Chapultepec.
Miguel’s identification with this abstract ideal is made possible by the mistaken
conclusion he comes to at the close of the preceding chapter: he sees a woman who fought with
the rebels dying from her wounds and takes her to be Julia, coming to the conclusion that “Julia
has died,” though at this point in the narrative she still lives. Perceiving that personal connection
to be severed, Miguel begins seeing his Tomochiteco opponents in increasingly impersonal terms
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that mitigate the emotional turmoil at having witnessed and been a part of this violence: while
other officers speak of particular Tomochiteco leaders like Reyes Dominguez and Cruz Chávez,
Miguel’s own reflections on the “handful of men” and “proud souls” he fought do not
differentiate his opponents (T 148). No longer recognizing the individual personhood of those
fighting against him, Miguel quickly adopts the perspective of the Porfiriato: “Miguel realized
that it was thanks to the strong arm of General Diaz that the nation had stamped out the rebellion
with one brutal blow. The proud, mystical war cry of Tomochic [...] had to be mercilessly
smothered” (T 148). By making the massacre in Tomochic a historical event that “had to” occur,
Miguel himself joins the allegorical subplot in contextualizing the town’s violence in a patriotic
national history. In the scene of Miguel’s revery, then, he models the consequences of viewing
atrocity from a scale too broad to facilitate the recognition of the personhood of those involved.
And once Miguel identifies with the abstract figure of the nation, he’s unable to reestablish a
connection with Julia, when he encounters her in the last moments of her life. In the novel’s last
chapter, Miguel encounters the mortally wounded Julia, and the pair’s interactions before she
passes away are marked by mutual misrecognition: upon seeing his former beloved badly
wounded, Miguel thinks, “No, this isn’t Julia, this can’t be Julia,” and he goes on to ask the
dying woman, “Don’t you recognize me?” (T 154, 155). That she does only for an instant before
dying underscores how in Frías’ novel the divergently scaled perceptions of violence ultimately
prove incompatible.
So the literary element of the romance plot both scales up and scales down the
perspective from which Tomochic bears witness to state violence in northern Mexico, and the
novel’s perspectival scales upward entangle the work in Porfirian ideology and patriarchal
politics. Indeed, I would argue that the nationalist and sexist leanings of the novel are generated
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by the particular literary element it employs to manage the scale in which the violence it
documents is perceived: the romance plot. To be sure, this underappreciated plot generates
several salutary ethical and political effects: its fictionality dramatizes the epistemological
inapprehensibility of the violence in Tomóchic, and its character networks scale the context of
that violence so that it becomes perceptible on a personal scale. But these effects are muted by
the novel’s turn to a more hegemonic perspective at the conclusion, I argue, for reasons having to
do with the standing of such romance plots in nineteenth-century Latin America. This love plot,
in which a man pursues a resistant woman, embeds many of the sexual inequalities operative in
late nineteenth-century Mexico. And, as Doris Sommer has demonstrated, in nineteenth-century
Latin America, “readers and writers of Latin America’s canon of national novels” have tended to
assume “a certain kind of translatability between romantic and republican desires.”31 Such
translatability would make it difficult to avoid patriotic allegory in plots of romance.
I’ve argued so far that Tomochic’s discrepant scales of perception generate contradictory
political impulses, especially prior to the conclusion of fighting in the town. By apprehending
these contradictory impulses, I offer, we’re able to better apprehend the representations of Teresa
Urrea in the text that have drawn the attention of the novel’s readers in American and border
studies. More specifically, I offer that Tomochic’s political ambivalences structure the
presentation of Teresa in the text and that such ambivalences make her appear as the
embodiment of a form of sovereignty that has gone unrecognized by the novel’s academic
readers. Critics have noted unusual formal position of Teresa in the novel: as Desirée Martin puts
it, “Frías appears to relegate Teresa Urrea to the background of his narrative,” but nevertheless
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“La Santa de Cabora’s specter permeates the entire novel.”32 For instance, the women attending
to the soldiers in camp aver that “Teresita herself blesses the rifles” of the rebels (T 13); Miguel
imagines “the girl saint of Cabora” as capable of motivating the rebels “to visit slaughter and
panic” on the army as it travels (T 56); Cruz Chávez checks for “scapulars and images of the
Saint of Cabora” as he inspects his fighters before battle (T 74); and “portraits of the Saint of
Cabora” are found amidst the ruins of the demolished town church (T 144). I suggest that, if the
constant background presence of Teresa is motivated by the rebels’ impulses to sympathize and
identify with the Tomochiteco perspective, the containment of Teresa within the narrative
background is a function of the novel’s opposite impulse to disidentify with the rebels. This
formal positioning presents Teresa as the source of an authority whose quantity is apparent but
whose qualities remain undetermined.
The narrator responds to this indeterminacy with skepticism: he labels devotion to Teresa
as “religious fanaticism” and describes support for her as “mass blindness” and “mystical
dementia,” suggesting that devotees of Teresa like the Tomóchic rebels profess loyalty to a false
authority (T 24, 27). One could find such condescension-tinged skepticism in the questions
constituting Miguel’s post-battle reflection, which I mentioned above. I quote here a fuller
representation of his reflections:
The Saint of Cabora! Had her burning, eloquent eyes—whose radiance shone like
a halo round her face, instilling miraculous faith in the poor pilgrims from faraway
mountain villages—incited the mountain peoples of Sonora, Sinaloa, and Chihuahua to
spark rebellions and disturbances that could only be quenched in flames and bloodshed?
Was she nothing but a delicately wrought instrument, a mirror, manipulated in the
dark by hidden hands, through whose sparkling play of facets and edges those strong,
unschooled men—heroic, ignorant rustics—could unleash from their mountain fortress a
terrible war of Mexicans against Mexicans in the name of God almighty?
Santa Teresa of Cabora!
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Little Teresita Urrea? Humble daughter of northern Sinaloa, born and raised in
Sonora on the threshold of a dark theater of war with the hateful war cries of rebellious
Yaqui ringing in her ears. Was it she who later inspired mystic delirium in the naïve
terrible soul of Tomochic, inspiring her people to pick up their Winchester rifles? Was it
her madness that gave birth to that lunatic slogan, “In the name of the great power of
God”? (T 142)
To be sure, the suggestion that Teresa may have been “a delicately wrought instrument, a mirror,
manipulated in the dark by hidden hands,” expresses a skepticism about the kind of authority
possessed by Teresa. The doubt expressed by Miguel here recalls that expressed earlier by the
narrator and suggests that the question-based structure of the reflection exposes Miguel’s
disbelief that Teresa herself possessed any meaningful authority and agency in the Tomóchic
conflict. It is on the basis of such expressions of skepticism that readers like Martín conclude that
Frías does “not really take La Santa de Cabora seriously” as a religious figure or social agent.33
I’m not sure that Frías is as dismissive of Teresa as is Miguel, but even if Martín is right
about Frías’ intention to dismiss Teresa’s power, I would argue that the question-based structure
of the reflection serves to hold out the possibility that Teresa does embody a particular form of
sovereignty. Indeed, Teresa’s sovereignty remains potent for how its qualities are held beyond
our perception, for that formal positioning allows her the authority to remain an unapprehended
potentiality and not a known and manageable entity. Insofar as Teresa’s authority remains most
potent when it remains held from view, it resembles that held by the Tomochitecos. While the
town still retained its autonomy, it remained imperceptible to Miguel and his fellow soldiers:
“Not one light, not one sound—not even the barking of a dog—could be made out in the evil
town that lay barely visible in the bottom of the valley. Nothing indicated any life in that hole,
that colossal eagle’s nest in the middle of the Sierra Madre mountains” (T 84). To be sure, the
kind of authority and autonomy held by Teresa and Tomóchic entails an unusual set of relations
33
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between aesthetics and sovereignty: whereas the sovereign might conventionally retain authority
via the continuous manifestation of his power, in the novel Teresa and the town invert this logic
and come to possess authority by remaining unperceived. The skeptical question form that might
seem to aim at downplaying Teresa’s sovereignty, then, inadvertently ends up reconstituting it.
As such, we might say that Frías’ novel documents and bears witness to not only the state
violence that razed the rural Chihuahua village but also the elusive form of authority that sought
to counter that state violence. And so if Tomochic’s testimony to the events in the town is
marked by certain nationalist leanings, that nationalism is at least momentarily interrupted not
just by the effort to scale down the reader’s perception of violence but also by the fleeting
manifestation of Teresa’s authority.
La Independencia y la Libertad en América
Teresa Urrea was not in Tomóchic during the army’s campaign against the town, nor was
Lauro Aguirre.34 For that reason, as they composed the battle sequence of Tomóchic!
Redención!, the pair would have needed to consult sources, most notably Frías’ novel, which
Robert McKee Irwin describes as “the only widely circulated account of what occurred.”35 But
when Aguirre and Urrea produce their account of Tomóchic, they substantially revise Frías’
version. My discussion of Frías’ Tomochic emphasized the novel’s political ambivalence and its
placement of Teresa in a liminal position of background omnipresence. Tomóchic! Redención!,
by contrast, is distinguished by its polemical anti-government stance—the narrative, for instance,
is punctuated by declamations like, “¡Oh Gobierno monstruoso!” (TR 174). Indeed, being
published by Aguirre’s anti-Diaz weekly El Independiente, Tomóchic! Redención!’s story of
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government abuse in the borderlands contributed to a borderlands print culture rooted in El Paso
that used the U.S.-Mexico border as a shield whose shelter enabled sharp attacks on the
Porfiriato to be launched.36 Moreover, in Tomóchic! Redención! Teresa appears in the narrative
foreground, not background. While the narrative doesn’t flaunt the historical record and place
Teresa in Tomóchic, she appears to readers at a number of points: from initiating her work as a
folk healer following the “ataque cataléptico” [cataleptic seizure] seen as affording her unusual
powers (TR 108); to being seen by the Tomochitecos talking to “los ancianos” [the elderly
couple], whom the rebels see as prophets (TR 132); to being subject to sexual threats, “los
instintos feróces,” after she’s taken for a threat to the state and arrested (TR 144).
If Teresa Urrea has a liminal status in Tomóchic! Redención!, it’s not as a personage
within the narrative but as an author. Teresa’s status as co-author is complex: lacking formal
education, Teresa’s writing skills are generally seen as having been limited, so her contributions
to the composition process likely would have needed to come in verbal form. Irwin and a number
of other scholars have, accordingly, doubted whether Teresa was an author in any sense more
than name only; Irwin’s interpretation of Teresa’s scant agency is based on the claim that “the
story is told with the first person narrator representing [Aguirre] and Urrea referred to only in the
third person.”37 This description best characterizes the prefatory section of Tomóchic!
Redención!; a more complex narrative voice emerges in what follows and suggests a more
central authorial role for Teresa. For instance, when a passage praising Teresa’s virtue begins,
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“Debemos decir que lo que más poderosamente llamaba la atención de las cualidades morales e
intellectuals de la joven [...]” [We should say that the moral and intellectual qualities of the
young girl that most powerfully attracted attention {...}], Teresa is grammatically present not just
as the content of the sentence but within the second-person plural speaking subject (TR 112).38
The Spanish of certain passages, moreover, seems crafted to embed an ambiguity as to the
identity of the speaking subject. For instance, an account of the libertation theology Teresa
espoused—founded in tenets like “la acción del bien es la oración” [good acts are prayer]—is
introduced thus: “Decíales,” which invites translation as both “She used to say to them” and “I
used to say to them” (TR 111). Given Teresa’s status as a recently deported dissident subject, she
may well have desired a mode of veiled authorship such as we might find in these moments of
narrative ambiguity. And I’m struck, moreover, by how this liminal authorship resembles the
liminal presentation of non-state sovereignty in Frías’ novel. For these reasons, I hesitate to
follow Irwin and others in seeing Tomóchic! Redención! as an exercise in muting or
appropriating Teresa’s voice and I proceed to read the text we as at least potentially jointly
authored.
The increased presence of Teresa as a figure within Tomóchic! Redención! is an index of
the most important adaptation Aguirre and Urrea made to Frías’ Tomochic: an expansion of
narrative scale. The plot of Frías’ novel is highly focused on the army campaign itself: the novel
commences with Miguel and the army already deployed to Guerrero City, and it ends with
Miguel still stationed in Tomóchic: the novel reached outside this narrow temporal frame only to
recount the backstories of Miguel and Julia. Tomóchic! Redención! unfolds across a more
extended temporal span. To begin with, the action of the novel is doubly prefaced. An
38
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“Introducción” offers a spatially and temporally dislocated religious vision in which a Teresaesque figure identified only as “una joven” speaks on “el progreso humano” to an unidentified
narrator (TR 94, 96). Within the narrative proper, the action is preceded by a reflection on “la
Revolución Cubana”—the significance of which I’ll discuss below—and a claim about the place
of Tomóchic in Mexican history: “Tomóchic y cuyos episodios relataremos ahora, es la
manifestación latent de las fuerzas populares que llevarán al pueblo mexicano a sacudir la tiranía
de Don Porfirio Diaz” [Tomóchic and the episodes we will now narrate are the latent
manifestation of the popular forces that will bring the Mexican people to shake off the tyranny of
Don Porfirio Diaz] (TR 106).
Only after these framing gestures do the events of the narrative commence, and the point
of commencement is not the military’s campaign on the town but a moment three years earlier in
1889 when Teresa begins to work as a heterodox Christian folk healer and to emerge as a symbol
of anti-government sentiment. The first two thirds of Tomóchic! Redención! go on to interweave
accounts of Teresa’s persecution at the hands of “los frailes, los enemigos personales del Sr.
Urrea, y el Gobierno de Mexico” [the (Catholic) friars, the personal enemies of (Teresa’s father)
Sr. Urrea, and the government of Mexico] (TR 118); of Tomochiteco confrontations with church
and state authorities (TR 122, 124); of the Tomochitecos’ consultation with “los ancianos” and
their efforts to consult with Teresa (TR 130, 138); and of the arrest and deportation of Teresa and
her father (TR 143, 146). With Teresa exiled, the narrative then turns to recounting the battle
episodes that comprise much of Frías’ Tomochic. But, later on, the narrative goes on past the
point of Frías’ novel’s conclusion with its brief accounts of how the Chihuahua towns of
Tosanachic, Cruces, Temosachic, and Santo Tomás subsequently experienced similar violence
(TR 169, 172-3)—though, as the narrators point out, the details of these events “no relatamos por
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ser semejantes a los de Tomóchic y no hacer demasiada larga esta narración” [we don’t narrate
for their being similar to those of Tomóchic and beause doing so would make the narrative too
long] (TR 173). So if Frías relies on allegory to emplot Tomóchic’s destruction as a tragic event
in a story of a nation achieving its promise, Tomóchic! Redención! presents that event in a more
direct fashion, as part of an extended repetitive series of insurrections that doesn’t unfold on a
trajectory of achieving an idealized national self-identity. Indeed, these insurrections seem to
forestall the development of such an identity.
Within this more extended narrative, the Tomóchic-focused sections remain formally
distinct. When the advertisement for Tomóchic! Redención! that I mentioned at this chapter’s
opening terms the book a “narración historico-filosófica,” it suggests a generic distinction
between that work and the novel written by Frías. Aguirre and Urrea’s concern with placing
Tomóchic in a broader history of norteño borderlands insurrection suggests that there is surely
something to that distinction. But Tomóchic! Redención! nevertheless retains a certain novelistic
quality, and I argue that this quality is most pronounced in the sections focused on events in the
town itself. To clarify, I use the term novelistic here in the Bakhtinian sense. For Bakhtin,
famously, “The novel can be defined as a diversity of social speech types (sometimes even
diversity of languages) and a diversity of individual voices, artistically organized”; the name
given to this hallmark discursive diversity is “heteroglossia.”39
It is an intensified heteroglossia that distinguishes the Tomóchic-focused segment of the
work. As my discussion so far has suggested, throughout Tomóchic! Redención!, the language of
historical reportage combines with the language of polemical commentary and philosophical
reflection. But an added type of language emerges in the part focused on the town: dialogue
39
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amongst the personages in the narrative.40 The first conversation featured in Tomóchic!
Redención! takes place as the Catholic priest Don Manuel Gastelum visits the Tomochitecos in
their church to castigate them for their religious devotion to Teresa, and Cruz Chávez defends the
townspeople’s sensibility. The closing exchange between Chávez and Gastelum, respectively,
gives a representative sense of the discussion:
--Nosotros no sabemos nada de sagradas órdenes. Nosotros solo sabemos que
Dios quiere la acción Buena y no palabras y como la niña de Cabora práctica la acción
Buena y ustedes no, creemos más en lo que ella nos dice que en ustedes.
--Satanás te confunde, réprobo, que os atreveis a profaner esta santa iglesia con
herejías.
[--We don’t know anything about sacred orders. All we know is that God wants
Good acts and not words, and since the girl from Cabora practices Good acts, unlike you,
we believe in what she tells us more than we do in you.
--Satan confuses you, he reproved, that you dare to profane this holy church with
your heresies.] (TR 126)
This scene dramatizes the conflict between the townspeople and church authorities, and so
exemplifies the antagonism existing between Tomóchic and the institutions governing
nineteenth-century Mexico. The conversation, of course, reads as a literary invention—though
the fact that is unfolded before an audience at least holds the possibility that someone present at
the time later reported it to Aguirre and Urrea for inclusion in the narrative. But in subsequent
conversations, the possibility that what’s presented to readers is anything but a product of a
fictionalizing imagination fades. There is no potential witness to Cruz Chávez’ last conversation
with his men, on how “nuestro deber nos manda que defendamos esas vidas hasta lo ultimo” [our
obligation (to protect their families from government violence) commands them to defend their
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lives to the last] (TR 168). Nor could a witness have reported to Aguirre and Urrea a rather
melodramatic conversation between General Rangel, head of the government forces assailing
Tomóchic, and Porfirio Diaz himself, in which Diaz responds to Rangel’s request for 2,000
additional troops by mockingly asking him, “¿Tiene usted miedo?” [Are you afraid?] (TR 154).
All this is to say that if the conversational speech and interactions make the Tomóchic section of
the narrative more novelistic than other sections, these conversations also make that section more
fictional than the rest. The melodrama of the Diaz scene, in particular, calls attention to its status
as imagined. Tomóchic! Redención!, then, is assembled so as to emphasize the fictionalization of
its climactic battle sequence.
Aguirre and Urrea’s account of the rebels’ repression by the state is embedded, then, in a
nominally historical narrative that calls attention to the fictionality of certain of its components.
Tomóchic! Redención! employs notably spare language to represent the apex of violence in the
town, and such language can be read as working in concert with the earmarking of the novel’s
fictionality:
Perdida la esperanza de que Chávez se rindiera se atacó vigorosamente la casa. Se
asaltó la azotea y se incendió la casa.
Por entre medio de las llamas salieron Cruz Chávez y once tomochitecos,
hacienda fuego vivísimo sobre las fuerzas del Gobierno.
Estas aterrorizadas corrieron ante aquel puñado de heroes. Haciendo fuego se
perdieron en las espesuras del campo cinco de ellos.
Los otros seis se quedaron resistiendo hasta que quemaron el último cartucho.
Cogieron prisioneros a Cruz Chávez, gravamente herido y a los otro cinco. Fueron
fusilados inmediatamente.
Después y para demostrar ante el mundo la barbaridad y la crueldad de las hordas
de Don Porfirio se incendió el pueblo.
Los heridos, mujeres y niños que había en la casa de Cruz Chávez tuvieron el
horroroso auxilio de la muerte por incendio.
[Having lost the hope that Chávez would surrender, it (the army) vigorously
attacked the house. It stormed the roof and set fire to the house.
Through the flames fled Cruz Chávez and eleven Tomochitecos, firing live rounds
over the government forces.
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The terrorized forces ran before that handful of heroes. Opening fire, five of them
lost themselves in the thickets of the field.
The other six continued resisting until they had fired the last cartridge.
They took prisoner Cruz Chávez, gravely wounded, and the other five. They were
immediately executed.
Later, to demonstrate before the world the barbarity and cruelty of Don Porfirio’s
hordes, the town was burned down.
The wounded, the women, and the children were helped to a horrible death by
fire.] (168)
Striking here is the absence of polemical comments—like “¡Oh Gobierno monstruoso!” or
“¡Heroícos Tomochitecos!” (TR 174, 107)—that punctuate the narrative at other points. Indeed,
the language here is striking for being so unadorned: adjectives and adverbs are used just enough
to give a sense of the action. Even the sharpest barb of the passage, the sarcastic claim that the
town was burned “para demonstrar la barbaridad ante el mundo,” and not to dramatize Díaz’
sovereignty for Mexican subjects, counts as one of the narrative’s more muted comments on
Diaz. And the presentation of shorter sentences in one or two-sentence paragraphs at once slows
the pace of reading and forestalls the development of a cohesive picture such as could take shape
in a longer paragraph of interconnected statements. The passage, in short, is marked by a distinct
narrative reticence, a hesitation to cast atrocity in the town as historically or imaginatively
accessible in a ready way, even as the passage insists on its occurrence. If Tomóchic! Redención!
fictionalizes Cruz Chávez’ last conversation with his companions, it withholds such speech, and
interiority, as the death of that cohort draws closer. Fictionalization and withheld information
alike serve to arrest the generation of something like transparent, documentary truth. These
combined techniques, I offer, constitute a form of documentarian reticence, and in that reticence,
I offer, we can see a respect for the past’s alterity comparable to what I earlier located in Frías’s
novel. In Tomóchic! Redención!’s combination of fictionalization and spare description, then, we
can describe a stance towards the past that we might well describe in the terms Stephen Best that
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I mentioned earlier, as marked not by “holding” and “clutching” but with “letting go” and
“disavowal.”
As was the case with Frías, the literary techniques used to stage this relation to the past
manage the scale at which we perceive the Tomóchic massacre. Tomóchic! Redención!’s
heteroglossia situates the massacre in relation to a broader historical movement, but that
movement and Tomóchic’s relation to it are both markedly distinct from what’s presented in
Frías’ novel. The complex relation Tomóchic! Redención! establishes between the 1892
insurrection and other historical moments, including but not limited to the 1896 moment of the
narrative’s publication, becomes clear in a striking moment of narrative slippage that comes as
the novelistic qualities of the narrative become more pronounced. Cruz Chavez’ suggested
response to the confrontation with the priest Gastelum is presented in this single-sentence
paragraph:
Cruz Chávez reunió a algunos de los vecinos y les manifestó que lo más prudente
era que los que habían estado en la iglesia cuando la disputa con el fraile Gastelúm se
fueran de Tomóchic a los cerros, para “dar tiempo” a que el Goberino tuviera informes
ciertos de los que había pasado, porque era seguro de que luego que se supiera la verdad
el Gobierno nos perseguía.
[Cruz Chávez met with some of (the town’s) residents and showed them that the
most prudent course would be for those who had been in the church during the dispute
with the friar Gastelúm to depart Tomóchic for the hills, to let time take its course until
the government had the reports of what had happened, because it was a sure thing that as
soon as the government knew the truth it would persecute us.] (TR 129, my italics)
The narrative perspective shifts over the course of this sentence: it begins in the third-person
voice associated with the narrative perspective of Aguirre and Urrea, but by the end we see
materialize a first person plural perspective—a “nos,” an “us”—that most obviously would seem
to focalize the perspective of Cruz Chávez and the Tomóchitecos. This shift is consistent with
the heteroglossia that distinguishes this section of the narrative, for it brings together varied,
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personal and impersonal, kinds of narrative discourse. We might well see this turn to “nos” as an
exaggerated form of the free indirect discourse found in the period’s novels, and the ambiguity
generated by this perspectival shift is much like what’s generated by that narrative technique: the
boundary between the two perspectives fades and they become difficult to distinguish.41 Here the
“nos” that ostensibly is the object of Chávez’ suggestion features especially porous borders: the
pronoun’s range of reference includes those in the church and town of Tomóchic in 1892, but
also the dissenting community relating and reading this account of violence in 1896 and beyond.
One could read this “nos” as expressing Cruz’ perspective, or as expressing Aguirre and Urrea’s
perspective, or both. In that sense, the “nos” both does and does not include both groups. The
government persecution referenced in this passage, then, both does and does not traverse time,
which is to say that the moment of Tomóchic both is and is not limited to 1892.
This temporal liminality is crucial to the narrative’s placement of Tomóchic in a broader
historical trajectory. I mentioned above that Tomóchic! Redención!’s introductory framing makes
the confrontation in the town into an event in a narrative of Mexico’s escape from tyranny; it is
“la manifestación latente de las fuerzas populares que llevarán al pueblo mexicano a sacudir la
tiranía de Don Porfirio Diaz” [the latent manifestation of the popular forces that will bring the
Mexican people to shake off the tyranny of Don Porfirio Diaz] (TR 107). Indeed, Aguirre and
Urrea are emphatic about how the Tomochitecos are “precursores de una nueva era” [precursors
of a new era], their sacrifices “los preliminares gloriosos de la redención” [the preliminary
glories of redemption] (TR 107). The rapid inscription of redemptive meaning in the losses
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suffered by the rebels is striking. The confident transformation of loss into emplotted historical
event suggests an impulse towards intellectual mastery and complete epistemic apprehension that
seems at odds with the documentarian reticence characteristic of the narrative’s Tomóchic
sections. Does this impulse to make meaning via historical emplotment, I wonder, in some
regards efface the grief and trauma of the loss itself? It’s this impulse to subsume Tomóchic into
a history of dissent and freedom, I offer, that is checked by the temporal positioning generated by
the narrative’s quasi-free indirect discourse. Because Aguirre and Urrea place the Tomóchic
violence both in its own moment and in others, its subsumption into a redemptive narrative
remains partial. Whereas Frías’ incorporation via allegory of this violence into a patriotic
national narrative was complete and unambiguous, the temporal positioning of Tomóchic in
Aguirre and Urrea’s narrative allows them to achieve the paradoxical double end of allowing
Tomóchic to retain its self identity as a loss while at the same time glimmering into being as a
flashpoint in an anti-tyrannical historical trajectory. Indeed, we might find this double end
expressed in the narrative’s title: Aguirre and Urrea’s narrative was not published as La
redención de Tomóchic nor even as Tomóchic y redención. No word joins the title terms, which
are separated by an exclamation point. The separated title terms anticipate a narrative offering
testimony to violence as such—Tomóchic!—as well as the possibility of historical redemption—
Redención!—without reducing the former to the latter.
What is the character of the history in which Aguirre and Urrea situate Tomóchic? Irwin
has suggested that Tomóchic! Redención! situates the events in the town “in a context of national
social unrest.”42 But while the narrative is surely concerned with the nation, the history Aguirre
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My reading diverges substantially from Irwin’s, so I pause here to treat his claim more fully. The Irwin
quote is drawn from the following sentence: “Aguirre merely repositions the events laid out in Frías’
novel in the context of national social unrest, a context into which Frías’ ¡Tomóchic! would eventually be
recast by critics, but only after the revolution in the years following 1910” (Bandits, Captives, Heroines,
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and Urrea situate Tomóchic! Redención! in exceeds the temporal and spatial boundaries of the
Mexican nation. The penultimate chapter of the narrative closes with this statement of the
workings of historical anti-authoritarian struggles: “En las luchas por la independencia y la
libertad los hombres se agrupan alrededor de Bolívar, Hidalgo, Washington, Juárez or de
Lincoln” [In struggles for independence and liberty men group themselves around Bolívar,
Hidalgo, Washington, Juárez, or Lincoln] (TR 176). This statement maps a hemispheric history
of revolution and emancipation: Simón Bolívar led Venezuela (and a set of other nations) to
independence from Spain in 1821; Father Miguel Hidalgo y Castillo spoke the grito de
independencia credited with beginning the Mexican War of Independence in 1810; George
Washington steered the U.S. to independence from England in the 1770s and 1780s; Benito
Juárez ended the French occupation of Mexico in 1867; and Abraham Lincoln issued the
emancipation proclamation in 1863. This late reference to independence struggles in the
Americas complements the early discussion of “La revolución Cubana” as an event “en la
marcha de civilización” (TR 106). The anachronistic ordering and the narrative bookending of
these events suggests, of course, something other than a simple progression towards freedom.
Tomóchic, thus, is framed as an event in an inter-American series of irruptions of freedom that is
in no sense national.

and Saints, 229). I disagree with Irwin regarding both the works mentioned. As I hope to have shown in
my reading of Tomochic, Frías’ novel itself, and not later critics, situates Tomóchic in a story of national
unrest. And as my reading below will show, Aguirre and Urrea place Tomóchic in hemispheric and world
histories—there is nothing “mere” about their revisions to Frías’ novel. Generally, Irwin’s book
constitutes a remarkably helpful scholarly resource for providing such a thorough account of what texts
were published in the nineteenth- and twentieth-century borderlands. As such, I consider what strike me
as mischaracterizations of the historical scale of these Tomóchic narratives to be a function of the scale of
his project: in the process of composing such a comprehensive account of borderlands cultural
production, certain details and elements of individual works may have receded from view.
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The Bolívar-to-Lincoln catalogue of Americas leaders might seem to suggest that Aguirre
and Urrea develop some “great man” theory of history in which a narrow class of individuals
serve as agents of change. But if men “se agrupan” around Bolívar et al., such anonymous
figures remain the agents of historical change. This conception of popular agency is presented
with especial clarity in a section linking liberation struggles in the Americas to those throughout
the world. Like the ideas of a radical Christianity, and like the ideas of the French revolution,
La independencia y la libertad en América fueron aceptadas y defendidas por las
masas ignorantes y combatidas por las clases ilustradas y educadas.
En virtud de esto hay en las masas una tendencia irresistible a ir hacia adelante y
oponerse a todo lo que detenga la práctica y el cumplimiento de la justicia y de estar
listas a luchar por los ideales que lleven a la humanidad a conquistar le justicia.
[Independence and freedom in América were accepted and defended by the
uneducated masses and fought by the enlightened and educated classes.
By virtue of this there is an irresistible tendency to go forward and oppose
themselves to all that may arrest the practice and achievement of justice and of their
being ready to struggle for the ideals that bring humanity to won justice.] (TR 121)43
“Las clases ignorante”: the agents of historical change, here, are not educated elites but a more
democratically constituted social assemby of which the Tomóchic rebels might be taken as
exemplary. In this and related moments in Tomóchic! Redención!, we can see Aguirre and Urrea
advancing something quite like a philosophy of hemispheric and even world history. Indeed, it’s
in this sense that their “narración” is not just “historico” but also “filosófica.”
As Tomóchic! Redención!’s philosophy of history insists on a popular subject of history,
the narrative reconceives the category of the human. In Tomóchic, the uneducated masses
struggled for justice; for this reason, “Tomóchic es, como lo veremos despues y tenemos la
seguridad que lo confirmará la historia, el despertamiento del pobre, del analfabético, del
43

The phrase “masas ignorantes” poses a particular translation challenge. One translation choice would be
to cast the term as “ignorant masses.” But I opt for “uneducated masses” because it eschews the negative
connotations of “ignorant,” which seems in keeping with Aguirre and Urrea’s interest in transvaluing that
class of persons, and because it counterpoints the “educated” classes they oppose.
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segregado social, del leproso a la vida del hombre” [Tomóchic is, as we will later see, and as
we’re sure history will confirm, the awakening of the poor, the illiterate, the socially segregated,
the leper, to the life of man] (TR 107). As these figures awaken and pursue a just world, they
prepare a new era: “la era que viene y vendrá, en que el desheredado, el analfabético, el leproso
entren a la categoría del hombres” (TR 107). Tomóchic! Redención!’s distribution of historical
agency carries with it, then, an explosion of the boundaries of the human that is markedly
democratic in character. Aguirre and Urrea’s trio of subjects reconfigures three boundaries of the
more exclusionary conception of the human in circulation in the nineteenth century. If
“desheredado” in the sense of the dispossessed point to the poor, its root in desheredar grants it a
secondary meaning as the disinherited, those excluded from familial lines of inheritance, so the
term’s employment by Aguirre and Urrea contests the marginalization of the socioeconomically
impoverished and of those with a vexed relation to heteronormative familial structures through
which inheritance often flows. Because literacy is a function of education, cognition, and cultural
position, the transvaluation of “el analfabético” expands the human in terms of intellectual ability
and cultural variety. And since the leper’s illness is manifested in the body, casting her or him as
a historical agent contests social hierarchies, like race, predicated upon embodied social
difference. At the head of the history Aguirre and Urrea present as context for the Tomóchic
massacre, then, is a figure of the human so radically reconstructed that it bears scant resemblance
to the avatar of European “enlightenment” that the “human” was often made to serve as.
Tomóchic! Redención!’s democratized sense of historical agency and its aversion to a
narrow conception of the human, coupled with an avoidance of plots allegorizing the nation
through the family, generates a sexual politics much more feminist in orientation than was on
offer in Frías. Aguirre and Urrea make clear that redrawing the category of the human is to occur
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alongside and as part of a turn toward sexual equality within and beyond Mexico. Tomóchic,
especially because of Teresa’s role in the lead-up to the conflict, “es la preparación de la era en
que la mujer se emancipará” [is preparation for the era in which woman will emancipate herself]
(TR 106). As the narrative’s introduction makes clear, for the uneducated masses to achieve
justice, women’s social position must be equal to men’s:
Para esto necesita la mujer entrar en la labor y en la igualidad y en los derechos
del hombre, porque siendo la mujer el sér humano en que el sentimiento obra más y
funciona major y por lo mismo la parte de la humanidad en que radica principalmente la
fuerza prepulsora de lo moral, es necesario, para que lo moral se desarolle plena y
ampliamente, que su manantial no tenga trabas y pueda ejercer su influencia sobre lo que
rodea [...].
[For this, the woman needs to enter into labor and equality and the rights of man,
because, woman being the human being in which sentiment works most and functions
best and likewise the part of humanity in which the morally propelling force resides, it’s
necessary, so that morals may develop fully and totally, that her fountainhead not be
hindered and be able to exercise its influence over all it encircles {...}.] (TR 103)
The association here of women’s social agency with sentiment might give pause for how it
recalls such an association in another context—in the ideology of republican motherhood
circulating through the nineteenth-century Americas. Within than paradigm, women and
particularly mothers serve the nation by cultivating ethical and civic values within the domestic
sphere, such that women are at once accorded political agency and denied equality by being held
outside the sphere of politics proper. Aguirre and Urrea’s vision of women’s historical agency,
though, focused as it is on “la humanidad,” is by no means circumscribed by the nation.
Moreover, while republican motherhood is predicated upon separate and unequal spheres,
Aguirre and Urrea offer a full-throated argument against separate spheres (“entrar de lleno en la
labor”) and for equal rights (“y en la igualidad y en los derechos del hombre”).
Whereas the allegorical romance subplot of Frías’ Tomochic contextualizes the
eponymous outbreak of state violence in a patriotic historical narrative presented in patriarachal
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terms, the heteroglossia and especially the free indirect discourse of Aguirre and Urrea’s
Tomóchic! Redención! sets that violence in relation to a historical trajectory distinguishes by its
course away from national and sexual hierarchies. Indeed, it’s Aguirre and Urrea’s employment
of a literary technique besides a conventional allegory analogizing families and nations that
affords them an opportunity to avoid the patriotic and patriarchal stances of Frías. Retelling the
Tomóchic story in a way that eschews romance, in other words, helps Aguirre and Urrea reflect
on history in hemispheric and feminist terms that exceed the constraints of the nation and family.
The novelistic heteroglossia of Tomóchic! Redención! makes possible both a particular stance
towards past violence and a contextualization of the atrocity in a revolutionary history that makes
marginalized subjects like the Tomochitecos the very agents of history.
El Plan de Tomóchic
As I mentioned in this chapter’s opening section, Frías’ Tomochic and Aguirre and
Urrea’s Tomóchic! Redención! constitute two nodes in a network of Teresa-related texts that
stretches into the twenty-first century. Accordingly, one way to close this chapter would be to
trace the persistence of the stances towards history at the center of my readings so far in works
like Brianda Domecq’s La insólita historia and Luis Alberto Urrea’s The Hummingbird’s
Daughter. Such an analysis might explore, say, how Domecq’s and Urrea’s respective uses of
the novel genre to present the life of Teresa echo the literary forms of bearing witness at work in
Frías’ and Aguirre and Urrea’s earlier works. But this trajectory of literary retelling and
adaptation, linking the 1890s to the 1990s and after, has been thoroughly studied by scholars like
Irwin and Martín, so thoroughly, in fact, that some other branches of this network of texts have
been overlooked. I’ll close this chapter, then, by briefly tracing a different path of literary
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relations, one that leads not to our contemporary literary scene but to the prehistory of the
Mexican revolution.
To do so, I turn to the 1896 “Plan restaurador de la Constitución y reformista” [Plan to
Restore and Reform the Constitution], also know as the “Plan de Tomóchic.” The historian
David Dorado Romo provides an apt description of the plan when he terms it a “revolutionary
manifesto.”44 The plan was likely authored by Aguirre and possibly also by Urrea and her father,
though none of these three opted to sign it, perhaps given the intense scrutiny they were then
receiving from the U.S. and Mexican governments for their anti-Diaz writing and activism.45
Addressed broadly to “Conciudadanos” [fellow citizens], the plan first takes stock of its political
moment with twenty-four clauses charting the abuses of the Diaz regime; it then proposes a
plan—that the signers “sostenemos y sostendremos con la fuerza de las armas” [uphold and will
uphold by force of arms]—for managing the transition to a Mexico without Diaz.46
The social and political outlook of the plan parallels that of Tomóchic! Redención! The
plan, for one, counts Tomóchic amongst the “hecatombes” [massacres] perpetrated by the
regime.47 Moreover, the clauses assessing the political situation decry the same social hierarchies
Tomóchic! Redención! hopes to see demolished:
CONSIDERANDO: que en el estado actual de la civilización humana es mengua,
atentatorio y monstruoso a los fueros humanos todo hecho, y/ó toda tendencia que
mantenga ó tienda a mantener la desigualidad humana, ya sea sexos, ya por razas, ya por
nacionalidades ó ya por clases [...].
44
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[CONSIDERING: that in the present state of human civilization, every incident
and/or tendency that maintains or tends to maintain human inequality, whether from sex,
race, nationality, or class, is detrimental, threatening, and monstrous to human codes
[...].48
Amongst the renovations to the political order that are to follow Diaz’s ouster are laws codifying
those egalitarian values:
XI. – La mujer tiene los mismos derechos del hombre y elegirá y será electa con
ABSOLUTA igualidad al hombre y desempeñará todos los puestos públicos INCLUSO
el de presidente de la República.
XII. – Todos los hombres tienen los mismos derechos, prerogativas y deberes en
México.
[XI. – Woman has the same rights of man and will vote and be elected with
ABSOLUTE equality to man and will perform all public posts EVEN that of president of
the Republic.
XII. – All men have the same rights, priveleges, and obligations in Mexico.]49
Pursuing this course, by arms if necessary, will allow Mexicans to “sacudir la tiranía de Don
Porfirio Diaz” [shake off the tyranny of Don Porfirio Diaz].50 Insofar as these are the exact
words Aguirre and Urrea use to describe what the Tomóchic events portend (TR 106), there’s no
stronger suggestion of common authorship and of the situation of “Plan de Tomóchic” within the
text-network of nearly contemporaneous Tomóchic narratives.
The “Plan de Tomóchic” is considered by historians as “uno de los documentos más
importantes que se generaron durante los dos décadas anteriores a la revolución de 1910” [one of
the most important documents that emerged in the two decades prior to the revolution of 1910].51
At the moment of its 1896 signing, the beginnings of the revolution that promised to bring about
48
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the social transformations the plan envisioned was still fourteen years off. At that point in time,
when the Mexican Revolution was not a given but just a possibility, the twenty-three signatories
recorded Tomóchic as the location of their signing.52 The signatories, then, like the authors of the
Tomóchic narratives, returned to the site of the town to reflect on a different future. If that
alignment of purpose suggests the existence of testimonial qualities in a political manifesto, it
also lets us see in the novelistic testimonies to loss the glimmers of a revolution whose fruition
remained years distant.

52
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Conclusion: Periodization and the “Plan de San Diego”
“We will proclaim the independence and segregation of the States bordering on the
Mexican nation, which are: Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Colorado, and Upper California, of
which states the Republic of Mexico was robbed in a most perfidious manner by North American
imperialism.”1 This declaration of an independent borderlands republic ends the first clause of
the “Plan de San Diego,” a 1915 manifesto of unknown authorship composed in the south Texas
City of San Diego. Composed and circulated amidst the Mexican Revolution, the plan presented
a program of political insurrection that inspired a set of raids from Mexico into Texas.2 A key
point of the plan’s declaration of a borderlands polity is a program of cross-racial affiliation
amongst ethnic minorities that anticipates the outlook of 1960s social movements for racial
justice.3 The plan proclaims “the liberty of individuals of the black race and its independence of
Yankee tyranny, which has held us in iniquitous slavery since remote times,” and it guarantees
“To the Apaches of Arizona as well as the Indians (red skins) of the territory” that “the lands
which have been taken from them shall be returned to them, to the end that they may assist us in
the cause they defend.”4 To achieve this polity’s constitution, the plan’s advocates are prepared
to match in kind the white supremacist violence that accompanied U.S. expansion across the
continent: “Every North American over sixteen years of age shall be put to death, and only the
1
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aged men, women, and children will be respected.”5 While the immediate objective of this
insurrectionary violence and cross-racial affiliation is the establishment of a sovereign polity, the
plan leaves open the possibility of, “if it be thought expedient, annexation to Mexico.”6
The borderlands republic called for by the “Plan de San Diego” fits, in may regards, into
the long history of contests between state and other polities in the North American southwest
that, as the foregoing chapters have shown, were a persistent point of interest for nineteenthcentury borderlands novelists. But the plan and its republic stand out by virtue of their
investment in redress. By expelling the U.S. from the southwest, the plan would undo the
transfer of territory and sovereignty that, nearly seventy years earlier, radically reconfigured
North American geopolitics. Or, to put the matter slightly differently, we might say that the plan
would unmake the social and political terrain nineteenth-century borderlands novelists aspire to
represent. Indeed, some of the plans most striking features would appear to serve this project of
historical undoing. Insofar as executions of North Americans would reproduce, in inverse
fashion, the violence white Americans directed against non-white groups in the context of
expansion, and insofar as annexation to Mexico would restore to the latter lands of which it “was
robbed in a most perfidious manner by North American imperialism,” the plan’s elements tend
towards a formally balanced sort of compensation in regional history.7 There is, then, a curious
temporality embedded in the plan: looking backward and forwards at once, it imagines a future
that’s also the past, a future whose existence is predicated upon the negation of the past. What’s
yielded by this temporal tangle is a sense of political possibility, for what does the plan offer, at
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base, if not the promise of a borderlands structured in terms other the racial hierarchies and
political institutions of North American—that is to say, U.S.—imperialism?
It is, perhaps, this sense of alternative political possibilities that explains why the “Plan
de San Diego” has had a significant life in borderlands novels. As a few scholars have suggested,
the “Plan de San Diego” is an important point of reference for Sutton Griggs’ novel of a
counterfactual black state in Texas, Imperium in Imperio (1899) and for Américo Paredes’ ethnic
bildungsroman George Washington Gómez (c. 1940).8 Griggs’ and Paredes’ novels tend not to
be considered together. However, I argue that juxtaposing the ways the outlines of the “Plan de
San Diego” appear in these two works brings into view how the history of institutions
challenging nation-state sovereignty has a different temporal standing in these borderlands
novels of the turn of the twentieth century and later than it did in earlier works. I conclude this
dissertation with a brief consideration of Griggs’ and Paredes’ novels and scholarship on them,
then, in order to point up a shift in borderlands literary history. The literary life of the “Plan de
San Diego,” I offer, both suggests and undermines the possibility of periodizing this body of
writing.
Because my aim in this conclusion is not to develop a new argument about either novel
but rather to make a broader point about literary historical transitions, I’ll point to the parallels in
how these novels temporally place the “Plan de San Diego” via brief commentaries on major
readings of the novels. One such reading is Caroline Levander’s analysis of Imperium in
Imperio, which does the important work of clearly locating it in the geopolitical milieu of the
8
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U.S.-Mexico borderlands. She begins this contextualization by making a chronologically
counterintuitive claim: that Grigg’s 1899 novel is engaged with the 1915 plan for a borderlands
republic. As Levander puts it, “Uncanny resonances bind these two texts together over the few
years and few hundred miles that separate their writing”; she notes how polities in the novel and
plan share slogans, anti-U.S. political plans, and an investment in Texas as an insurrectionary
site.9 She explains that Imperium in Imperio can improbably anticipate a plan that didn’t exist at
its moment of composition by suggesting that each is “a textual instance or trace of a set of
political frictions over nation, race, and empire” that unfolded in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.”10 Griggs’ engagement with this regional culture, Levander goes on to argue,
lets his novel propose a solution to national political issue: “Griggs’ novel draws upon the area’s
rich racial legacy in order to imagine a new answer to a key question occupying both black and
white citizens of the U.S.—where to place the nation’s newly freed black citizens.”11
In this claim and elsewhere, Levander uses the term “imagine” to describe the project of
Griggs’ text, and I would argue that her employment of the rhetoric of imagination locates in the
novel a particular prospective temporal orientation. The orientation towards the future is
apparent, for instance, when Levander argues that “It is from the outermost periphery rather than
the center of the U.S. South—in a borderlands South—that the creation of an independent black
society powerful and complex enough to defend African-Americans against the racism that
frustrates similar efforts in other parts of the world becomes imaginable.”12 Here, the contrast
between the eponymous Imperium and the “similar efforts” that are already frustrated in their
9
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efforts to achieve black security underscores how the novel’s promise of a polity is yet to be
achieved, located not in the past but in the future. Levander’s lexicon of imagination suggests a
primarily future cast in Griggs’ novel even when she acknowledges Imperium in Imperio’s
engagement with the past. When she points to the way that “Griggs harnesses this complex,
regionally specific African-American legacy to imagine [...] a powerful all-black governing body
at the nation’s edge,” the recollection of a past and present social legacy is placed in an
instrumental relation to an act of political imagining, such that the imaginative act is at once
separated from the past and present and prioritized over their recollection.13 Given this temporal
orientation, the novel’s anticipatory relation to the “Plan de San Diego” begins to emerge as a
metonymy for its relation to alternative borderlands political formations more broadly: like the
plan’s polity, they’re consistently situated in the novel’s future. I have no wish to take issue with
this characterization of Imperium in Imperio’s temporal orientation; indeed, I find the claim that
the work is principally concerned with black political futures in a transnational context to be
largely compelling.14 I draw out this quality of Levander’s reading—an insight her analysis
might be said to discover without saying so—because the anticipatory temporality of Griggs’
novel constitutes a key point of comparison and contrast with other borderlands novels.
13
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For instance, while Griggs’ novel anticipates the “Plan de San Diego,” Paredes’ George
Washington Gómez recollects it. While the novel generally follows the trajectory of the
bildungsroman, tracing the maturation of its eponymous protagonist, also known as Guálinto, the
plot commences before his birth. “Part One” of the novel is titled “’Los Sediciosos,’ The
Seditionists.”15 That opening section traces the involvement of Guálinto’s uncles with a group
carrying out cross-border raids at the time of the Mexican revolution. It’s within this
revolutionary context that Guálinto is born, given a name, and left without a father, following the
latter’s murder by Texas Rangers.16 Guálinto’s uncles, notably, are suggested to be working with
a group of sediciosos aiming to found the “Republic of the Southwest”—a clear reference to the
polity envisioned by the “Plan de San Diego.”17 This connection between the novel and the plan
is affirmed in Ramón Saldívar’s magisterial reading of Paredes’ work: the novel “takes
especially as its moment the 1915 uprising in south Texas by Mexican-Americans attempting to
create a Spanish-speaking Republic of the Southwest. Dismissed in official histories by AngloAmerican historians as ‘Mexican bandits,’ the sediciosos (seditionists) were in fact acting under
a carefully considered revolutionary manifesto, the ‘Plan de San Diego.’”18 As Saldívar goes on
to explain, white Texans responded to this plan with wide reaching and violent reprisals against
Mexicans and Mexican-Americans; these reprisals constituted a “reign of terror” that “virtually
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cleared south Texas of landholding Mexican Americans, making feasible the Anglo development
of the region into its capitalist agribusiness formation of the 1920s.”19 Guálinto, whose
adolescence coincides with the U.S. Great Depression, comes of age in the resultant social
landscape. The novel, on Saldívar’s reading, is concerned with showing how that social
landscape complicates Guálinto’s search for a unified adult identity: “It describes one version of
how U.S.-Mexican identity was constructed and mediated through the struggle over language,
culture, politics, capital, and real property.”20 Indeed, he goes on to suggest, it is the necessity of
negotiating such struggles that gives the novel its distinct character as an ethnic bildungsroman.21
What I would add to Saldívar’s powerful reading is that Guálinto’s self-formation entails
not just navigating the social structures and hierarchies of the present but also negotiating with
the particularities of borderlands political history. Saldívar, to be sure, is not wholly blind to this
fact; as he puts it at one point, “Guálinto never fully gets out of his past, but continues to live in
it.”22 But what Saldívar’s analysis does not recognize is just how much the past he can’t escape
corresponds to the past that took his father’s life. Paredes’ novel shows how Guálinto’s present is
haunted by a borderlands past with particular power via dreams. At a point when the twentysomething Guálinto, having adopted the less ethnically marked name of George G. Gómez, has
begun working for the U.S. military intelligence, a daydream from his boyhood unexpectedly
reappears to him in dream: “He would imagine he was living in his great-grandfather’s time,

19

Ibid, 155.

20

Ibid, 169.

21

As Saldívar puts it, “Differently from the bourgeois narrative of education, however, Guálinto’s story
of ethnic education is shaped not only by his premeditated acts of individual will but also by the
transpersonal and transinstitutional structures of race and geopolitical power” (The Borderlands of
Culture, 181).
22

Ibid, 185.
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when the Americans first began to encroach on the northern provinces of the new Republic of
Mexico.” After some time and some planning,
he built a modern arms factory at Laredo, doing it all in great detail, until he had an
enormous, well-trained army that included Irishmen and escaped American Negro slaves.
Finally, he would defeat not only the army of the United States but its navy as well. He
would reconquer all the territory west of the Mississippi River and recover Florida as
well.23
Paredes, to be sure, places the dream here to dramatize the conflicted identity that his protagonist
has grown into: a Mexican-American man working for the U.S. military imagining a Mexicanled assault on the U.S. military.24 As such, the dream stages the subjective struggles attending a
bifurcated Mexican-American identity. Indeed, the elaboration and analysis of such identitarian
strains is one of Paredes’ novel’s chief achievements. But, importantly, the dream stages this late
1930s drama of identity by recalling key elements of the 1915 “Plan de San Diego,” which
sparked the unrest that led to Guálinto’s father’s murder. The military project of the dream aims
to “reconquer”: to reclaim territories taken from Mexico, as well as the former Spanish colonial
possession of Florida. And this project would achieve its end by assembling a cross-racial
coalition—not just Mexicans but “Irishmen and escaped Negro slaves”—that recalls the
multiracial composition of the 1915 plan’s “Liberating Army for Races and Peoples.”25 This
dream comes to Guálinto-George near the novel’s end. As such, we can say that recollections of
the alternative sovereignty projects of the early-twentieth-century borderlands bookend Paredes’
novel.
23

Paredes, George Washington Gómez, 282.

24

Saldívar makes a similar point, if in negative terms, when he argues that “Guálinto’s buried memories
and childhood dreams erase the apparently resolved identity crisis by reinscribing over that presumed
resolution the provisional quality of its instrumental form” (Borderlands of Culture, 173). Saldívar,
though, cuts of his block quotation from the novel one sentence before mine, preventing the development
of the reading I present below.
25

“Plan de San Diego,” 146.
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Because Paredes’ novel recollects the “Plan de San Diego” while Griggs’ novel
anticipates it, their temporal placements of that bid for sovereignty may seem to have little in
common. What’s notable about these works’ respective placements of the plan, though, is where
it is not located: the novels’ present. In this regard, this pair of novels, from at and after the close
of the nineteenth-century period this dissertation examines, have a different temporal relation to
the extra-national history of political institutions they and earlier novels engage As the foregoing
chapters have sought to show, the novels of the nineteenth-century borderlands are engaged in a
realist project of constructing their present. That temporal orientation is perhaps best distilled in
a phrase from the subtitle of Ruiz de Burton’s The Squatter and the Don: “A Novel Descriptive
of Contemporary Occurrences.”26 That characterization fits not just for Ruiz de Burton’s novel
but also for those of John Rollin Ridge, Mark Twain, Frank Norris, Heriberto Frías, Lauro
Aguirre, and Teresa Urrea. All these writers innovate novelistic forms to carry out the
challenging task of constructing the political history of their respective unsettled presents. But it
would be imprecise to term either Imperium in Imperio or George Washington Gómez “a novel
descriptive of contemporary occurrences.” The former might better be termed a novel descriptive
of empires to come, the latter a novel descriptive of republics past.
The anticipatory and retrospective temporalities of Griggs’ and Paredes’ novels might be
taken as indices of a kind of shift in borderlands literary history. Of course, no novel in the
borderlands or elsewhere is wholly disengaged from its present. But still, the proportion of works
that the phrase “novel descriptive of contemporary occurrences” fails to describe surely increases
in the decades following the close of my study. For instance, Cormac McCarthy’s 1985 Blood
Meridian depicts not the border in the Cold War era of Reagan but rather the southwest of the
26

Maria Amparo Ruiz de Burton, The Squatter and the Don (1885; New York: Modern Library, 2004), 1.
The full subtitle reads “A Novel Descriptive of Contemporary Occurrences in California,” with the last
two words set on a separate line on the original title page.
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1850s.27 And, to pick another example by a major author, Alejandro Morales’ 1992 The Rag Doll
Plagues sets its action in three moments, only one of which is near that of its composition:
colonial Mexico, late twentieth-century Los Angeles, and a dystopic California future.28
To be sure, I propose nothing here like a sharp division between literary periods. After
all, a number of modern and contemporary borderlands authors continue the realist project of
contemporary world-making of their nineteenth-century antecedents. For example, Mariano
Azuela’s 1915 Los de Abajo—which would become the most famous novel of the Mexican
Revolution, and which was first published in El Paso—is acutely concerned with giving form, if
fragmentary form, to the social upheavals of Revolutionary Mexico.29 And not only is the turn to
times besides the present not universal, but the transition is also not sudden. The “Plan de San
Diego” case study I use to point up this transition indexes its protracted nature: it entails three
moments spread over forty years, 1899, 1915, and 1940.
Demarcating sharp period boundaries is always an effort doomed to fail; drawing such
sharp boundaries is especially futile when the key manifestation of the shift between would-be
periods is the increased presence of a transtemporal orientation. Still, borderlands literary history
does seem to have taken some turn in the early twentieth century, for the body of writing
composed in the decades after George Washington Gómez features more variety in temporal
orientation than the novels composed in the half-century before Imperium in Imperio. I propose,
then, that we might think of the four decades between Griggs’ and Paredes’ novels as a
chronological analogue of the geography named in the “Plan de San Diego”—a geography that

27

Cormac McCarthy, Blood Meridian, or, the Evening Redness in the West (New York: Vintage
International, 1985).
28

Alejandro Morales, The Rag Doll Plagues (Houston: Arte Público, 1992).

29

Mariano Azuela, The Underdogs, trans. Beth E. Jorgenson (New York: Modern Library, 2002).
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with some exceptions maps onto the conception of the borderlands at work in this dissertation.30
Much as the U.S. political landscape to the north of the geography that would constitute the
Republic of the Southwest is recognizably (if not absolutely) distinct from the Mexican
landscape to the south, there’s a discernible distinction between the borderlands novels
antedating 1900 and postdating 1940. But much as the political geography that would constitute
the Republic of the Southwest is organized by a range of social and political orders, the literature
written within this forty-year literary historical borderlands is organized at times by the temporal
logics of what came before and at times by those temporal logics that came after. It is based on
this recognition of a protracted, uneven, and non-absolute transition in borderlands literary
history that I conclude my dissertation at precisely the point there most studies of the borderlands
novel start, with Américo Paredes and his George Washington Gómez.31
To recognize this turn in the literary history of the U.S.-Mexico borderlands is to bring
into focus the aesthetic and political project of these novels. Later borderlands novels do the
important work of imagining alternative futures and diagnosing the ways the past haunts the
present. By contrast, borderlands novels written between the U.S.-Mexico War and the turn of
the twentieth century construct the worlds of their present, worlds that are organized not just by
the nation-states colonizing the region but rather by a competition for sovereignty between those
30

I say “with some exceptions” because the plan makes no reference to Sonora and Chihuahua, both of
which are important political and literary historical sites in my study. The Nevada of Roughing It might
seem to be excluded from the territories the plan anticipates annexing, but it (along with what is now
Utah) would have been considered part of Alta California before 1848, and so would have been included
in the nation the plan would constitute.
31

This critical common sense is on display in Ramón Saldívar’s chapter on “The American Borderlands
Novel” in The Cambridge History of the American Novel, eds. Leonard Cassuto, Claire Virginia Eby, and
Benjamin Reiss (New York: Cambridge UP, 2011), 1031-1045. Saldívar uses three examples in
chronological sequence to sketch the features of this genre of writing: Paredes’ George Washington
Gómez (1940), McCarthy’s Blood Meridian (1985), and Leslie Marmon Silko’s Almanac of the Dead
(1991). Because his chapter presents no commentary on any borderlands novel written before 1940, the
tacit suggestion is that this genre emerges with Paredes in the mid-twentieth-century.
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states and a range of other non-state polities. The novels’ use of interruptive forms allows them
to construct social worlds at the nation’s edge without reproducing the perspectives of the U.S.
and Mexican nation-states and to figure fugitive histories that fall out of the official archives of
those institutions. As they do so, the novels make sensible the limits of the nation-state’s hold on
power in the borderlands, thus laying bare the contingency of existing social and political
hierarchies. The novels, in short, show their readers the transformability of their political present.
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